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Regionai disparities have existed in China, a vast and heterogeneous country with
sharp1y d i v d e d physical, economic, and social conditions, for hmdreds, indeed,

thousands of years. These âisparities, d

y represented by the so-called East-

West gaps, have been considetaby widened since China'sWefonn and Opening
up" began to take root in the late 1970s. This phenornenon of increasing regionai

disparities has brought about many social and economic problems. Appropriate
attention shouid be taken by government to cinb and gradualiy reduce the uneven
spatial developmenf which is the result of the interactions of many factors.

Spatial variations of agriculture are regarded as both the cardural cause and one of
the consequentiai effects of the g e n d regional disparities. Understanding such
variations will positively contn'bute to the formdation of solutiom to the problem of

regional disparities. This study provides a quantitative assesment of the differentiai

performance of agricdtiiral production of both grain and red meat during the period
between 1980 and 1990. It focuses on change occrining at both the six macreregions' level and the provincial level by rnanipulaîingthe classical
ii

shift-and-share approach. The redts obtained indicate tbat aîthough thae
was no signifiant change in the basic spatiai patteras present m agriculture,

each individuai region mderwent detaileâ différences in its paformance.

These variations d t e d fiom the combination of each a m ' s "regional

A good appreciation of these spatiai variations in agriculture is a prerequisite

for a sound regionai policy of agricultural development which should balance

the exploitation of regional comparative advantage and the implementation of
regional foodgrain self-sufnciency.
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CHAPTER 1. REGIONAL DISPARITIES IN CHINA
1. 1. Setting The Scene

During the past three decades, with the acceptance of economic and social
equity as a basic principle to aspue to, equai spatial development has become

a clear and pressing objective in many countries. Unfortwiately, in many
cases the gap between different regions has been steadüy increasing instead

of being narrowed, the by-product of the process of economic growth. China

constitutes a good example of this tendency.
From 1980 to 1992, China's average annual growth rate of GDP at purchase
value was 9.1 percent; a rate only exceeded by Botswana (10.1 percent) and

South Korea (9.4 percent). During the same period the average annual growth

rate of GNP per capita was 7.6 percent; a rate only surpassed by South Korea
(8.5 percent) (1). Considering China's size, this growth rate is very

impressive. Further, the total GNP of China was $ 506,075 million in 1992,
placing it seventh in the world ranking (2). In the Spring of 1993, with the use
of a new method of calculating purchasing power parity, the World Bank

ranked C h a second ody to the United States, while the Intemational

Monetary Fund placed China behind both the United States and Japan (3).

This economic boom has brought about remarkable improvements in the
living standards of the Chinese people, including a longer life expectancy,

sufncient food supply, much more household income, better housing, more
education, access to a wider variety of goods, more leisure time, and
especidy, less politicai pressure and more fieedom in general.
However, every coin has two sides. Rapid economic growth also created
some disturbing side-effects. One of the most distwbiag of these side-effects
is the increase of social and spatial inequalities. Since 1980, China's spatiai

patterns have undergone signincant change as a result of economic refom.
The existing spatial inequalities, both in tenns of urban-niral merences and

regional disparities, have widened to a serious extent and caused, and will
continue to cause, great social instability and many other problems.

Consequently, this problem of widening gaps in regional development has

become an important issue not only for academk scholars, but also for

policy-makers.
China's economic refoms, the so-cded "second revolution", initiated in the
late 1970s by the pragmatic leader Deng Xiaoping, have brought about

si-cant

changes in every fkcet of Chinese society as well as remadcable

economic growth. Economic refonns embrace two major elements: the

-

-

intention to hiiralise the domestic economy DudeGaoHe and the desire

-

to open the economy to the outside world DuiWaiKaïFmg. The latter is

commody descriid as the "open-door policy". In the Chinese conte* while

6cDviWuiiKaiang''refers to the opening up of the domestic economy to the
outside world, it does not preclude self-reliance, a long-texm policy goal of
the country. More precisely, the open-door policy focuses on three aspects:
the refonn of foreign-trade and exchange regimes, the establishment of a legal

and institutional fiamework for foreign direct investment, and the
establishment of Special Economic Zones (SEZS)' and other development

zones (4).

As an important part of economic modemkation the open-door policy
complements and supports the drive towards domestic economic

liberalisation. It has led to a change of emphasis in regional development
strategy. This change can be summarised in the expression '%oastal

development strategy". It entaiis prîoritising coastal areas in economic
development, especidy selected coastal areas, namely, the Special Economic
1. Tàmc arc 6tn SE= Shuizhen, Shantou, and Zhuhai irr Guangdong pmviucc, Xiamen in Fujian pmvkc,
and Hainan, itseif a pmoince. Tbc basic objective o f SEZs w;u m seme as labotatories fbr rehm and KI
attract hrcip direct invumicat aad ~cchnologyh m abmad by aiiowing enterpusa to operate in a policy
cnvironmuit bascd mu& more on m d e t mechanisms than elsevheni ia the economy- SEZs have two
disM@biog Eatures. =SC, they have a grcatcr degree o f adminisaritive autonomy han othu arcas. Second,
SEZs provideci a signi6cantly more attnctive incentivcs' structure than eisewhere in China Sec Wodd Bank,
R r b Washington, ~ . ~ . ? 9 3 4This
. book provides a simple md clcar explanaticin of
China's d i b t economic zones.

Zones, Open Cities, and other developrnent zones. These were promoted as
growth poles by granting them favoured treatment, These growth poles have

good locations in tenns of economic geography, enjoy a long history of
overseas trade, possess good traasportation idkastructure together with
concentrations of skilied labour, comparative advantages in educaîion and

research facilites and some useful harbours.(5)

This coastd development strategy has generated far-reaching geographical
impacts. By far the most paramount of them is the reshaping of the spatid
patterns of inequality, including the pattem of urban-rural differences and

regionai disparities. There are quite a few studies addressing China's spatial
inequalities. However, al1 of them focus either on regional incorne differences
or inequality of industrial development. Little attention has been directed to

regional disparities in agricultural performance. This thesis will examine the
impact of economic refoms on China's regional dispanties from the
agricultural perspective, using the method of shift-and-share analysis as its

comerstone. Before proceeding further with the analysis of regional

disparities in agiculture, it is necessasr to review the general situation of
China's regional disparities.

1.2. Regional Disparities As A Coacem

1.2. 1. EastWest Disparities

As a continental-size country with a very long

1,

there are

many instances of merences occurring among China's various areas. It is

not unusual to fhd sharp contrasts between areas in tenns of economic aud
social characteristics upon crossing a mountain or a river or even a county

border when travelling in China. However, at the macro-level, the most
signincant gaps exist between eastem coastal provinces and western interior
provinces. That is to Say, fiom east to West, the scale of economy and the

level of economic and social development are gradualIy descending. In short,
it is the East-West imbalance which constitutes the centrepiece of China's

regional disparities.
To avoid confusion, it i s necessary to begin by giving dennitions of some of
the regionalization terms used in China. Traditional China is usuaily divided

into the "Coastal area" and the c'hterior area". The fonner embraces twelve

provincial administrative units: al1 three central municipalities, eight provinces
and one autonomous region (~uangxi)~.They are, nom north to south,
Liaoning, Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang,
3

In order to simpiify, hereinafter a l 1 provincial administrative units
are called provinces.

Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi,and Hainan (Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao
are not included). The rernaining eighteen inland provinces (and autonomous

regions) comprise the interior area.

In the Seventh Five-Year-Plan, China was officially regionali;r_edinto tbree
economic zones: the Eastern zone, the Central zone, and the Westem zone.

The Eastern zone is equivaient to the coastal area, whüe the Iatter two are a
fiuther division of the interior area. The Ceatral zone embraces the proMnces
of Shanxi, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei and Himm and

the Inner Mongolian autonomous region. The Western zone consists of

Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai provinces and the
Ningxia Hui,Xinjiang Uygur and Tibet autonomous regions. The three zones

are vev sirnilar to a three-step ladder in ternis of economic and social
development (refer to Table 1-1 and Figure 1.1). 1 shall use the tbree-zonai

division to reveal the fimdamental nature of regional disparities in China.

One of the most significant characteristics of widening east-west disparities is
the increasing gap of production values between east and west. During the

period extending ftom 1982 to 1992, the eastem area developed production
activity at a faster rate than the central and western areas. According to Table
1-2, fiom 1982 to 1992 the eastern area enlarged its gross output value of

agriculture and industry (GOVAI) more than six-fold, while its share of
6

national total gross output value of agriculture and indwtry increased seven
percentage points, fkom 55.17 percent to 62.25 percent; that is, to a level
much higher than its population share. By con-

the shares of national total

production value held by the central and western areas decreased by five and
two percentage points, respectively, to levels lower than their population

proportions.

The difference between individual provinces is more glaring. Shanghai, a
coastal municipality, had the highest per capita GOVAI in both 1982 and
1992 (the highest in the history of the PRC). The values in question were
5695 yuan in 1982 and 18691.2 yuan in 1992, respectively. The province

with the lowest per capita GOVAI in 1982 was Guizhou, a southwest interior
province, which registered 357 yuan. Tibet was the lowest in 1992, with
1162.6 yuan. The ratio of per capita GOVAI of the highest to the lowest was

15.95:1 in 1982. In 1992 the ratio had increased slightly to 16.08:1. In the
same year Shanghai's per capita

GOVAI was 4.72 times higher than the

national average; whereas Tibet's was only 29.36 percent of the national

average.

Table 1-1. Three Ecoaomic Zones of China

Items

unit

National
total

Eastern

zone

Year: 1992

Centrai
zone

Western

zone

%

100

14.0

34.4

51.6

YO

100

41-28

35.88

22.88

capita yuan

3959

5969

2775

2184

Per capita GOVI yuan

3 180

5062

2065

1528

2812

( 1601

Area

population
Per
GOVAI

Per capita GNP ( yuan

1

2053

1

1

1391

Note: 1. Al1 data are calculated fiom QUANGUO ZHUYAO SHEHUI
JINGJi ZHIBLAO PAIXU N I A N M (Yearbook of the Rankùig of Major
Indicators of Social and Economic Development of China), edited by
Comprehensive Department of State Statistical Bureau, China Statistical
Press, Beijing, 1993;

2. GOVAI refers to Gross Output Value of Agriculture and Industry
3. GOVI means Gross Output Value of Industry.

To m e r demonstrate the widening disparïties let us compare two typical

provinces: Sichuan and Guangdong. Sichuan is the core province for the

Third Front construction3,whiie Guangdong is the major beneficiary of the
"open-door policy". In 1982 the GOVAI of Sichuan was 53.46 billion yuan; a
value amounting to 6.51 percent of the national total. In the same year

Guangdong's GOVAl was 41 -50 billion yuan, some 5.06 percent of the
national total. M e r only one decade, in 1991, Shichuan's GOVAI had
increased to 21 1.43 billion yuan (current value), but its share had decreased
to 5.81 percent of the national total; while the

share of Guangdong, with a

GOVAI of 317.89 billion yuan, had increased to 8.73 percent of the national
total. In 1986 the per capita GNP of Sichuan was 630 yuan whereas that of

Guangdong was IO85 yuan. The ratio of Sichuan to Guangdong thus was 1:
1.72.in 1986. In 1991, the ratio had increased to k2.39, with Sichuan's

absolute income standing at 1183 yuan and Guangdong's at 2823 yuan.

The pattern of per capita GNP for the three zones displays a similar variation.
In general, per capita GNP tends to be higher on the coast than in the interior,

and the gap is increasing. In 1992, among the top 10 provinces on the score
of per capita GNP,only the 1st three were interior provinces ( Heilongjiang,
The nuid Fmnt tonsmiction wnr P large-scale development scheme initiaad by Mm Zedong d u ~ g
1960's and caûy 1970's wbida emphssised shifang havy lad milimry industries h m coiutal areas to inland
areas. Furtfier explmation may be kund in section 5.1 o f tbis diaprer.

Xinjiang and Jilin), In 1992 the per capita GNP of Shanghai (the highest) was
7.5 h e s higher than that of Guizhou (the Iowest).

Econornic imbalances o h lead to correspondhg Merences in social
progress. According to a survey conducted by the State Statistical Bureau, of

the combined index of the 1993 social development in 29 provinces (Tlkt
excluded), the comprehensive rankiag of China's social development level
declined steadily fiom east to west4. Areas of east China stood at the

forefiont in various aspects of social development, Among the top 10 places
in tems of comprehensive social development, nine were coastal provinces.
Only the tenth was a central province, narnely, Heilongjiang. Most rankings

for the central and western areas are in the lower range. In fact, Western
provinces are found among the top 10 ody in four categories out of ten

@3eiiine:Review, July 24-30, 1995, p. 1 9).'

The socid development combined index brings together data on envimnmen~population,
economy, quaiity o f IiQ employment, health are, culture and spom, education and social
security.

The comprehensive ranking fiom the highest to the lowesf of China's social development
level by province in 1933 reveded: Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Liaoning, Guangdong Jiangsu,
Jilin, Zhejiang Hainan, Heilongjiang Shandong Fujian, Hebei, Shanxi, Hubei, Imer
Mongolia, ShaHunan, Guangxi, Anhui, Henan, Xinjiang Ningxia, Sichuan, Qinghai,
Yunnan, Gansu and Guizhou
Review, July 24-30.1395, p.19).

Regional disparities have always been a cause of concem for large counüies.

In China there are seved reasons which heighten the govemment's coacem
for regional disparities. What follows is a briefjustification for such concem.

1.2.2. Wby Regioaal Disparities Desewe Attention

The effort undertaken by the Chinese govemment to overcome regionai
disparities is an indication in itseif of the importance of the issue. Equal

developrnent in all areas is an issue which has a beating on national stability
and social justice. Yet there are limits on what can be achieved in overcoming
Merences between regions. Indeed, some differences reflect acceptable

kinds of inequality. For example, other things being equal, farmers in fertile
areas are naturaily expected to have more net income than those famiing in

more sterile areas. While differences do exist in the extent to which and the
areas in which social intervention by govenunent is considered desirable (6),

China, as a socialist country, regards the accomplishment of a certain level of
cornmon prosperity for al1 its people and areas as a basic goal.

Tabk 1-2 Cross Output Vdue of Agriculture and Indus-

1992 1982
(10 bil yuan)

increase
aver 1982

PerC-Wof

nationai total
1982

96

1992

National total
461-51 82.07
produtiOnval\ae

562.34

100

100

Eastem area
Centrai area

45.28
24.73
12.06

634.45
468.96
483.0

55.17
30.13
14.69

62.25
25.13
12.62

55.78

664.50

100

Westem area

287.28
115.98
58.25

Total industrial
output value

370.66

-

Eastem area

243.63
86.28
40.75

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

100
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

33.34
15.40
7.04

730.74
560.26
579.66

59.77
27.61
12.62

10.99

Total agriculhiral.
output valw
90.85

26.29

345.57

100

100

Eastern a m
Central area
Western area

11.94
9.33
5.02

45.42
35.49
19.09

48.05
32-69
19.26

Central ara
Westeni area

43.65
29.70
17.50

365.58
3 18.33
348.61

65.73

23.28

Source: 1. Data for 1982 are calcdakâ n
o
m Statistid Yearbook of China,
1983 (EngIïsh edition), compiled by the State Statisticai Bureau of China,
Ecowmic Iaformation & Agency, Hong Kong, 1983;

2. Data source for 1992 is the same as Table 1-1.

It follows that one of its hdamentd sociiaiist ideologies is to eradicate social

and spatial ineqalities. The equaiîsation of regional development has been
seen as an important hallmark of socialism. National development
concentrated in a few areas is considered as a problem that shouid be
corrected by regional poiicies of even development. The catchphrase "even
spatial development" has become a rallying cry for governent intervention.

In addition to the pwsuit of economic and social equity, three more reasons
jusw a balanced (spatially even) regional development approach. The fkst

centres on national unit.. China is a multi-nationality country with fiIty-five
recognised "minority nationalities" which together account for 7 percent of

the national population. They occur mainly in westem areas which have rich
natural endowments. Four out of five of China's national autonomous regions

are located in the interior area. Perceiving themselves to be depressed,
minority nationalities are very sensitive to their status. They fear that they

may be Ieft behind in texms of national development. The problem of uneven
economic oppominities often cornes to the fore as the leading factor

accounting for ethnic tension. In the past it was not uncornmon for conflict to
occur between the Han people and the minorities (and such is the case to this

day in Tibet). Therefore, unless the westem region experiences a reasonable
rate of economic growth, then evident regional disparities between the

developed coastaî anta and the less4weloped -01

aad ôackward border

regions populated by etbnic minonties may gsaaate a series of delicate social

problems which could seriody miemine d o n a l unity.

The second reason dwells an stmtegic &ty.

It is beiieved diat highîy

conceoa.ated iirchmtry is vuherable to war damage. Before the Li'beration of
1949 Chma had eXpenenced four

decades of turbulence and

war which

seriously damaged the coastal indusales. The Sapanese invasion in particular
destroyed most of the coimtry9s hiustnal nibric. For same time after 1949

China feand the thmat of foreign invasion. This threat nrSt came fiom the
USA, then later fiom the former USSR. Such feats hsted untü the late
1970's. This made the Chllrese govemment sensitive to the vulnerability of

industries concentrateci in areas which Eacod potential foreign attack. To
Maoist leaders, it became clear that the intenor provinces shouid be

developed to such a level that they rnight stand alone in the event of external
attack or intenral turbulence or civil war.

The tbitd focuses on the rationalisation of hdustry. ûne of the characteristics
of industrial distn'bution in pre-1949 China was the divorce between the

indusaial sites and their sources of raw materials (the iron and steel industiy
was the oniy partiai exception). In Shanghai, for example, where China's
processing industries were concentraîed, there was no local supply of wal,
15

unable to suppIy Shanghai with Spfocient agicuitmal raw matetials for its

weU-developed processimg hbûies. Shanghai bad to imporc a lprge q y a d y
of its raw mataials, pticularty wool and fiuacmed tobacco, h m mon
distanî areas. Mines wen also largdy cassociated âom the establishments
set-up to procws their pmducts.
to

In the northeast, many of the products had

be eqorted in the fonn of raw materials or Semi-finished pfoducts,

including magnesite, molybdenum ore, paper pulp, and pig imn (7). From the
standpoint of the classical th-

of location, tbis sepadon of industrial

centres & o n their sources of raw mateds

CO-

the communist

description oftheir king "irrational".
The causes of regional disparities are extreme1y cornplex, involving hundreds
ofphysid, politicai, cconomic, dtural, and historical variables, as well as a
good share of chance or luck (8). However in most cases the varying growth

rate of the economic sector dominated by idustry is the cardinal and direct

cause for uneven spatial development. This cause-effi relationship makes it

possible in theory for govenunent to intervene so as to nmedy the irrational
spatial patterns of development by means of regional development policy.

The clbinese govemment subscn'bed to this view.

However, it is woah irotingthat altboPgh the Chinese gojustifications

bod many

for atiempting to comct the inatid distriion of the

economy, the thegioaal policy prirsued was o

h mt diracdy addrrssiag

spatial ineqiiality per se but was motivated more by military sttategy or its

notion of economic efficiency, aibeit it did sometimes bene& the interior
areas. This point will becom more clear with a review of regional policy

since the Liiberation.

The causes for c W s east-west uneven development are very complicated,
h v o 1 . g a host of fistors. Howeve~the physical setting or endowment of

nanaal resources, location of economic activities, heritage of development,
and govemment policy all play a part in sbaping east-west gaps. These -ors
are the subject matter ofbe following discussion.

1.3. Variations In Physical Setting
Situated in East Asia, China is encircled by mountains and deserts to the West
and north and by the vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean and adjacent seas to

the east and southeast. As a resuit, west China remained in virtual isolation

untü relatively recently, but east and southeast China was open to maritime
transportation. Therefore, east China is more accessible to the outside world

than the isolated west of the country.
China is a country with great physical diversity. The natural conditions Vary

fiom place to place. The country is divided into three nahiral realms: Eastern

Monsoon China, Northwest Arid China, and the Qinghai-Xizang Fngid
Plateau. Eastern Monsoon China occupies about 45 percent of the total land
area of China and has a population accounting for 95 percent of the country's

total population. The output of indusûy and agriculture of this natwal region
amounts to 97 percent of the national total. Strongly influenced by the

summer maritime monsoon, this area has bumid or subhumid climate. It has
the most favouable natwal conditions for hwnan activities, and nearly all

arable land has been cultivated. Northwest Arid China is the eastem part of

the immense Eurasian desert and grassland; it occupies about 30 percent of
the total land area of China, but its population accounts for only 4 percent of
the country's total population.

The Muence of the summer maritime
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monsoon is rather weak, and hence, the c h a t e is. arid or semiarki. Plateau
and inland basios of approximately 500 to 1500 m in elevation dominate this
area. On the whole, the n a t d conditions for humaa activities are barely
favourable. The Qinghai-Xizang Frigid Plateau is the highest and largest
plateau in the world. It occupies about 25 percent of the total land area of

China,but holds less than 1 percent of the cou~try'stotal population. It has a
mean elevation of above 4,000 m with a low temperature. The n a d
conditions as a whole are decidedly unfavourable to human activities (9).

Ln ternis of landfoms, the topography of China is broadly arranged into four
great steps.

1) The Qinghai-Xizang Plateau has a mean elevation of above 4,000

m, and, hence, is sometimes called the "roof of the world".
2) From the eastem margin of the Qinghai-Xizang Plateau eastward up

-

to the Da Hinggan - Taihang Wushan mountains line, is a region

composed mainly of plateaux and'basins with elevations fiom 2000
to 1000

m. Numbered among them are the Nei Monggol, Ordos,

Loess, Yunnnan-Guizhou plateaux and the Tarim, lunggar, and
Sichuan basins.

3)

F m the above-mentioned iine eastward to the Coast is a zone in
which are distrriuted the largest plains of China with elevation
below 200 m-the

Northeast China Pl*

North China Plain and

the middle and lower Changjiang Plain, which are also interspersed

with hills generally below 500 m in elevation.
4) The continental shelf has a water depth of generaIly less than 200

m. There are more than 5000 islands in China's neighbouring seas,
many of which are rocky and elevated (10).
Precipitation is unevenly dismiuted in China. Generally, from southeast

China to northwest China, with the distance fiom the sea increasing, the
annual precipitation declines markedly. The 500 miUUnetre isohyet-ninning

nom central Heilongjiang to the Sino-Bhutanese border in the southwest and
broadly coinciding with the direction of several major mountain chains-is
roughly a dividing line: northwest of it, precipitation is scarce, resufting in
chiefly pastoral areas; southeast of it, rainfall is abundant, giving rise to the

chief agrïcultural areas of China.
Owing to the general west-eastward sloping topography, most large rivers in

China run eastward. Among them are the Heilongjiang river, Huanghe river,
Changjiang river and Zhujiang river. They flow into the Pacific Ocean and are

bordered by fertile and broad valley plains which have very good conditions
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for agriculture. The Changjiang Delta and the Zhujiang Delta are traditionally
prosperous areas.
Three naturai realms, four great steps of topography, the uneven distniution

of water resources, and the Mecentid locations of agricdtural land together
provide the physical preconditions for the spatid inequality that occurs
betwecn east and west areas.

Two M e r points are worth nothg about the physical setting. Firsf although
poor communications and technologies almost entirely prevented their

exploitation before 1949, the great hinterland regions do hold enormous

natural wealth: there are now known deposits of nearly evew kind of usefid
mineral. There are precious metals, forest, water and energy resources in

abundance. The potential for major industrial development in western areas
is, in consequence, great (1 1).
Second, the western regions are the traditional homelands of many of the non-

Han minority peoples. Al1 five minority autonomous regions are located in the
west. This has complicated the cceast-west"issue, since disparities become

not only an economic concem but also a political issue with, as has been
remarked, strong implications for national integration. Let me note how these
disparities have fared through the ages.

1.4. Legacy Of The Spatial Inequality

China is a country with over 5,000 years of continuous civilisation. In ancient

China, the lower Huanghe (Yeliow) river basin was the key political and
economic area. Indeed, the Huanghe River is called the c d e of Chinese
civilisation. From the Sui (AD 589-617) and Tang (AD 618-906) period,

South and Southeast China recorded faster development than North China on
account of there being in these two regions good conditions for agriculture,

rich resources of fish, salt, tea, and silk etc., and thriring sea trades. During
the Later Tang and Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (AD 907-959) eras,

South China had a relatively peaceful environment, whilst, by contrast, the

North suEered serioiisly fiom war which forced people to migrate to the
South and the Southeast areas. This stimufated the rise of the South at the
expense of the North (12). The Lower Changjiang River basin assumed the
position of key economic area and was linked to the old key economic area,
the lower Huanghe River basin, via the Grand Canal (13).

During the Song dynasty (AD 960-1 125), with the political centre relocated

in Linaa(now Hangzhou) in the southeastem coastd Zhejiang province, the
lower Changjiang River basin and Zhujiang (Pearl) River delta experienced

an accelerated economic and social progress. ïhe trading ports of Quanzhou,
Guangzhou and Minzhou had then some of the most advanced handicraft
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industries in the world. Sea trading promoted the development of the port

cities of Guangzhou, Quanzhou, Shanghai, Ganpu,Wenzhou, Hangzhou and
Ningbo.
From Yuan times (AD 1276-1367) to those of the Ming dyllasty(AD 13681644), the Lower Changjiang River vdey remained the key economic area,

dthough Beijing became the national political, economic aad cultural centre.
Nascent capitaiïsm appeared with the development of urban industries and
commerce in coastal cities. Mining, kon-smelting, textile manufacture, paper
making and printing, and shipbuilding scored M e r advances in Southeast

China. Several coastal cities continued to prosper through maritime trade,
such as Fuzhou, Quanzhou, Guangzhou and Ningbo.
During the early Qing period (AD 1645- 191l), Southeast China remained the

national economic base, and inchoate industries steadïly developed in
prosperous coastal cities. However, the Qing govemment assumed a negative

stance towards commercial development, denying entrepreneurs the right to
open mines on their own. It even put a limit on the nurnber of looms a factory

codd own. Besides, it imposed burdensome taxes, so burdensome in fact that
many merchants were forced to close shops as a result of b d m p t c y (14).

ln addition, the Quig govemment adopted a ccclosed-door"policy towards
foreign countrïes, rejecting their material products, technology, and culture.
AU these moves senously hampered the development of modem industries at

home and led to China gradualIy faliing iktheer and m e r behind the

European comtries which experienced a rapid development sttoiulated by the

"indusmal revolution". Until the Opium Wars China remained an isolateci,
self-suficieut ccCentralKingdom" dominated by agriculture.
China's defeat in the Opium Wars (1839-1 842) led to the invasion of the

country by European powers who forced the Qing goverment to open

China's ports to foreign business. In 1842, the Treaty of Nanking (Nanjing)
opened the ports of Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Ningbo, and Shanghai on

the southeast coast to foreign economic activities. The Treaty of Tientsin
(Tianjin) in 1858 opened a fürthet 10 ports, eight of which(Tainan, Danshui,

Chaozhou, Qiongzhou, Hankou, Jiujiang, Nanjing, and Zhenjiang) were aiso
in the southeast area. These treaty ports grew to be the country's chief

economic centres.

In the early twentieth centwy, Russia and Japan instigated development of
industries in northeast China which they occupied. Mer World War 1 Japan
steadily increased its influence in China, establishing heavy industries in

Manchiuia (the northeast China). Iron and steel industries were built around
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the region's coal and uon ore deposits; chernicals ami enginee~gindustries
were developed for military purposes; and energy industries were established
to provide cheap power. There was no heavy industrial base in China other

than in this region. The Japanese also developed the textile and mining
industries in Qingdao and Tianjin, which, dong with Shangbi, had by 1937
become China's largest industrial centres (1 5).
During the penod fkom 1931 to 1945, heavy industries expanded in the

northeast and began to develop in the north, but, by contrast, there was a

decline in production in the southeast. in the west, mainly around Chongqing,
the Chinese government exploited raw material resources and oversaw the
introduction of heavy industry, much of it transferred fiom the east, which

served the needs of the war. Meanwhile, some s m d industrial centres also

developed in interior areas. However, such dinùsion was reversed soon d e r
the end of the war. By the end of 1948, coastal areas (excludiog Manchuria)
accouuted for four-f'ifths of both the total number of factories and the total

industrial employment, and were responsible for nine-tenths of the motive
power (16).
It is worth pointhg out that industry, especially modem industry, took a
comparatively small share of the Chinese economy. lndustry (including

transport) accounted for only 18-20 percent of GDP in 1933, and 23-26
percent in 1952-afterthree years of rehabilitation (17).
Summarisingthe above, fiom 1840 to 1949 modem industries, most ofwhich
were initiated by foreign capital, developed only in treaty port-cities on the
coastal f i g e (e-g. Shanghai, Tianjin and Qingdao) and in the Northern

provinces; that is, precisely those areas with the advantage of access to the
outside. The rest of the country was vimially devoid of modem indusûy
except mining and cottage industry. Yet, because of its meagre share of the
economy, the impact of modem industry on Chinese society was srnail.
Agiculture continued to dominate the country.

For a long time one Mew was widely accepted by most Chinese scholars. As
that view sees it, the incursions by colonial powers were directly responsible

for the spatial differentials in China. I shali maintain that, while such
intervention conmbuted decidedly to spatial inequality, it was neither the root
nor the sole cause for that condition. The determinhg factor for the spatial
inequality per se is the physical setting of China. Had China not experienced

the invasion of outsiders, the spatial inequality would still have prevailed,
although the gap might not have become so sharp.

This instance of sharp spatial ineqdties

was seen by the commimst party

leaders, who established the People' Republic of China in 1949 d e r
defeating the Guomingdang govemment, as "irrational" and a product of
history. They ûied to correct it thmugh regional policy aimed at acbieving

common prosperity in all areas. The next section will review how the
communist govenunent handed this problem.

1. S. Regional Devetopment Poliey Since 1949

China's national strategy for rrgional development &ce "Liberation"(the
succession ofthe canimimists m 1949) may be dividad into two phases: the

Mao era and the Post-hh era. Each has sharply contrasting approaches to

1.5.

t Regional Poiicy in the Mao Era

When the Chinese Commimist Party came to power, its leaders regarded the
legacy of east-west heqdty as one of the hdamental problems confronting

economic development. As mentioned before, the commimist govemment
advanceâ good reasons for thk; namely, concems for economic and social
equity, nationai unity, sûategic security and rationaJisation of industrial

distribution. Consequently, it was resolved that great effort must be devoted
to overcoming this "Vrational" spaîial pattern through national development

Rebabiütation and the First FiveYmr-Plan Period (194e57)

Soon d e r the establishment of the People's Republic of China, the Koreau
wer broke out. The Beijing government felt threatened by the Western

powers, and decided to ally itself with the USSR. This meant that China
could obtain badly-needed technology and other assistance &om the USSEL

During the first tbree y-

of its ascendancy major efforts were made to
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restore the social order, repair the war-devastated economy, and restore

previous proâuction levels. No immediate large-scale industrialisation
program was launched.

The Fust FYP (1953-1957), relying heavily on Soviet experience and
financial and technical assistance, indicated the beginning of large-scale

industrialisation. The intent of the FvSt FYP was to estabiish new industries
in the non-coastal provinces. In the words of Li Fuchun, the architect of the
First FYP: 'Our present task in urban construction and hence industrialisation
is not to develop the large cities on the Coast, but to develop medium and

small cities in the interior' (18). The major reasons for the inland bias were to
place industrial sites close to sources of raw materials and fiiel and areas of
consumption and to strengthen national defence. The last consideration

played a significant role in Chinese regional policy of the 1960s and 1970s.

This inland-favoured development approach is sometimes styled the interior
"

development strategy" in contrast to the Post-Mao em's "coastal
development strategy".
In accord with the First FYP, 694 "backbone" indusmal projects were

advanced for implementation, of which 472 were located in interior
provinces. Among the projects in question, 156 were regarded as %y

projects" which had direct Soviet technical and hancial assistance and were
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of large scale and were regarded as playing critical roles in the economy. A
detailed analysis of these "key projects" wiii provide a clear understanding of
the "interior development strate&'.
Duriog the First FYP, 150 of the planned 156 key projects were carried out
with a total investment of about 20 bülion RenMinBi (RMB)or yuan. The

investment for each single project ranged from over 10 million yuan to 6000
million yuan. Table 1-3 shows their geographical distribution based on the
then six super-provincial administrative regions6.

Six provinces each received more than 10 projects. They were in descendhg
order: Shaanxi(mahiy military industries), Liaoning, Heilongjiang, Shanxi,

Henan, and Jilin. Altogether, 105 projects were built in these six provinces, a

number equaiiing 70 percent of the total of key projects. At the other extreme,
twelve provinces were entirely overlooked. They were Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Tianjin, Guangdong, Guangxi, Guizhou,
Qinghai, Ningxia and Xizang. These provinces reflected two types of

economy: the most relatively developed coastal areas and the most baclcward
remote areas. Among the twelve coastal provinces, eight were denied even a

single key project. The other four, however, received 32 projects, or 20
percent of the total (19).
The super-provincial administrative ~ e g i 0 I lw h i c h administcred several
provinces was i n i t i a t e d shortly
ter "Liberation", but was cancelled in
1954. Its replacement was the e nomic CO-operative region. After 1958
these became l i t t l e more than a convenience for s t a t i s t i c a l tabulation.

$6

Table 1-3 Regional Distribution o f the Key Projects in the First FYP

1

~egim

% of the total

ROjects

Northeast

56

37.3

Northwest

33

22.0

North China

27

18.0

Centrai China

18

12.0

Southwest

II

7.3

5
East China
3.4
Source: Dadao Lu, ZhongGuo GongYe BuJu De LiLun Yu ShiJian (The
I

I

Theory and Practice Of China's Industrial Distriiution) ( in Chinese), Science

Press, Beijing, IWO,. p.23.

The investment in the First FYP was destined for activities in metallurgy,
machinesr, coal, electricity, chernical and other heavy industries. This group

shared 89 percent of the total investment.

-

From the ''Great Leap Fornard" to the Tbird FYP (1958 1970)
Towards the end of the Fust FYP, when a review of the non- coastal

approach was under way, Mao Zedong suggested that some adjustment

should be made. In his famous speech "On the Ten Major Relationships", he
atgued bat the development of the intenor wodd be achieved more

effectively by first accelerating the development of the Coast wbich, in tum,
wouid generate a greater accumulation of capital, which then could be

devoted to the interior. An extract fiom his speech catches the essence of his
idea.:

"Ourold indirstriul bases are mainly in the coustal regions. Ifwe do not puy
attention to indusl>y in the coaslal region, this will be tu our detriment. On
the other hand, fi we make fùll use of the capacity, both in plant and

technof o u , of the coustd industry and develop it properly, then we shali
have al1 the more strength to develop and maintazn industry in the interior.
It is wrong to adopl a negative attitude towurak cousta&industry. 23is will

not only hinder the fil1 utilisation of coastal industry?it will also hinder the
rapid development of industry in the interior. " (20).

Unforhiaately, at the thne Mao Zedong's view did not prevail, and owing to

changes in the political complexion of the supreme leadership, considerable
uncertainty characterised the direction of regional policy. Emblematic of that
was the Great Leap Forward(GLF), initiated by Mao in late 1957.

The GLF replaced the Second FYP and was diameûically opposed to the
First FYP in its principles. It sought low-cost and rapid agriculniral

development through mass labour mobilisation campaigns and promoted

rurai, smalCscaie industrialisation throughout the counûy. The intention was

to create complete industrial systems in each large area and province in the

name of self- reliance (21). The interior continued to receive the highest
pnonty in tems of state capital iavestment.

Tbiags went awry, however, and the program of rapid industrial development

overstretched China's resources. A siege ment*

developed among the

national leadership and relations with the USSR tumed sour. National
secwity overrode other considerations, as dected in the Sanxian (or the

Thitd Front) scheme. Decidedly non-coastal in ernphasis, this scheme evolved
through the 1960s

In the summer of 1964 Mao advocated an inland-oriented development

strategy. In his view, China should be divided into "three great fionts". The
first fiont was the developed coast and border areas vulnerable to seizure by

an invasion force; the second was the central plains and other concentrations

of population and industry subject ta bombing attacks; and the third was the

secure base area in the undeveloped, mountainous interior. The diird front
included al1 of Sichuan (core province of the third front), Guizhou, Yunnan,
Gansu, Ningxia, and Qinghai; a part of Shaanxi; and the western,

mountainous parts of Henan, Hubei and Hunan(22). In order to minimise the
l o s of industrial assets located in the fist and second fironts in die event of
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war, it was maintained that industrial mvestment shouid shiît to the third line
area fiom the north and nortbwest, where it had been concentrateci d u ~ the
g

First FYP. Accordingly, under the terms of the Third FYP, 3.8 billion yuao
were allocated to the development of Panzhihua, Jiuquan, and Chongqiqg 4.2

billion yuan were set aside for the constniction of the Chengdu-Kunming
railway and four other lines; whiie 3 billion went to the construction of

provincial third Iiont activities (23).
Regional seFreliance in the production of key minerals and industrial

products was further emphasised. In 1970 the national planning conference
required that independent economic regions should be established during the
Fowth FYP period in order to oversee such regional self-reliance. As part and

parcel of this, the interior was to be developed as a comprehensive and strong
strategic base with complete industrial sectors. This view stimulated m e r

state investment in the interior areas.

From 1958 to 1975 over half of the state investment went to the htenor
provinces. The interior's share of state investment in fixed assets during the
Fust FYP (1953-1957) was 55.9 percent. For the Second FYP(1958-1962),
its share increased to 59.4 percent, while for the Third FYP (1966-1970), the

intefior's share peaked at 70.6 percent (24).

The share of total national inve~fmentrealised by the southwest and
northwest regions during this period wibiessed a considerable boost. For the

First FYP their combined share was only 16.9 percent, but for the Tbird FYP
it reached no less than 35.1 percent.
Fourth and Fifth FYP Period

In 1972, with President Nixon's visit, Sino-US relation began to improve.
China's geopolitics changed. The perceived threat to the eastern coast was

lifted. This allowed the govemment to readdress the development of the
coastal areas. At the same time, the Samian program was reassessed and
gradually scaled down. Industrial investment began to revert to the coast.

During the period of the Fourth and Fifth FYPs 47 sets of equipment for
industrial complexes were imported. Of these 24 were located in the coastal

areas. With the exception of Sichuan and Guizhou, the west was ignored.
This-ten year span represents the transition period fiom the interior-oriented
strategy to the coastal developrnent strategy.

Three summarising points are worth noting about regional policy in the Mao

era. First, the Sanxian programme, per se, was not intended to narrow
regional disparities, but solely to strengthen national defence. The regional

development of the intenor stemming fkom it was merely a side-effect of

strategic considerations.

Second, three decades of interior development did succeed in narowing the

regional dispanties to a certain extent. Modem indusüy was established in

formerly desperately-poor and backward interior areas. The central provinces,

such as Heilongjiang, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, and

Hunan, were the major beneficiaries. The economies of these provinces were
galvanised. nieir progress changed the macro economic landscape nom a
coast-intenor dichotomous pattern to an

east-central- west three-step

gradua1 ladder structure. Despite this effort, however, resdts-stillfell short of

expectations. Moreover, much of this growth was gained at the expense of
national economic efficiency. From the economic standpoint the Sanian
programme was a great waste of national wealth. Further, the sunk cost of

neglecting the coast is incalculable; the price in energy scarcity and

transportation bottlenecks is still being paid today.

Third, the regional seKsufficiency policy had been promoted to such a ieval
that it disregarded the basic idea of regional comparative advantage; thus,
reinforcing the harmful neglect of economic efficiency. Consequently, this

failure compelled Chinese leaders to initiate a new approach for national

development after the death of Mao Zedong.

Two Iesscms were Qawn fmm the rr~sgessmmtofthe n g i d policy of the
Mao era. Firsf it was concodsd that it wouîd be imposs1%1e to eradicate the
east-west gap, which was acaptod as a pmduct of bot, Chmese history a
d

require a process extendhg over at least several decades. liiternational

development expience was cited in support of this view. Therefore
"Seeltiag to b d d up interior industries within a short time, without

developing the old bases ofcaastalindustry, was IIIUealiStic'' (25).

Second, it was artmitted that Mao's meaSUTes to promote e@tarianhm and
regionai seKsufficiency have Seriously hurt the improvement of economic

e5ciency aml, hence, have retardeci the development of the Chinese

economy. In order to increase national economic efficiency it was thought
very necessary to M y utilise each region's comparative advantages. Each

region has Merent conditions, thaefote it stood to mson that differential

development is inevitable in the development process.
With the abandonment of Mao's interiordented development sbrategy, a
new regionai policy was initiateci in the 1980s in parailel with the refonns.

nie new %oastal development strate&', aiming at economic efficiencyy is
emphasised to fully utilise the comparative advanbges of the coastal ara: its
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geographical accessibiiity, good inf'rastructure, relatively more sophisticated
technology, sküled workers, and traditional overseas connections. The key
point for the new strategy is to let coastai areas "get nch first"; then, in the

long tenn, the effect of growth in the coastal area wili graduaiIy tricide d o m
to the intenor, thereby closing the regional disparities between these two
areas. This policy is in a sense advocated by default, since it is impossible to

make all areas become prosperous simultaneously, just as there is no way to
let al1 people become rich at one and the same tirne. Because the coastal area

enjoys a better regional factor endowment, therefore it would be expected to
undergo a faster development. This coastal development policy argued that,
by granting the coastal area favoured economic policies for both opening to

the outside and economic liberalkation, it would spawn growth poles and

achieve a fairly quick economic development. The spread-effects or growth
spill-over fiom these poles will gradually difise into the intenor area and
stimulate the "take off' of the latter. However this is a long process, and at
the beginning a widening of regional disparities is hevitable. In short, the

"coastal development strategy" is an "uneven development strategy" (26).

This uneven development strategy was effectively inaugurated widi the
establishment of the first four Special Economic Zones (SPZs) of Sheuzhen,

Zhuhai, Shantou, and Xiamen dong the south Coast in 1979. As a foliow up,

in 1984, 14 coastal cities were designated as "open cities" for foreign

investment7. In 1985, three delta areas, the Pearl River Delta, the South
Fujian Delta and the Lower Changjiang River Delta, were opened. In 1988
Hainan Island (fonnedy part of Guangdong province) w s promoted to a

province and became the largest SE2 in China. At the beginnkig of the 1990s
some key cities in interior areas were also declared to be "open cities".
Withùi most big cities Economic Development Zones (EDZ) or more
commonly, the Economic and Technicai Development Zones(ETDZ) were

established '. The biggest of these is Pudong New Zone at Shanghai. The
SEZs, "open cities", ETDZs and some other similar development zones have
been granted special administrative and economic powers with the express
purpose of allowing them to "take off' before other areas.

The Seventh FYP which divided China into three macro economic zones (see
Figure 1-1) clearly and completely demonstrated this differential development
poiicy. Based on this plan the Coastal Eastern Zone will upgrade traditionai

Open c i t i e s enj oy considerable autonorny i n economic decir ion-making,
i n c luding, i n p a r t i c u l a r ,
investment d e c i s i o n s and approvals,
and
labour, l a n d and p r i c e c o n t r o l s e g u l a t i o n . However they do n o t have a s
many powers as S E Z s . Econornic and Technical Development Zones are
e s t a b l i s h e d i n open c i t i e s t o perform more sweeping reforms and attract
f o r e i g n investment, o f t e n of a high-technology n a t u r e .

The ETDZs vere o r i g i n a l l y restricted t o the 1 4 open c o a s t a l c i t i e s .
L a t e r as t h e "opening up" process has spread i n l a n d , more t h a n 200 ETDZs
were e s t a b l i s h e d . Enterprises i n ETDZs are g r a n t e d tax deductions and
some o t h e r privileges t h a t a r e e s s e n t i a l l y s i m i l a r t o those i n S E Z s .
ETDZs a r e intended t o reap t h e economies of s c a l e of i n f r a s t r u c t u r e or
external econornies. However, no ETDZ has t h e s t a t u s of a separate
customs a r e a , which is t h e case 39 SE2s.

*

technology, restructure its industries, develop knowledge and technologyintensive and high value-added consumer-products' industries and ainsform

itself into an export-orientated economy. The Central Zone will concentrate
on producing energy and raw materials, certain machinery and electrical

products, and agicultural produce. The Western Zone w8.i emphasise
agriculture, foresûy, animal husbandry and transport, and selectively develop
its energy and mineral resources and certain local processing industries (27).

This coastal development deliberately fostered uneven regional development.
Coastal regions have gradually increased their share of central govermnent

investment in fixed assets since the late 1970s. In the early 1980s the coastal
region as a whole commanded about half of al1 central govemment
investment, in contrast to the little over 40 percent of central govemment
investment that the coastal region had received over the 1953-80 period (28).
Coast areas also absorbed fm more foreign investment than the interior.

During the period extending fiom 1979 to 1990 the coast areas received US $
12.78 billion of actual foreign direct investment (FDI), which accounted for
93 percent of the national actual FDI value (29). h 1989 Guangdong province

absorbed US $ 1.15 billion of actual FDI,while the total actual FDI received
by the nine provinces of the western zone was only $ 122 million; that is, just

one-tenth of Guangdong's value (30). This bias of FDI was not surprising,
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since coastal areas score weii in terms of economic geography, ties with
oveneas Chinese, and a generally superior investment environment vis-à-vis
other areas. The importance of foreign investment lies w t merely in the dollar
amount as a capital factor but also in the investment- embodied technology

and managerid skills that China wants to acquire (3 1). Obviously, this bias in
favour of the Coast wodd stimulate a differentid pattern of regional
development.
The coastal region's share of the Gross Output Value of Industry (GûVI) has
also increased discemibly during the period nom 1981 to 1992. In 1981 its
share was 60.49 percent of the national total. In 1992 it had edged upwards to

reach 65.73 percent. This trend contrasted sharply with the events of the
preceding three decades during which the coast's share of GOVI diminished

&orn 69.4 percent in 1952 to 59.5 percent in 1983 (32).
This widening of regional disparities does not mean that the interior was

devoid of fast growth. On the contrary, al1 regions in China have seen
impressive economic growth durùig the reform period. Regional disparities

increased only because the coastal areas recorded an even faster growth.
Chinese leaders realised that the coast-interior gap could not be bridged in a
short time and they expected a widening of regional disparities in the early

period of the refom. In the words of Zhao Ziyang:
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"

In a counhy with such a vas territory as ours, uneven economic

developrnent ui the eastem, centrai and western regions will existfor u long
time. In the past few years, the dcrerence in the level of economic

development between some Chinese national@ areas and the coastol zone
has been widened It should be noted that this gup hus emerged d e r

circumstmces in which national economic consmiction in ncltionulity areus

has experienced huge advances, but the coastal areas have developed at a
stiii fuster pace. Our goal is to seek commun prosperiîy for

ail nationaiities,

but this cannot be achieved simuitaneously (33).
"

Nevertheless, in the here and now, this widening of regional disparities has

created cooflict and f?iction among the regions and intensified the division
between east and west. The "tunnel effect" which had kept the interior
quiescent for a decade was fading (3419.Therefore the national govemment

felt compelled to admit that regional disparities were matters of concem in

recent years. The Communist Party of China in a recent published document

declared that:

The "tunnel effect", put forrard by Aibert Hirschman, refers to such a
case that if t h e driver i n a jammed t u n n e l sees t h e o t h e r l i n e moving,
he will feel his s i t u a t i o n has improved too. Howaver, he cannot wait
forever. The waiting period that he is prepared to tolerate is
determined by many factors. See dali Yang, Patterns o f China's Regional
Development Strategy, China Quarterly, June 1990, p . 252.

"Beginningfmmthe Ninth Five-Year P h period (1996-), it is rtecessary
to pay more attention to supportig development of interior areas, put into
practice policies in fmour of alleviatmg the widening tendency of the gap,
graduuh'y intensifi efforîs and work uctively towardls nurrowing the gop"
(35)-

However, the question of whether the commîtment is real or whether it is

merely to placate dissent remains open. Should it be the former, the Chinese
government must face up to the dilemma of equity versus efficiency in deaiing
with the issue. Obviously the centre cannot ignore the growing discontent in
the interior, especially in the west. But the effective measures for addressing

the problem are limited. Maoist redistniutive measues can no longer be
used because of two reasons. FKst, the central govemment has no effective

power to forcefully accumulate revenue from coastal provinces for tramfer to
the west because of the ten-year decentralisation of economic decisionmaking. Second, it also does not want to hinder the momentun of national

economic development by slowing d o m the growth of the coast. It wishes to
make this position clear; namely, "fkom a strategic point of view, allowing
coastal areas to develop first and continue to give play to their advantages is
in the interest of the whole, which should be taken into consideration by

interior areas" (36). Nevertheless, the govenunent has launched some
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measures to narrow the regional gap, such as the east-west dialogue which
encourages the rich east to aid the poor west. However the effect of such

measures is very limited. What the governent is hoping for most of ail is
that the growth

in the coastal area will graduaily difkse into the interior

through the medium of spread-effects and that this diffusion will not be long
delayed.

1.6. Conclusions
East-west gaps in economic and social development comprise the major issue

of regional disparities in China These spatiai inequalities are a natural result

of the interactions of many fâctors, including C W s physical geography,
patterns of the endowment of regional factors, development history, and
governent policy. It is impossible to eradicate such a disparity within a short

time. During the Mao-era, the Chinese govenunent tried to promote the fast

growth of the west, which was devoid of modem economy, in order to
achieve an even spatial developrnent by favoring it for state investment over
the coastal area. The west, in addition, obtained the greatest amount of state
investment during the S h a n construction period. Interior-orientated policy

-produced at least two positive resdts. First, the economic conditions in the

interior area were substantidy improved. Modem industry spread to ali
provinces. Second, a sound set of sources of raw materiais and markets for
the coastd industry was established in the interior area. However, these gains
were achieved at the expense of the national economic efficiency. Had the

capital resources which were aiiocated to the interior been invested in the
coast, which has a much higher productivity and economic efficiency, the

national economy would have registered better development during the Mao-

era. It is estimated that of the total 400 billion yuan of Gxed assets produced
during the period of 1953- 1980, only 250 billion yuan were effective (37).

Furthet, major motivation for the development of the interior, especially the
Saoxian programme, was not a dehierate policy designed to alter the eastWest irnbalance, but a result of defence consideratiom.

Post-Mao leaders abandoned Maoist interior-orientated policy and adopted a
coast-orientated regional policy. This is an uneven development policy which
is intended to grant the east priority status in order to make Ml use of the
advantages of the coastal area. This coastal development strategy is based on

a sew evident view that it is impossible to make al1 areas prosperous
simultaneously; thetefore areas which have comparative advantages should be

encouraged to become rich first. The rich area will become the engine of
growth and wiU help the poor area to develop. The growth effect will

gradually spread and, thus, the basic goal of common prosperity may be

achieved. This is a process extending over several decades. In the beginning,
a widening of regional disparities is expected and acceptable as long as the

west also experiences fast growth. The signs suggest that this pattern have
already become established during the 1980s decade of refonn.

Although uneven distnM011of iadustries is the salient feature of east-west

iuequaüty, dïsparities exist in all aspects of the ecanomy, including
@culm.A better and M
e
rm
ig
-

of the whde pictue o f C h i ~ ' s

regionai ckqmîties is possiie only afta we have oôtained an appreciation of

the spatial Mefeotials d

g in each economic sector. There can be no

doubt tbat a detailed d y s i s of spatial dations of Chinese agriculture wilî
contri'bute to a betta imderstaidiig of Chha's regional âiqarities. HaviOg
reviewed the general p i d m ofChina's regional dispanties, the next task is to

describe the development of Chiwsc agriculture and its spatial pattenis: that
is the object ofChapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2: AGRICULTURAL CONTEXT

2. 1. Historieal Background

In the preceding chapter 1 examined the general situations of regional

economic dispanties in China. This chapter will be devoted to a particular
aspect of the Chinese economy: agriculture. The main objectives of the

chapter are to present a review of the history of agriculture, its contemporary
development, its cntical role in the Chinese economy, and its physical
regionalization. First, let us review its long and proud history.
2. 1. 1. Ancient Period: from the Neolithic Age to 1840

China is essentially an agarian country with almost 80 percent of its total

population engaged in agriculture. Agriculhual activity in China dates back to
the early and middle Neolithic period; that is to Say, at least to 8,000 or 9,000

years ago. From that time it has undergone a continuous history of over
8,000 years (Table 2-1). Traditionally, it was commonly accepted that the

middle and lower reaches of the Huanghe River together constituted the oniy
cradle of China's agriculture and civilisation (1).

Table 2-1 Higblights of Chinese Agriculfural History

5000-2100

(New Stone Age
Primitive Society)

Famiing villages established in the Wei and Huanghe riwr valley.
Millet, wheat, beans, rice, hemp, cabbage and melon cultivated.
Human labour foUowed by fjimwg impIements of stone and wood.
Banland cultivation. momir and pestie for grindomg&n imented.

2 100 B 476 B.C.(Slave Socity)
1600-1 100 B C
Bronze f m tools introduced. Chinese characters

inscnbed on bones or tortoise shells
Use of iron plough drawn by oxen. Description of Tive grains
(Spring and Autumn (millet, glutinous millet, soybeans, wheat, nce). Fallow land dirming
Period)introduced. Water-lifting implements invented.

(Shang Dynasty)
770-476 B.C.

475 B.C.- 1840 AD.(Feudai Society)

475-221 B.C.Flood wntrol and irrigation weU developed.
~e~ionalikation
of agriculture. -Ridge fanning and a o p rotations
( W h g States)
introduced. Value of animal manure established. Expansion of
winter wheat production. Food-processing equipment and technologies developed.
Great Wall constructed.

206 B-C: 220 AD, Intensive farming, intercropping, multiple cropping, and bed culture

581-618

developed. Sowing plough and dragon-bone water lifl invented.
Expansion of paddy rice production.
Grand Canal const~ucted~

(Sui Dynasty)
6 18-907

Plough with a bent basm invented.

Concept of constant renewal of soi1 fertility introduced.
(Southem Song Dynasty)
1368-1644
(MQ Dynasty)

Corn and sweet potatoes introduced.

1644-1840

Multiple aopping extended over aU China

(Qh3 D
y
n
w
)
*: The dates given for each highlight may not aiways wincide with the officiai dynasty
dates.

Source: Yu Toutai, &ricultural History Over Seven Thousand Yearg in Sylvan Wittwer
et al, Feedin~A Billion, Michigan State University Press, 1987, p. 20.

However,

more and more archaeological fhdings indicate that early

agicultural sites appeared in srnail patches al1 over China,although clustered
in the middle and lower reaches of the Huanghe River and the Changjiang
River. Two great famiing systems CO-existednom the very beginning: first,
dry f d a n d in Northem China, centred in the middle and lower reaches of

the Huanghe River; and secondly, paddy nce fanning in southern China, with

the middle and lower Changjiang valley and northem southeast coast as its
core (2).

During the Western Zhou era (1 126-771 B.C.), crop cultivation became the
main agriculhvd sector. The "weil-field" farming system1' was conceived

and implemented. Under this system, al1 land belonged to the king, and ail
peasants were slaves forced to work collectively in ''well-field" land. The

The well-field farming oystem was arranged like t h e Chincse e h a ~ a c t e r
'well"'.
The centre square was the p u b l i c land, while the surrounding
eight pieces of land were privately used b y peasants, who also
cultivated t h e p u b l i c land without compensation(Zhao Songqiao, Geography
of China, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1994,p.S3,)

variety of f m crops increased to indude rice, d e t , wheaî, beans, sorghum,

barley, melon, vegetable, mdbeny, hemp, and others. Soybean, which was aII
important for the nutrition and health of the Chinese, was also domesticated
about 1100 BC. mgation, drainage, and fertilisation had been long practised
at this the.
During the Spring and Autumn period (771-403 BC), the '~ell4ield"fànning
system declined, and private land ownership came into existence. When the

technology of smelting iron was Uivented, uon implements were put into use.
The custom of using the ox for ploughing had also begun. Consequentiy, the

individual household couid carry out its field work to a high standard, and
reclamation of large tracts of unused arable lands and construction of largescale irrigation systems and resewoirs becarne possible, and this led to the
rapid spread of agriculture.

During the W d g States period (403-221 BC), agriculture progressed
steadily. Through migration and the settlement of new land, superior

agriculhual technologies were diffused f?om the developed area to the
undeveloped area. The "peasant-gardener f h g system" gradually replaced
the primitive shifüng cultivation. Private landownership was officially

proclaimed and widely adopted. This policy granted the newly-emerged
landlord class the niling power in rural areas. Water conservation projects
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Mproved the imgatioa of farmland, as weii as providing transportatioa and
communication facilities. Emblematic of this is the Dujiang Dam in the
Chengdu plain, Sichuan province, which was among the largest imgation
projects constmcted by Qin in the third century. It has been operathg
continuously and benefiting large amounts of f d a n d ever since. The

improvements in imgation increased the amount of land adable to
agricdtural production and changed the composition of f m crops. The area
given over to the cultivation of corn gradually expanded and, during the later
Waning States period, the cultivation of winter wheat paved the way for
increased production through multiple cropping and crop rotation. Winter
wheat, millet, and corn became the main crops of dryland farming (3). The
yield per unit of land was impressively high. For example, The average yield

of d e t reached about l OS5 kg/ha during the Warring States period(4).

The spread and development of agriculture led to the formation of agriculturai

regionalization. Intensive crop cultivation, which constituted the main
economic activity, was centred on the densely-populated portion of central
China. Animal husbandry for its part was mainly concentrated in the North
and Northwest. Fishing was a mainstay in eastem China, whde forestry
predominated in the mountainous region, particularly in areas south of

Changjiang, Huaihe and Tongbai, and aromd Qinling in the west.

Agriculturaî production also developed to some degree in the Nordiem border

area (5).

-

During the Western Han dynasty (206 BC AD 9 ) agriculture undement a
rapid development. Crop cultivation covered a vast area, extending nom the

eastem coastline to the western Gansu corridor, and fiom the YatlShan in the
North to the southem Pearl River d e y . Agiculture became the major
occupation in the country and a small-scale private land owaership system
was widely encowaged. Manual labour was intensively used

and so were

clraft animais. A piece of familand was carefblly treated iike a garden. Yield
per unit of land was generdy on the high side. The primitive fàllow system
was gradually replaced by a three-year rotating system, in which a plot of

f d a n d was divided into three sections, with each section remaining unused
(fdow) once in every three years to regain festility. Many new crops were

introduced from Central Asia, such as grapes, watermelons, and alfaifa. Tea
planting assumed a large scale. Animal husbandry and handicraft industries

were pursued as sideline enterprises in peasant families. In A.D.2, China had
its fkst national census, recording a population of 59.6 million and a fiirmland

area of 570 million mu (Table 2-2).
However, a period of war followed which initiated a large-scale migration

fiom the north to the Southern Changjiang area. In the late Western Jin and
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South and North dynasties (AD 280 589), a second large-scale migration
occurred whkh M e r shiAed the comtry's economic centre toward the
south. South China gradually exceeded Northern China in both economy and

population. Paddy rice introduced in the early Northem Song Dynasty and it
substantially increased in yields. There was now more than 200 kinds of new

rice varieties. Agriculture was also more effective in the North China Plain,
where wheat growing and the three-crops-every-WO-yem system greatly
increased production (6).

Industrial crops, such as mulberry and hemp, developed ia the south during
the Northern and Southern Song dynasties in the twelfth and ttiirteenth
centuries, and tea was produced in sufficient quantities to be exported. At this
time, the Changjiang basin was the country's largest agriculhual region (7).

The introduction of water wheels equipped with wooden chahs or bamboo
tubes for inigation fwtiier spread the cultivation of paddy rice. The planting
of cotton extended southward to Fujian and Guangdong, and important

progress was made in the cultivation of sugar cane and tea. Reclamation of

fadand, especially in the montane areas and coastal lowlands, also took
place on a large scale(8).

The Tang and Song Dynasties (AD 618-1279) coincided with the golden age
of ancient Chinese agriculture. Profound technological development
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revolutionised China's agriculture and by the thirteenth centiny China had

ccprobablythe most sopbisticated agriculture in the world"(9).
The devastation of the country during the Yuan Dynasty (1206- 1368) was
followed in the meenth and sixteenth centunes by measures to revive

production. Agriculture not ody recovered and developed dong the Huanghe

River and The Changiiang River, but made considerable progress in Yunnan,
Guizhou, Guangdong, and Guangxi provinces in the south. The
commercialisation of famiing and a rise in the commodity rate of f m
produce occurred in the period of the Ming and Qing dynasties(l0). During

the Ming Dynasty, the total amount of cultivated land was sharply boosted.
The centre of commercial rice production moved fiom the Changjiang Delta

(emphasising more economic crops and industries) to its middle reaches in
Hunan and Hubei; confirming the old Chinese sayings c'LiangHuShu,

TianXaZh~"~
which means" if two Hu(Hunan and Hubei) have a bumper
harvest, the whole country will be sutFciently fed". The cultivated area of

sugarcane and sugarbeets increased by a sizeable amount. Cotton was widely

planted in southern China and spread to the Huanghe River basin, and fially
replaced hemp as the basic cloth-making material. Silkworm raising was also

popular in southem China, and Hangzhou became very famous for
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Tabk 2-2: Popdation and FoimlPnd inChinese Hhoy

Year (AD.)

Population

Fanaland

(millions)

(million m.*

Fannlaad per capita

(mu)

59.6

576.5

9.7

53.3

510.2

9.6

755 (Tmg)
52.9
1083 (Northem Song) 25.0

1,120.0
413.6

21.2
16.5

334.1
392.8

5.6

1562 (Ming)

59.9
63.7

6.2

1753 (Wu9

102.8

652.1

6.3

1812 (WVi)

361.7

728.9

2.0

1887 (Qing)
1949

377.6
541.4

780.8
1,468.2

2.1
2.7

1957

646.5

1,677.5

2.6

1971

852.2
1,031.9
1,143.3

1,510.5

1.8

1,539.5

1.5

1,435.1

1.3

2(weSfetIlFlan)

105 (Eastern-)

1381 m g )

1980
1990

One mu equals 666.7 sq.m, or 1/6 acn, or 1/15 hectare.
Source: Zhao Songqho, Geom@.y of Chiaa, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New

the production of

sa. Begimung in the sixteenth century, maize, peanuts,

potatoes, and tobacco were introduced fiom America (1 1).

During the early Qing dynasty, crop cultivation expanded in the North-east

and border region, and fênnland laid waste d u ~ the
g long civil war was
rapidly reclairned, reachuig 43.47 million ha in 1753 and 52.73 miIlion ha in
1812 (12). Agriculture also developed in the semi-agricdtural and semi-stock
breeding highiands of Qinghai and Tibet as the population in those areas

increased through migration ikom the interior.
In summary, for the entire amient period Chinese agriculture was among the
most advanced in the world. It was dominated by a srnall-scale private land
ownership system; characterised by intensive use of both manual labour and

land through successive cropping, intercropping, and inlaid cropping; and was
basically self-sutncient. Famiing techniques and implements were both
appropriate and ingenious and the output per unit of land ranked at the top of

the world. Agicultural regionalkation had been grafted onto the landscape at

an early date.

2.1.2. Modern Period (18404949)

China's defeat in the Opium war led to it gradually becoming a semicolonial

and sededuaI country. Under the mfluence of foreign powers, there
appeared a certain degree of specialisation and commercialisation of
agriculwal production. Major commercial crops included cotton, tobacco,

soya beans, silk, tea, peanuts, sugar-cane, f i t s , and vegetables. Rice also
began to be produced for trading. However, commercial agriculture was

mainly restricted to coastal areas. The national economy remained basicaUy a
smaii peasant economy. Subsistence agriculture continued to dominate the

national economy. The appropriation of land for agricdtural production

continued under the system of feudd land ownership and f d g implements
and technology remained unchanged. This period saw both a slowdown of
expansioo of cdtivated land and techaological stagnation. There were no

significant indigenous innovations(l3). In di areas grain crops predominated,

supplemented by other crops as dictated by naturd and economic conditions.
However, during this period, a relatively large-scale northwestward shift of

the pastoral- farming boundary occmed, and the pioneer settlement in the
northeast plain was also significant. The reclamation of frontier areas

enlarged the total area of national farmland.

During this period China suffered seriously from foreign invasion aad civil
war.

In particuiar, the Sino-Japanese War of 1937-45 greatiy devastated

China's agriculture and the rest of the economy. After the Japanese mender,

civil war once again broke out which culminated in the Communist victory in
1949. The prolonged state of chaos brought China's mal economy to a state
of bankmptcy by 1949.

2. 2. Contemporary Development Of Chinese Agriculture (Since 1949)

There are two contntsting phases of contemporary Chinese agriculture. The
first extends nom 1949 to the late 1970s. The second is the so-called refom
p e n d starting in 1978. The former may be cailed the coilectivisation period,

the latter can be styled the decoliectivization era.

-

2.2. 1. Collectivisation Penod (1949 1979)

When the Chinese Communkt Party came to power in 1949 it inherited a
war-tom and mderdeveloped economy with a population of roughly 540

million. Agricultural productivity was very Iow and the challenge to secure

domestic food supply was keen. The CCP regarded as imperative the
institutional change in the countryside; namely, collectivisation was to be the

basic tool for liberating China's peasants from centuries of poverty.

The socialist traasfonnation of Chinese agriculture started f?om land refom, a
process that had already begun in the "liberated" areas before 1949. Land

reform is not only an economic measure to redistribute land in order to relieve
the Mpoverished peasants and to stimulate agricultural production, but is also
a part of the larger political and social revolution to destroy the traditional

nud order and the niral elite so that a new socialist order could be
consbucted and the communist political power consolidated. Through land

refom, the property of landlords was codiscated and redistriiuted among the

poor peasants. The rich and middle-incorne peasants were allowed to cetain
whatever they had (14). Overaii the land refom programme was highiy
successfûl, and by 1952, 42 million hectares (106 million acres) of land had
been redisüibuted to 300 million peasants. The share of China's cropland
held by the tiny landlord dass feu f?om 29 percent to 2 percent; whereas that

held by the poor peasants and hired labourers(who represented 57 percent of
the households) increased fiom 24 percent to 47 percent of the cultivated land
(15)-

Land reform resulted in a substantial increase in agricultural production. It
goes without saying that the previously landless peasants brought to bear a

strong economic incentive on their production by acquiring the ownership of

land. Rural incorne was no longer concentrated in the hands of landlords but

codd be eamed directly by the peasants.
In spite of its obvious success, land refom also created some problems that
would contribute to a c d for the next phase in the socialist transfomation.

Chief among the problems was the existence of many more small f m s

created by the land reform process which aggravated land fragmentation.
Many ex-tenants aiso lacked fam tools and they were usually too poor to

invest in the small amounts of land they were granted. Further, a new class
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struggle was emerghg; the poor and middle-income peasants were ranged

against the emerging class of rich peasants(i6).

Land reform was completed in 1952, whereupon China began its ambitious
First Five-year Plan which intended to rapidly industrialise the economy. Top

investment priority was given to industry, paticularly heavy industry. The
push for agricuitural development primarily came fkom coliectivisation. In

Mao Zedong's Mew, collectivisation was a precondition for agricultural
modemisation in China, He reasoned that it would be easier for the
collectives to control the peasants' consumption and extract more economic
surplus to finance agiculhiral modernisation. Moreover, he noted that modem
agriculture works best on large collective f m s . Mao advocated that China's

agriculture be coliectivised as soon as possible, and certainly before the

peasants became accustomed to private ownership of land and aspired to
become rich (17).

Under the CCP's drive, the nationwide transition of shifhg individual fanns
into collective farms took place rapidly during the First Five-Year-Plan

period. The transfomation undewent three stages, each increasingly more
collective,

The first stage was dominated by "Mutuai Aid Teams (MATs)". The
establishment of producer MATs stemmed fkom the traditional peasant
custom of labour exchange during the busy fm season. Although there was

no unifonn fom, MATS usually consisted of about 10 neighbowing
households which shared their labour, draft animais and faming implements;
but the ownership of these means of production remained mchanged and
each of the contriiuting families took home its own crops. Compensation for
such sharing would be settled arnong members themselves. In the beginning,
the MATs were seasonal but later became year-round operatiom.

MATs solved some minor problems incident to the large number of

small

poor peasant households. In particular, after a long period of turbulence, the
MATs funùshed fann tools and drafl animals which the poorer peasants had
totally lacked. Moreover, the sharing of production resources by incomeconstrained households helped to check the Iand reconcentrate on the hands

of the nch peasants d e r the land refom. However, MATs were only the fist
step of rural collectivisation.
The foilow-up of MATs was the system of elementary and advanced Agricultural Producers' Co-operatives (APCs), which occupied the second stage of
colIectivisation. Eiementary APCs were initiated in 1952-1953. They were
larger than the Mutual Aid Tems and usuaily contained about thirty to forty
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pesant f a d e s . Wherever possible, an elementary APC corresponded to an

existing h d e t or naal neighbourfiood. AU of the member's production
resources, including land, were pooled and placed under the d e d

management of CO-operativecadres. The poohg of land under centralised
management was an important distinction between the MATS and the
elementary APCs.
The elementary APCs were basically volunteer organisations. The peasants
were fiee to join and withdraw as they saw fit. This set them apart fiom

advanced APCs which did not allow members to leave once they joined.
Under the elementary APCs hgmentary plots were consolidated, and many
boundary lines dividing private holdings were removed, bringing about an
increase of acreage for cultivation. Elementary APCs also made it possible to
undertake modest projects, such as imgation ditches, pumping stations, and
some mechanised fixming, which would have been ~ c u l for
t individual

peasants to undertake. There was also the advantage that instead of each fann
household striving for self-sufficiency, the centralised management could
allocate eacli crop to its best suited field. However, elementary APCs were
only "semi-socialist" in scope, because the distribution of net income , after
taxes and expenses deducted, among the members was proportional to each

member's contribution of the property (land and other capital assets). Those
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who had brought more into the cosperative gained more shares. Partly as a
resdt of dissatisfàction with this situation, and p d y because of a wave of

contagious enthusiasm for CO-operatives,the idea of higher-stage

CO-

operatives, the so-cailed Advanced Agriculhital Roducers Co-operaîives,
soon caught on (18).

Advanced APCs were formed by merging several elementary co-operatives
and usually covered 100 to 300 households, the equivaleat of a large village.
The establishment of advanced APCs involved more than the setting up of CO-

operatives for the peasants' own sakes. It was a process of transferring land
under state control. In the advanced APCs the chief production resources

previously owned by individual members were now in the hands of the
collective; thus, both the ownership and utilisation of land, dmA animais and
large f m implements were collective. The distriiution of income was solely

based on the work performance, rather than on the previous ownership of
land or capital goods. By 1957, the collectivisation of China's agriculture
was almost complete. Thus, within a span of five years, China's nuai

population was organised fiom individual peasants into members of some
752,000 Advanced Agricultural hoducers' Co-operatives, and the peasants'

f m s were changed into collective farms (19).

The third stage of agricuitural collectivisation was the people's commune.
The commune idea originated in 1958 at the local level. Its initiai parpose
was to cope with the inadequacy of the advanced APCs in mobilisbg labour

and capital assets to conduct large construction of agricuitural infiastructure,
such as irrigation projects. Soon d e r its emergence, and on account of its
advantage in mobilising niral resources for large-scale construction, the
commune was praised by Mao Zedong and regarded as a good institution for
increasing agricultural productivity. Under the encouragement of the CCP,
communes spread dl over China in short order.
The communes were quite different fiom the advanced APCs not only in their
size but more importantiy in their structure and functions. Composed of 4,000
to 5,000 households, the commune was much larger than the advanced APC.

In terms of the fimctions, an advanced APC was still a production unit whose

primary task was to maximise f m e r incorne; while a commune was not only
a production unit, but also an administrative organ, comesponding to a

township. The communes would take over all aspects of political, social, and
economic life; they were to provide local social seMces such as health care
and education; and they were also responsible for caryhg out all economic
activities, including farming, industrial production, commerce, banking, and

construction. In short, the commune was a basic economic, social and
poiitical entity in the nuai areas.
A commune was structured as a three-tier system: production team,

production brigade, and commune. This three-tier structure remained

unchanged during the whole c o m m e period. The production team,
consisting of fiom 15 to 50 households, was the basic level of collective
agriculture. It was an independent accounting unit and carried out most of the

f-

tasks. Team rnembers bere assigned work tasks and eamed

'%ongfeng(work points)" for the work done. These "Gongfeng" were the
basis for income distrriution.

The production bngade served as an organisational link between the

commune and the production team. It usually consisted of 15 to 50 production
teams. Its primary fwiction was to supeMse the teams and to CO-ordinate

their activities. The production bngade also organised smd-sale rural
enterprises and capital projects.

The commune , with from several to over a dozen constituent brigades,
organised larger rural enterprises and capital projects, and provïded

commune-wide economic and social services. As the lowest level of
governent in the countryside, it was responsible for the irnplementation of

govemment policies. The commune system constituted the basic spatial

organisation of the Chinese countryside in the Mao era. It lasted fiwn the late
1950's to the early 1980%and was dismantled in the nnal refonns ushered in
at that time.

2.2. 2. Reform Period (since 1979)

There were systematic problems inherent in the commune system. The issue
of work incentive was among them. Under the commune system, the

remuneration was based on the accumulation of Gongfeng(work points)

rather than the work efficiency. Farming activities were detemineci by the
commune leaders who received directions and orders nom upper officiais.

Farmers did not have the right to partake in production management.
Therefore, they seldom interested themselves in the whole production
process. They undertook farming activities in a haphazard fashion, just We a
s w m of bees or Dajidong in Chinese. Thus, it was very difficult to monitor

each member's work performance. Fanners were simply allocated Gongfieng

on the bais of tirne. Under such circumstances, the efficient peasants often
lost out, because those who did not work well shared the benefits of the
efficient peasants. Every team member was obliged to share in production

labour and ate in a canteen fiom a c'common pot". There was no proper

system of reward and punishment. Dafulong and c C ~ ~ m m
pot",
~ n the

inevitable consequences of egaiitari*anism, seriously lowered peasants' work

incentives, hindered the impmvement of work efficiency and of agricultural
productivity, and hindered the development of the whole economy.

The pervasive nature of these problems was acknowledged by CCP leaâers in
1978, However, the govemment at that time coosidered subdivision of

collective land into individual household tracts to be in coIiflict with socialist
principles, and thus it explicitly prohibited this practice. Nevertheless,
towards the end of 1978, a small number of production teams, fist secretly,

and later with the support of local authorities, began to try out the system of
contracthg land, other production resources, and output quotas to individual

households. A year later, these teams brought in bigher yields than other
teams. The central govemment accepted this practice of Household-

Responsibility-System (HRS) and decided to introduce it across all China. By
the end of 1983,98 percent of production teams had adopted HRS (20).

The H R S , cailed by peasants "'the second land revolution", was the key
policy of rural decentralisation. It was neither socialist nor capitalist, but a
combination of the two. Under the terms of H R S , the individual household

made a contract of at least 15 years, which was renewable , with the

collective so as to obtain a certain plot of land, livestock and other assets of
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production. In one sense, it was a distribution of collective assets. In generai,

this distribution was allocated fâiriy. The basic means of production, such as

land and irrigation facilites, still belonged to the collective. However, the
contractor had the right to manage everythhg independenty during the
contracted period as long as he met the tax and quota sales obligations to the
state. AU outputs over the quota were the property of the pesants.

The HRS elunuiated the Dajirmg and "eating fkom the common pot". A
spirit of healthy competition had been introduced, and local-level cadres, who
would previously simply give orders, were now obliged to work on their own

contracted land. Peasants now were in complete charge and were M y
responsible fm their own production cycle. They could also fieely apply their
own labour and manage their means of production. They had regained
mastery of the land. In consequence, they were enthusiastic for farming and

assiduously attended to improvement. This change greatly unshaded the
productive forces. It is undeniable that the HRS not only increased
agricultural production, but also recognised the functions and roles of

individual households as the basic operational units in fànnuig systems and
empowered fanners' political and democratic awareness.

Mer the adoption of HRS the commune system no longer confomed to the
changed conditions. As a result, in 1984, the commune system was totally
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dismantied. Township government was established as a replacement to
perform political administration, while pesants' cosperatives were erected
to fiilnl economic operations.

The HRS, together with other refonn policies, such as reforms in production
planning, grain procurement and development of n d enterprises, have
sewed to significantiy increase agricdtutaj production, besides producing all-

round impacts on Chinese society. Having examined the institutional changes
of Chinese agriculture, it is high thne to investigate how agiculture is

important to the Chinese economy. That is the task of the following section.

2.3. Role Of Agridture Ii Chinese Economy

As d e d at the begimiia& Chioa is an old agridnaat country with more
than 8,000 yeras of hmhg histay. Despite substantial progress towards
'

'

industrialisati'on ova the past fglp &cades, and despite fapid diversification
of the rural ecanomy chning the nfann era, agriculture d
i rrmalis the

foundatim of the country's

econaaiy

and has fàr-reaching signincance in

Chinese society. Generally, contri'butions of @culture

to the Cbinese

economy are significant in the foIIowing areas:
1) providing ad-

supplies of f d and raw materials;

2) acting as a source of savings for investment in non-agricultural

activities;
3) constituting a growing source of demaDd for industriai output;

4) supplying labour for non-agricultural economic activities; and
5 ) providing foreign exchange for the economy at large1'.

These watn'butioas warraat elaboration, beghnbg with the vital issue of
food and raw materials suppIy.

fi or moce dedùCUJSiOll of & POlt of
and John W. Mdotr 'Thc Rok of Apkui(uh
VOL 51 (Scptwlbcf 1%1), pp.566-593.
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2.3.1. Providiag Adquate Suppiier of Food rad Raw fiterials
AChbse sayiag mnmtAmn that "people regtmdfood us their heaven ".Thus

ade<liiate f d sripply is bighly vahisd and is commody held to be the most
impartant contriion of agridtlpe. Y&, as a developing country, the object

of feeding 22 percent of the wdd's populaticm cm ody 7 percent of the
earth's araMe land is a Aninting pçospect. Fo~tuna~ely,
China succeeds in this

challenge. Since the late 1970'9, China has d c a t e d the age-old problem of
tàmine and the Cbinese people h v e been well féd. Today, very few people
deny this great achievement. Based on USDA data, firom 1961 to 1988

China's total population increased by 68.79 pefcent, fiom 644.7 million to
1088.2 million (excluding Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao), registerjag an

annual growth rate of 1.96 percent. During the same m
o
d
, production of
cereds, the major food shiff, rose 227.57 percent, fkom 107 million MT to

350 million MT, with an annual growth nite of 4.48 percent. Camparison of

population growth and food growth iadicates that during the last three

decades the absolute growth and the annual growth rate of cereal production
are both grrater than their @valents respacting population growth. In other

words, @culture provideci adequate food for the huge base population
despite the latter's inexorablerise.

Table 2-3 provides five-year interval growth trends of both population and
cereals production. These trends support the above conclusion except for the

penod of 1961 and 1965 when Cbina had an abnormal situation, smick by
both naturai and political disasten.

One may argue that the increase of total output of cereals may not necessarüy
lead to a correspondhg growth in the level of per capita food availability, and
the cereal production may be insdticient owing to the increase of per capita

food consumption. This argument can be refuted by looking at the change of
per capita util.-cereals and nutrient availability and sewsufncient ratio of

cereals and food.
Table 2-4 lists the growth of per capita level of food availability. From 1961
to 1986, per capita util.-cereals increased fiom 165 kgfyear to 299 kdyear, an

increase of 81.2 percent. Per capita nutrient availability in 1985 greatly
exceeded the 1961 level, though this improvement has not been stable over
tirne. In 196 1 each person absorbed each day an average 161 1 calories of

cereals and 40 grams of protein. These intakes expanded to 261 1 calories and
62 gram respectively in 1985. With over 2600 calories of food energy

available daily per capita, China's average supply is less than 10 percent
lower than the iapanese rate, and hence weil ahead of India's food
availability (2200 Calories per day), and above the all-Asian mean of just
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below 2500 calories per day. Calcuiations of average food availability based
on China's official coasumption statistics result in an even higher intake per
day. Further, according to the UNDP during the period of 1988 to 1990 the

daily calorie supply in China was 1 12 percent of requirements (21).
One scholar argued that once the daily food supply surpasses 2600 calories

per capita, the considerations of inaccuracy in assessing actual food

consumption become relatively unimportant: whatever the acnial needs may
be (most likely between 2100 and 2300 calories per day),the available food

should be adequate to cover them even after subtracting the inevitable retail
and household losses. The evidence is clear: China not only feeds itself, but

during the 1980s it was doing so with an increasing margin of security and
with graduaily improving quality of the average diet (22).
Agriculture also makes a great contribution to the Chinese economy by
providing extensive variety and large arnounts of raw materials for industries.

These raw materials can be divided into five categories: grain crops, industrial
crops, forestry products, livestock products and aquatic products. China's

light industry, especially textiles and forest-products manufacturing, is heavily
dependent on these raw matetials. Table 2-5 lists the output of selected major
agricuiturai products used for industriai raw materials. Some of them

comprise a leading share of the total world production. It is evident that
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during the 1980's the production of all the selected agricultural raw

materials-exceptthe forest products-experienced a great growth in tandem
with the diversification of agriculture and the rural economy.

Major reasons for the great achievements in production of food and
agriculhiral raw materials are numerous and will be summarised below:

Table 2-3. Growth of Population and Cereals Production in China
Items
total
population
aMu.rate
of popu.
Growth
production
of cereals
annu.rate
of
cere.
Growth

unit

1961

.

644.7 715.5 820.4 917.9 983.4 1046.2

% per

year

---

1965

2.64

1970

2.77

1975

2.27

1980

1.39

1985

1.25

mil.

MT

107.0 159.1 197.6 241.0 277.2 336.8

% per
year

--

Source: USDA.

O

4.43

4.06

2.82

3.97

Table 2-4.Averrge Food Availability and Self-suRcient Ratio InChina

Items

1961

/persodday
(calories)

1611

Source: USDA

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985 1988

1). The upshot of the long-tenn endeavours of the Chinese govenunent. That

governent regards agriculture as a guarantee of food secufity @articuiarly

against the possibility of f-e)

and as an important guaraatee of social

stability in both counüyside and cities. Food production is invaxiably

accorded high priority in economic activities.
2). Critical are the post-1978 agmian refonn policies,

policies which

revolved round the replacing of the unproductive commune system with the
household responsibility system. The remarkable growth of agriculhnal
production in the first half of the 1980's was mainly ascnbed to this refonn
policy.
3). Also important was the combination of modem technical innovations in
farming and highly-valuable traditional technologies of food production which

focused on the utilisation of organic manure and intensive f m g methods.
4). A massive injection of resources occwred, including the improvement of

basic production conditions of agriculture, such as irrigation facilities, farm
implements, electrification and the agicultural extension service.
5). Not to be underrated was the implementation of a programme to uicrease
the sown area by intercropping and planting two or more crops on the same

piece of land during the cropping year. The sown area increased fkom 141-3

million hectares in 1952 to 144 million in 1990 (23).
6). The stimulus afforded by the rapidly increasing demand for raw materiais
brought about by development of light and textile industries after 1978.
7). The tolerance of a certain amount of Unports of grains as a supplement to

meet the consumption need for grains either as foodstuff or as raw matenais.

2.3.2. Source of Savings for Non-agricultural lnvestment

Although there are no direct data available to quantitatively illustrate the

financial contniution of agriculture in Chinese economic growth, it is
undeniable that it is agriculture that provides substantial amounts of savings
to support non-agriculhiral activities. Based on his thorough examination,

Nicholas R. Lardy concluded "enough evidence exists to postdate that the
state traasferred significant resources out of the agriculturd sector " in the

1956-1978 period(24).

Table 2-5: Output of selected major agricuitural raw materials

Industrial crops (unit: 1,000 tomes)
cotton
2707
4149
oil-bearing
7691
15784
1927
hemp
1436
51549
sugarcane
22807
beeîroots
6305
8919
845
tobacco
2422
silkworm cocoons 326
369
304
f i t
6793
Forest products 304 19
tea

432

11639
29667

4157

13203

-

4507
16132

-

12810
273 1

57620
14526
2626

402
545

540

49064

-

16661
25 153

18744

222
13

240

-

(unit: 1,000 CU.^)

Livestock products (unit: 1,000 tonnes)

sheep wool
176
goat hair
12
Aquatic products 4497
(unit: 1,000 tomes)

178

12

8236

9553

--

10610

Source: 1. The State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of Cbina,
China Rural Statistics, 1988, and 1989.

2.W. Hunter Colby et al, Agriculhual Statistics of the People's
Re~ublicof China 1949-1990, United States Department of Agriculture,
Statistical Bulletin, No. 844, Washington, D.C., 1992.

Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the
government, instigated by the ambition of indusüialising China in as short a

time as possible and idluenced by the Soviet m o u , has pursued a growth
strategy that gave priority to heavy hdusüy over all other sectors. The central

objective of development policy bas been to accelerate the Pace of industrial

development. Under this policy agriculture was regarded as an easy-andready source of savings for non-agricuitural investment as well as a guamntee
of food secunty. For most of the time fiom 1950 to 1980, heavy-industry
investment was achieved at the expense of agriculture and light industry by
using Stalinist 'Yorced savings".

There were two fonns of capital transfer fiom the agricultural sector to the
non-agriculhiral sector in China's planned economy. One form was direct or

visible transfer which takes the form of state tax and local expenses.
Generally, agricultural tax is itseif at a rnodest level. Savhgs fiom agkuitural
tax are not considerable. Local expenses were also modest before 1985.
However, since then local expenses have been levied very rigidly under the
spur of regional economic cornpetition. Some areas imposed expenses over
10 percent of per capita income (the govemment regulation is no more than

five percent of per capita income). This heavy levy has led to the outbreak of
widespread discontent in the counûyside.

Another transfer fom was indirect or invisible which extracted agricuittd

supluses much more signincantly. This transfer was operated by ushg "*ce
scissof~~~(JianDao
C h in Chinese) or the ratio between the pnces of

agricultural products which are artincidy lower priced and the prices of

industrial goods @oth producer and consumer) which are higher priced.
Through "pice scissors" the govemment mobilised a considerable a m o ~of
t
savings for non-agricultiuai investmentI2.

Insutncient agriculturai investment may be seen as another way to extract
agricultural value. in most of the years since 1949 state budgetary

expenditures and investments in agriculture were not equal to the large share
of national incorne contnbuted by agriculture. Lardy estimated that, d d g

the period of 1953- 1978, total agriculhirai investment was 598 billion yuan, a

sum equivalent to only 12 percent of the total investment (25). Since the mid1980s, the share of agricultural investment in total investment has even fden

below 10 percent.

Mer 1980, the "forced sawigs" mechankm was graduaily dismded at
state level. Most agricultural goods were priced at market base. The share of
savings fiom agriculture had declïned considerably. Foreign capital became
l2 Bruce L . Reynolds provided a good mode1 to i l l u s t r a t e the machanisrn
of "price Scissors", though he did n o t use the tenn of "price scissors".

an impoitaat source foi non-agriculhaa investment. However, owing to the
decentdhtiion of decision- making and incnase of regi-

the

expaading local pmjects have imposeâ a heavy k d e n on tiimiers. The

problem of overburdened frimigs was sa Senoris tbat central governmeat

issued a series ofdocuments to try to ease the burden for the sake of political
stability.

2.3.3. Supplyiag Labour for the Non-agridturril Sector
Since 1960 China has edorced a strict confrol on mai-urban migration by an
elaborate honsehold registration system. This conîroi, combhed with an

abnord forced massive urbld~l-naalmigration, @cularLy

in the early

1960's and again in the Iate 1960's imtü 1977, bas ciatailed inban population

growth. The upshot was a situation which was Mirent fiom most developing
wmtries. However, even m&r this chmstance, agriculture d
i provided a

large number of workers for non-agriculltiaa sectors, especially for sectors
which are labour-intensive and rsquite no high professional training.

Table 2-6 shows the change m the shates of nxral population in total
population, of agcicuituraj fabour in total labour, and of total labour in total
Sec B r u c e R. Rcynold, China's Econoniic Policy, 1988, pp 206-212.
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population. During the period from 1952 to 1990, the share of rural
population in total population and that of agricultural labour in the total workforce reveded consistent deciines. This occurred even though the nahiral

growth rate of population in nnal areas was greatet than that in urbm areas
mainly on account of a more strict M

y planning policy for uban residents.

The former fell fiom 87.5 percent in 1952 to 48.2 percent in 1990; the latter
fiom 83.4 percent to 60.16 percent, respectively; whereas the share of total

labour in total population had a considerable increase.

This deche can only be explallied througb the supposition that a large
number of rural people became urban residents and the agriculturd labour
force shifted to non-agricultural sectors d u ~ the
g process of economic
growth and urbanisation. If the Chinese govemment had not strictly

controlied nual-urban migration, the shift would bave been much greater. The
stark point to bear in mind is that the urban sectot cannot absorb the immense
surplus pool of agricultural labour which has become a serious problem of
iate.

Table 2-6 Sbare o f Rural Population and Agricuitural Labour
items
1952
% of Ncal popu.
Hi
total 87.5
population.
% of agi. labour
in total labour
83.4
% of total labour
in
total 36.05
population.

2960

1970

1980

1985

1990

80.3

82.6

80.6

63-4

48.3

65.75

80.77

68.89

62.53

60.16

39.09

41.49

42.92

47.48

49.76

Source: W.Hunter Colby et al, @*cultural Statistics of the Peoole's
Re~ublicof China 1949-1990, United States Depariment of Agriculture,
Statistical Bulletin, No. 844, Washington, D.C.,1992.

2.3.4. Absorbing Industrial Outputs

The agriculhual population accounts for over half of the total population. This
huge population itseif generates a big market for industrial outputs. Further,

during the 19807s, both the piuchasing power of pesants and the ratio of
purchased commodities of total living expenditures rose sharply. These trends
point to exceptioaaily good prospects for retail sales in nual China despite the
fact that the per capita income of nual housebolds remains markedly lower

than that of urban residents and that self-produced consumer goods stiil
absorb a big share of the consumption of rural dwellers. In 1987, the total
nual retail sales amounted to 335 billion yuan, while the per capita

expenditure of m a l households was 603.99 yuan. Among the total

expenditures, 24.9 percent went to business expenditure, 3.4 percent was
spent on purchashg productive fixed assets, and 65.9 percent was dedicated
to living

expenditure (see Table 2-7). Average per capita income of rural

househoids was 462.55 yuan (compared with 191.33 yuan in 1980). The
purchased goods portion of total consumer expenditure accounted for 64.5

percent (compared with 50.4 percent in 1980).
Major industriai goods sold in rurai areas include means of agricultud
production and basic consumer goods. Durabie goods have been steadily

increasing their share since the early 1980s.

Table 2-7. Per Capita Total Expenditure Of Rural Households (1987)

Total expenditure
household business expenditure

603-99

100.0

150.59

24.9
œ

contricbution to collectives
accordhg to contract

13.85

2.3

20.52

3 .4

pufchasing productive

fixed assets
living expenditure

other non-productive expenditure

398.29
I
I

65.9
2.0

Source: The State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of China,China

Rural Statistics, 1988.

2.3.5. A Means of Earning Foreign Exchange

In this respect Chinese agriculture also made considerable contrî'butions to

economic development, although its importance as a means of eaming foreign
exchange has sharply declined in the last decade.

Generally speaking, China's foreign trade was quite conservative before
1980, and especialiy during the 1960's. The scaie of foreign trade was vev

small in relation to total domestic economic activity. This consemative
foreign bade was rnainly the result of the autarkic development strategy of the

Maoists, and also in part reflected the large continental nature of China's

economy. This conservative foreign trade has been ove-ed

since China

opened its economy to the outside and changed its attitude towards foreign

trade. Agriculturai foreign trade expenenced a marked increase, although it
did not keep Pace with the o v e d growth of foreign trade. In 1970, for

example, a@cult\ual exports accounted for 45 percent of total exports, but in
1985, agricdtural exports were only 20 percent of total exports. The share of

agricultural imports in total imports tmderwent an even fister decline. Based
on USDA data, the value of total agriculture exports and imports jumped to

U.S.$6679 million and $2644 million in 1986, increases of 291 percent and
192 percent compared with their values in 1975 (Table 2-8).

Before 1980 the aim of agriculWal foreign trade was to ensure a net balance
in order to finance high priority non-agriculturai imports. This explained why

there was a net export surplus for most years. Using Surls' calculations for
the £kst half of the 1970s, the agriculhiral trade surplus hanced, on average,
about 20 percent of non-agricultural imports (26). However since 1977,
except for the period of 1985 to 1989 during which agriculture gaiaed some

foreign exchange, the import growth has exceeded export growth, and the
agriculhual sector has become, and will continue to be in the foreseeable

fiiture, a net claimant on scarce foreign exchange. This condition c m be

atüibuted to large imports of grains and fertilisers. For instance, the total

values of agricuitwal exports in 1990 and 1992 were US$ 14098.6 million

and US.$ 143 14.5 million respectively; whereas the values of agricdtural
Unports in 1990 and 1992 were U.S $ 17247.7 million and 18380.7 million

respectively. The total balances were -3 149.1 and -4066.2 million Amencan
dollars respectively (27). The possibility of a sustained increase in exports of

major agricdturai commodities is very slim.

Table 2-8. Total Value of Agricultural Foreign Trade in China
( unit: million US S)

item

1961 1965 1970 1975

1980 1985

1986

1990

845

2297 3280 5055

6679

14099 14315

567

1379 5656

2146

2644

17248 18381

-2376 2909

4035

-3149

1992

total

export 312 770
total
import 666 782
trade
balance -354 -12

278 918

-4066

Source: 1990 and 1992 data were fiom FA0 Yearbook. Trade, Vol. 46,
1992; remahder fiom USDA

There are a number of reasons to account for this. Among thern are the
relatively low agricultural productivity, large domestic requirernent due to the

huge population, and rapid improvement of living standards which leave little
available for export of most agricultural commodities that are exporte& a

keen cornpetitive world market, and a relatively low level of grah
procwements of the state.

The above elaboration indicated how important agriculture is in the Chinese
economy, but it had nothing to Say about the geographical pattern of
agriculîure. The regionalization of agriculture is the task of the next section.

2.4. Agricultunl Regions

The circwnstances deteminhg China's agricdtwal production are the redt
of the combination of naturai conditions, traditional land-use practices, and
general economic and technicd development levels, with the first element as
the chief factor. DifEerent naturai conditions shape different agicultural

performances. Thus, distinct agricultwal regions have developed. There are
manifest Merences between the east and the west as weii as between the
north and the south. As described in Chapter 1, China is divided into three

natural realms: Eastern monsoon China,Northwest arid China, and the Tibet
Grigid plateau. These three natural realms differentiate three large agricultural
zones: the East monsoon zone, the Northwest continental zone, and the
Xizang-Qinghai plateau zone. There are abundant disparities among these
three zones in ternis of natural conditions, agricultural activities, and

development levels. The east monsoon zone has good farming conditions and
is dominated by crop cultivation; whereas the Xizang-Qinghai plateau, a
sparsely populated area, is generally not suitable for crop cultivation except in
some river valleys, and animal husbandry is the main fonn of agriculture. The

Northwest zone is a semi-farming and semi-husbandry area. Its development
level is lower than that of the east monsoon zone and higher than that of the
Xizang-Qinghai plateau.

Being China's most important agricultural area, the east moosoon zone

includes most of the country's cultivated f d a n d and agricuitural
population. As a weîi-developed agricultural area, it provides most of China's
grains, cotton and other crucial agricultural products. Tbis zone can be M e r
divided into five agn*cultural regions: Northeast China; North China; the

Mïddle and lower Changjiang basin; South China; and Southwest China. The
Northwest continental zone and the Xizang- Qinghai plateau represent

another two agricultural regions (Figure 2-1). These seven agricultural regions
reflect Merent naturai conditions, different land-use patterns, and disparity in
agricultural activities and development levels. What foliows is a brief
description of the seven regions.

2.4.1. Northeast China

This region is the northemmost area in the eastem part of China and consists
of the three provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning. It covers a total

area of 787,900 square kilometres, accounting for 8.21 percent of the total

national area; and had a population of 99,333,000in 1990, or 8.69 percent of
the national total. The share of total land is approximately equivalent to its

population share. It was called Manchuria until well into the twentieth
century, for it was the homeland of the Manchu. Before the twentieth cenhuy

Northeast China was littie developed. In 1887, this region had only two

million ha of f d a n d , coastituting ody four percent of China's total
f d a n d at that the. Since then, both fannland and population have

dramaticdy increased. By 1990 the cultivated land amounted to 16.23
million ha, accounting for 16.97 percent of China's total. Soil in this region is
dominated by black earths and chemozems which have a high naturai fertility

and are well suited for cultivation. This region has the best quaiity land and
the second largest acreage of unused arable land. Poteatidy-reclaimable land

is estimated to amount to 10 d i i o n hectares. Major crops include spring
wheat, maize, sorghum, millet, soybeans, and sugarbeets.
Smounding the farmlanci areas of the Northeast plain are the tree-clad
mountains: the Da Hïnggan hg, the Changbai, and others. These vast

mountain forests elevated the Northeast into China's biggest timber base.
Forest covers 30 percent of the total land, and the output of timber products
accounts for over one-third of the country's total (28).

2.4.2. The Nortb China Plain

Located in the north of the eastem part of China, the region inciudes Hebei,
Henan, Shanxi, Shandong, Shaaaxi, Beijing and Tianjin.It has a totai area of
901,400 square kilometres and a population of 3 l2,23O,OOO in 1990. Its

population share (27.31 percent) is much higher than its share of totai area
(10.63 percent). This region is endowed with a favourable physical

environment and a long history of agricultural civilisation. It was fomerly the
core region of Chinese agriculture and today shU has the largest concentration
of cultivated land in China, with a total of 28.46 million ha in 1990,
accounting for about 30 percent of the national totai. There are only about 2.7
million ha of unused arable land. The potential to enlarge farmland acreage is

slim. Although most of the cultivated land has been in use for thousands of
years, the farmland is stili as productive as ever and, because of carefbl
usage, shows no sign of exhaustion. The cultivation index-the ratio of

cultivated land to total land area-is higher than that of any other region of

China, reaching over 50 percent (29). The main crops of the region are wheat,

maize, cotton, sorghum, and millet, with the fkst three having the most
sigd?cance. The production of wheat is 40 percent of the national totai, of
rnaize 28 percent, and of cotton 23 percent. This region is aiso the leading

producer of temperate bits, such as apples, pears, pefsimrno~and jujubes
(Chinese dates).

This region's dry facmland generally produces three crops in every two years;
whereas in irrigated land, the system of two crops per year is popular.
Intercropping and inlaid cropping are also commonly practised.

2.4.3. The Middle and Lower Changjiang Basin

Lying to the south of the North China plain region and consisting of the six

provinces and one municipality of Jiangsu, Anhui, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Hubei,

Hunan, and Shanghai, du's region covers 748,000 square kilometres and had a
population of 330,364,000 in 1990. Like North China, the population
proportion (28.89 percent) is much higher than that of total area (7.80
percent). It has excellent natusal conditions and a long history of agricdturai

developrnent. From the vey beginnllig it has been another centre of Chinese
agicultural civilisation.
This is a densely populated area. The per capita f d a n d is generally less
than one mu. In 1990 this region occupied 21.06 percent of national total

cultivated land with 20.15 million ha. The plain area, especially in the Han
Shui valley and around the Dongting, Boyang, and Tai lakes, is intensively

cultivated and irrigated by a weiI-stnictured network of c

d and rivers.

This "watery counûy" is the most productive grain region as weli as the
iargest commercial grain base in China. By contrast, the hilly land is

extensively used and often subject to severe soil emsion (30).
Double cropping is the prevailing finming system. Major crops of the region

include rice, winter wheat, maize, cotton, tea, and silkworm cocoons. It
produces over half of the country's rice and one-third of the total grain. Of
cotton, it produces over 50 percent; of tea, more than two-thirds. Freshwater
aquatic products also figure prominently.

2.4.4. South China

Embracing Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hainan, this region is the
southernmost agricuitural region of China. It is a tropical and subtropical area
with ample water supplies and suitable hi& temperature. Excluding Taiwan,
the area of the region is 569,200 square kilometres, about 5.93 percent of the
national total; and the population in 1990 was 14 1'68 1,000, accounting for

12.39 percent of the national total. Although its development history is not as
long as either North China's or the Changjiang vailey's, it developed rapidly

after the Opium war. In 1990 there were about 6.8 million ha of f d a n d ,
accounting for seven percent of die national total. The pressure of population
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on land is even greater here than in Central China. In the last decade, loss of

f d a n d resulting fiom rapid uidusûîalisation and urbanisation has become a

keen problem.
Plants grow quite rapidly all year round, giving an evergreen appearance to
the vegetation. On the coastal deltas and plains in the east of the region k e e

grain crops per year can be grown, and in some areas even four crops c m
occur in a year. Rice, sweetpotatoes, sugarcane, and peanuts are the chief

crops. The region is also the main producing area for China's tropical and
subtropical fniits, such as banana, pineapple, litchi, longan (or dragon eye),

orange, and tangerine; and for tropical industriai plants, such as tubber tree,

oil palm, coEee, cocoa, etc.(3 1).

2. 4. 5. Soutbwest China

This region, composed of Sichuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou, is in the southwestern part of eastern China. It is similar to South China, but bas lower
temperatures, higher elevation and a longer dry season. With a total area of

1,140,000 square kilometres and a total population of 176,582,000 (1990), it
accounts for 12 percent of the national total area and 15.44 percent of the

national total population.

South of the region lies the Y\~flllm-Guizhouplateau at an dtitude of 10002000 m. where agricultural conditions are not very good. Much of the

cultivated land is on mountah dopes and is devoted to dryland fanning. The
cropping index is only 150 percent. "Vertical agriculture", a sustainable
pattern of land-use, is a feature of the plateau agiculture. The Sichuan basin
is Iocated in the north of the region. It enjoys favoioable naturai conditions

and has had a long h i s t o ~of human development. It is traditionally caiied
"Tiunfu Uliguo", which means "the heaveniy endowed rich country".
However, it faces the severe problem posed by a high population-land ratio.
The region is generally under a double cropping system, with nce, winter

wheat, maize, and rape as the major crops. However, rice paddies are
dispersed in the mountains and are dependent on rainwater. In winter a large
nurnber of the rice paddies are used for the storage of water. This kind of rice

paddy is called winter paddy, and it daers fiom the normal nce paddy in that
it is not used to grow a winter crop. It is also called WangTianfian,meaning

rain-fed field.

2.4.6. Northwest China

This region comprises Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Ningxia, and Xinjiang. It
occupies a total area of 3,338,800 square kilometres, accounting for 34.79

percent of the national total. It is the largest of the seven regîons. Yet its

popdation ranks it only next to the d e s t , with oniy 63,639,000 people
(1990), or only 5.57 percent of the total. It is a vast agrîcultural region which

is sparsely inhabited by ethnic minority peoples whose main agricultural
pursuits are animal husbandry on the grassland and crop production in fertile

areas supported by irrigation. The vast grasslaad provides excellent nahiral
pasture land; consequently, animal husbandry is the major agricuitural
enterprise, and the region i s one of China's most important pastoral areas,
producing sheep, goats, horses, and cattie.

Because of the dry climate, crop cultivation depends entirely upon irrigation,

and f m sizes are determined by the available water resources. After 1949
with the development of irrigation systems and the planting of shelter-tree
belts, large-scale reclamation has been conducted. By 1980, fannland in this

region totalled 10.8 million ha, accounting for 1 1 percent of the national
total.Yet, cultivated land still occupies only 3.3 percent of the region's stock

of land.

There are essentially two f&g

systems in this region; namely, the imgdted

oases fhmhg in the westem arid lands and the rain- fed âumiag in the

eastem semiarid area. Under imgated oases f k g at least one crop may be
produced per year. In the Tarim Basin and western Hexi Corridor, three crops
can be gruwn in two years. The major crops are wheat, sorghum, maize, and
sugar beets. Cotton can also be grown in some oases. As to rain-fed fiuming,

every year can grow one crop, and spring wheat, millet, oats, and Irish

potatoes constitute the càief crops. Lack of water resource is the chief
constraint for agriculture and desertification is the major environmental

problem.

2.4. 7. The Xizang-Qinghai Plateau

This region consists of Xizang (Tibet) and Qinghai. W e , with 1,949,600
square kilometres of total area, it occupies 20 percent of the country's

temtory, its population was only 6,653,000 (1990), less than one percent of

the national total. As the ''roof of the world", the Xizang-Qinghai plateau is

characterised by high altihide and low temperature. Two-thirds of the region
is composed of mountains higher than 4500 metres above sea level where the

rnonthly mean temperame of the hottest month is below 10 C, and there is

virtually no fiost-fiee period. A few river vakys in the south and east are

below 3000 m, and these comprise the main cropping area.

Though intense solar radiation is a favourable factor for farming, the high
altitude and low temperatures serve as major constraints on cultivation, and

because of these, most of the region is not suitable for cuitivation. Animal
husbandiy is the main form of agriculture. Major animals are the

altitude-tolemt yak, the Tibetan sheep, and the Tibetan goat. Animai
products fkom the region account for 11 percent of the national production,
and 29.2 sheep units per year are slaughtered per head of the agricuiturai
population.
Major crops of the region include such cold-resistant crops as highland

barley, wheat, peas, potatoes, and tape seeds. Crop cultivation is restricted in
the south and southwest river vdeys. The YarIung Zangbo d e y dabbled in

farming as eady as the Tang Dynasty. Since 1957 die cultivated acreage has

increased substantidy. In 1957 there were only 0.5 million ha of f d a n d in

Qinghai. In 1980 the figure had risen to 0.8 million ha, accounting for 0.8
percent of the national total. In the south-east and east of the region there are

a number of forests, which together make up 23 percent of the national timber
reserve and the second largest forest area in China (32).

2, 5. Conclusion

In this chapter 1 recounted the agricultural context gennane to this study.
Chinese agriculture bas a long development history, has undergone
complicated institutional change, plays a critical role in the economy and

shapes spatial variation in regional well-being. It is the 1st character that
attracts out special attention; for we have only hinted at its importance in this

chapter. Yet, before it is possible to pursue a detailed enquiry of the nature of
spatial variation in agrïculwe it is necessary to become acquainted with the
appropriate methodology. The next chapter has been set aside for that
purpose.
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CHAPTER 3. THE SHIFT-AND-SHARE APPROACH

3.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter 1 reviewed the historical development of Chinese
agriculture, conside~gits vital role in the Chinese economy, and the physical
regionalkation of agriculturai regions. This background context was judged
vital to facilitate a better understanding of the spatial variations of Chinese
agriculture which are the result of the interaction of a number of physical,
economic and social factors.
As mentioned at the outset, the main objective of this study is to examine

spatial variations in the performance of Chinese agriculture; that is to Say, to
reveal the regional disparities embodied in Chinese agriculture between the
years 1980 and 1990, the critical decade of the refonn era. To achieve this

object, the shift-and-share approach is selected as the most suitable analytical
tool. The shifband-share technique is recognised as a useful tool of spatial
enquiry regardless of context. It quantitatively describes the deviation of a

region's performance from the reference area and aiiocates that deviation
between the "structural" and the "regional" factors, factors of great intrinsic
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interest to economic geographers. To set the scene, this chapter wiU provide a

detailed examination and review of the methodology.

3.2. The Me-

Of Sbift-And-Sharr A ~ l y s i s

3.2.1. Evdutim of tbt Method

Accordhg to both hmn d Houston (1.)' Daniel Creamer was the pioneer of
the technique of shift-and-&me anaîysis.

In 1942 Crearner f o d y

origiaated the shift-and-Shan analysis method in his article "Shifts of
hrzanufacaaing hdusûies", the f

d chapter of hdustnal Location And

National Resources, a wark undertaken for the U S National Planning

Resowces P l h g Board in 1943 (2). However, Creamer" u n f o ~ l did
y

not evohe this tool into a really s a W & q descriptive device and fMed to
see its a n a 1 . d possiilities" (3). In the yeam

that foliowed, the method

was creatively applied and fiatha developed by Leser, Fuchs, hmn, and

Perloff (4). These scholars' worlrs establisbed the fiamework for wbat has

corne to be d e d the classical stiift-and-share method. During the 1960s the

method was fider improved and became a popular t d of regional
economic analysis.

Nowadays the echniqye is niirly well establisbed,

although disagreement persists on the algebraic details. In the 1%0's and
1970's the techaique achieved its greatest popuiarity. A few prominent

examples of its application include those by Ashby, MicKay, Brown,
Stillwell, Paris, O'Fadî, Jones and Miller, Randali, Bunce, Martin, and

Todd md Briedey (5). Since 1980 application of the techniqye appears

to

have lost ground, in part because of its maturity, and p d y due to increasing
scepticism as to the validity of its conclusions. One notable exception,
highlighting the strengths and drawbacks of the technique, is provided by

Subramanian (6).

3.2.2. Description of the Method
It is an obvious reasoning that if both a region's industrial structure and its

economic expansion are in line with that of the reference area containing it,
then that region WUgrow precisely at the same Pace as

its larger

counterpart, the reference area. Should either of these two conditions not be

satisfied, the regional economy wiii grow at a rate different fkom that of the
reference area, and this is often the case. The shift-and-share technique is

designed to interpret such variations during a specific period of time by
i d e n m g the region's growth factors

. It

compares one or more local

variables with the noms of the reference area. The variables can be any
economic and social indicators, such as output, value-added, employment ,
population, service establishment, and other unit of measurement. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the reference area is the whole nation, as

in most cases we study regional disparities within the national context. Thus
the nom of the reference area is the average of the national level. As to

regional

we shall focus here on employment, by f&rthe most

comrnonly-used hdicator, but substitute production data in the actual enof spatiai variation in Chinese agriculture.
The shift-and-share method ailocates absolute variations in employment
arnong various sources, all established in relative terms. Each source of
variation is set relative to a national nom (7 ). Usually, the ntst stage in the

aaalysis is to determine the share allocated to individual regions, that is, the
regionai share.

Regional Share
The regional share is defined as the amount by which total employment in the
region would have grown or declined during the period being shidied if it
grew (or declined) at precisely the same rate as total employment in the

nation as a whole (8). This dennition impiies that the regional share tries to

measure the effect of the national growth rate of all industries on regional
employment growth, notwithstanding the fact that in most cases the region
does not grow at the national growth rate.

For a particular industry i in region j the regional share is:

-

RSij = Eij l (EnZ/Enl) Eij 1

where :
RSij = share ofregion j for ùidustry i ( i= 1,2, ...M; J= 1,2,..N).
Eijl = employment in industry i in regionj in the base year.

Eij2 = end year's employment in industry i in region j.

En1 = national employment in aii industries at the base year, which is
equai to ZizEij1.

En2 = national employment in al1 industries at the end year, whiih is equal
to CizEij2.
Equation (1) can be m e n as:

RSij=Eij1(En2/Enl-l)=Eijl[(En2-Enl)/Enl]=EijI(r..)
We know that (En2

- Enl) / Enl,

(2a)

namely, r,., is the growth rate of the

national employment in al1 industries dirring the period shidied. It foiiows,
then, that (r..) is an important national nom imposed on the region in SM-

and-share analysis.
For aU industries in region j, the regional share is :

RSj =ZiEijl(En2 /Eni) -xiEijl =XiEijl(r..)
where,

RSj = share of regionj

EiEijl = employment in alI industries in regionj in the base year
Algebraicaliy, the shift-and-share technique is using the foIIowing terms;
Eij

= employment in the ith industry in regionj.

CiEij

= employment in all industries in regionj.

QEij

= employment in the ith industry in aii regions.

CizEij

= employment in all industries in dI regions.

The different s~~lllllations
in the computation are shown in Figure 3. 1.
In reality, of cowse, the individual region's actual change in employment is
usuaily not the same as the national level. This discrepancy necessitates

introduction of the shift term. The shifi is a composite, containhg three

elements: total shift, proportionality shift, and diffecentiai shift.
Total Shift
The total shifi accounts for the rest of the variation occming during the
period under question. It measures the difference between the actual change

in employment in a region and the change that would have occmed if it had
grown at the aggregate national growth rate.

In short, it measures the

difference between the actual change and the" supposed change", the regional

share. In other words, the total shift ''represents a net gain or loss to the
region over and above the regionai share"(9).

By definition the total shift for a particular indusüy is:

= Eij2

- Eij1(En2/Enl)

where,

TSij = total shifi of region j for industry i.
For ail industries in region j the total shift is defhed as:
TSj = CiEijZ

-

[CiEijl(EnUEn1)J

where,
TSj = total shift of region j for al1 industries.

CiEij2 = employment in ail indusmes in region j at the end year.

From equation 3, two points of implication may be drawn. On the one hand, if
the regional growth rate is equal to the national rate of growth, the regionai

share would Mly account for the growth (decline) in employment during the

period under study. On the other hand, the total shift accounts M y for total
variation when the national growth rate @ut not the regional growth rate) is
equal to zero.

One of the features of the shift-and-share analysis is M e r to divide the total
Minto two components, the proportionality shift and the differentiai shif€.
It is this feature that g m t s the shift-and-share technique a spatid flavour.

The proportionality shift, which is ais0 caiied c'industrid mix effect" or
ccstru~turai
component", may be thought of as the extra amount by which

employment in the region has grown (or declined) as a resuit of the region
specialising in nationdly fast-growing industries (the positive case) or slow-

growing and declining industries (negative case).
For a particular industty the proportionality shift is defined as:
PSij = Eijl [(&Eu2 &Eijl)

- (EdEnl)]

where,

PSij = proportionality shift of region j for industry i,

z E i j l = national employment in

indus^ i at the base year,

GEij2 = national employment in indiistry i at the end year.

FPgiire 3.1. The Range of Sommation

+

Region j

e

Based on Stiweli, F J B . Regional Growth and Structurai Adaptation, Urban
Studies, Vo1.6, 1969, p. 164.

Eqyation (4) can be written as:

PSU = Eijl [(CijijZ / ZEijl- 1)

= Eij1

- (Enî/ En1 - l)]

-

(ri. r..)

(sa)

-

with (ri.), standing for (3jEij2 3jEij1) /3jEij 1. The national growth rate of
indusûy i, ri., is the second important national nom imposed on the region
for shift analysis.
For all industries in the region the proportionality shift is defked as:

-

PSj = XiEij1[(ri. r-.)]

(Sb)

where,
PSj = proportionality shift or stmctural cornponent of regionj.

Equation 5 indicates cleady that the proportionality shift will be positive if a

region has above average proportions of employment in industries with rapid
growth rates at the national level, that is, ri. is greater than r..; whereas it will

be negative in the case where a region specidises in nationaily static or
declining industries, that is, ri. is smaller than r... In other words, the
proportionality shitt indicates the employment change in region j that has
occmed because region j had a higher proportion of industry i which had a

rate of growth in the nation different fiom the rate of growth of all industries

of the nation. The outcome of a positive proportionality shift means that the

region will grow faster than the rest of the nation, whde the occurrence of a
negative outcome indicates that the region wiU grow slower than other
regions.
Differential Sbift

The Werential shift, also known as the "Werentid gcowth" or the "regional
component", is the amount by which employment in region j wouid vary ifits

industries grew at a different rate h m their national correspondhg nom.
For a particular industry the differential shift is defined as,

-

DSij = Eij 1[(EijZ / Eij 1) a E i j 2 / S E i jl)]
where,
DSij = differential shift of region j for industry i.

Equation (6) can be wrïtten as,

-

-

DSij = Eij1[{(Eij2 Eij 1) / Eij1} { a E i j 2 -zEij 1) &Eij 1}]

-

= Eijl(rij ri.)

(7a)

-

with (rij), standing for (Eij2 Eijl) / Eij1. The rate of growth of industry i in
region j duting the period under study, rij, is an important regional parameter

for shift-and-share analysis.
For ali industries the differential shift is defined as,

-

DSj = CiEij (rij ri.)

From equation (7) we can see that the differeatial shift can be positive,
negative or zero, as is the case with the proportionality shift. Ifindustry i of

regionj grows fàster than the national growth rate of industry i, namely, (ni)
is greater than (ri.), the Merential shift will be positive for region j. On the

contrary, if industry i of region j grows siower than its national counterpart,
namely, (rij) is smaller than (ri.), the Werential shift will be negative. If the
growth rate of industry i of region j is the same as its national corresponding

growth rate, namely (rij) = (ri.), the dimential shift will be zero.

The total shift (TS) is the sum of the proportionality shift (PS) and the

differential shift (DS); namely,
TS

=

PS + DS

(8)

-

-

PSij+DSij = Eijl(ri. r..) + Eiji(tij ri.)
= Eij 1(rij)

- Eij1(r..)

= Eij1 [(EijZ

-

- Eij1) / Eijl] -

-

Eij 1[(EnXn 1) / Enl]

-

= (Eij2 Eijl) [Eijl(En2 / Enl) Eijl]
= TSij

The absolute change of employrnent for industxy i in region j during a
particular period cm be obtained by stunming RSij, PSij and DSij,

-

Eij2 Eij1 = Eij1(r. .) + Eij 1(ri.- r. .) + Eij 1(rij-ri.)

(9a)

The left side can also be written as,

-

Eij2-Eij 1 = Eij1{(Eij2 Eij1) / Eiij1} = Eijl(rij),
thus we get

Eij1(ri') = EijI(L) + Eij1(rh. .) + (Eij l(rij-ri.)

(Sb)

For ail industries in region j the absolute change in employment during the
period c m be found by s d g with respect to i:

Xipij 1(rij)] = Zi@Zij1(r..)] +xipij1(ri.- r..)] +xipij1(rij-ri.)]

(Sc)

Eqyation (9)is the classical formula in shift-and-share analysis.

The aggregate rate of growth of region j ,signified as (r-J),during the period
under question is usualiy not equal to the national growth rate of ali
industries. The two national noms, (ri.) and (r..) provide a rneans to d e s d e
rnathematically how (r.j) ... (r..). In this approach, there are two sources of
any discrepancy between (r.j) and (r..):
1. region j had an industrial structure dEerent fkom that of the nation, so

that even if (rij) = (ri.) prevailed in dl of its industries, differences
between Eij(ri.) and Eij(r..) wodd not add up to zero when aU the

industries were considered; and

2. some or ail of the industries in regionj did not grow in the region at the

nationai rates, i.e.,

(rij) # (ri.).

In oher words, through these noms, the formula stipulates the mathematical
conditions that must be hifilied to have

(10).

(rj') = (r.-)
Ifwe move RS in equation (9) to the left side, we can d e t e d e whether the
region perfonned Iike the rest of the country. The ciifference here is called
"net relative change". It is actually the total shift we dehed before. The
relative change, as indicated by equation (€9, is docated to the industrial
composition of the region @roportionality shift effect) , which measures the

effect of whether industry i was a slow-growth or a fast-growth industry (this
can be deked in ternis of employment performance, i-e., whether (ri.) is
greater or smaller than (r..), and the eEect of regional conditions(difEerential
shift effect). The latter establishes whether industry i performed better or less
well in region j than elsewhere in the country. We then have:
Eij1(rij-r. .)

=

Eij1( r i x .) + Eij1(rij-ri.)

(l0a)l3

and
[

j1( r i )

-J

( r)]

0. This conclusion can

=

i i j 1(ri. r ) ] + i i j 1( j - .

be deduced directly €rom equation 3:
TSij = Eij2 - Eijl (En2/Enl) = Eij1(Eij2/Eijl En2/Enl)
= Eijl[(@ijZ Eijl)/Eijl} - ((En2 - Enl)/Enl} J
= Eijl(rij - r..)

-

-

(1 Ob)

The left-hand side of the equation represents the net relative chmge (total
shift), and the right-hand side corresponds

to

industrial composition and to regional conditions.

the variation allocated to

3.3. Limitations And Refinement Of The Methad

Since its emergence the shift-an&*

mettsod has ban continu00~1y

criticised by scholars for its technid limitations and theoretical

shift-&are

with a th-

of regional growth. Pattly it is due to the serious

limitations of the method d t i n g fiom its simplicity. Houston even argued
that " for bdh theoretical and empincal reasons it is, M y , mpct" (11).

Yet bis objection was countered by many othex schohrs, such as Asbby and
Stilweil (12). Iii the foliowing discussion, 1 shall focus on the major

limitations of the method and consider the rekements brought forward to

overcome these limitations.

3.3.1. Technicd Limitations

There are three major technical limitations of the shift-share technique;
namely, the industrial mix bias, the aggregation bias and the intepetration
bias.
Industrial MU Bi-.

The techni~uetakes no account of changes in the industrial structure in the
regions mder shdy duriog the period under observation. The proportionality

shift indicates the gains or losses due to the region specialising in those
industries which grew at above or below the corresponding national nom

nom the point of view of the industrial structure at the beginning of the
penod. It takes no account of the indushial structure at the end of the period.

This is an important defect of the method, because the industrial structure of a
region will change during the growth process. A region which had a high

proportion of the slow-growing indusûy may have g r a d d y reduced the
proportion of slow-growing indusûy and acquired a bigger proportion of fastgrowing indusûy at the end of the period. The longer the tirne period, the

bigger the change. Thus the classicai shift-share method cannot indicate the
impact on regional employment growth of stnichua modincation of industries

during the period.

StillweU(13) provides a remedy for this defect. The key point is to rneasure
the eqected shift resuiting fiom the region's industrial structure at the end of

the period by reversing the proportionality shifi. The reversed proportionality
shift (RPS) is defined as:

RPS

=

-

xiEij2[(En 1 / En2) mEij1 / QEijZ)]

(1 1)

The reversed propomonality shift shows the net shift in ernployment one
would have expected in view of the region's finai industriai mùr. Subtmcting

proportïaaality modification sbift whkh indicates the net shB d t i n g fiam
the

diBietence

in irlltisl a d 5 I

Pdpstripl StePChlLT.

By definition

the

proportionalitymodifcatiîmsbift (PMS) is wfiaaias:

PMS =RPS-PS
= WjZ[(Enl/En2)

- (Ci'Eijl&Eij2)]

- mïjl[a'Eij2&Eij 1)- Eo2/Enl)]

(12)

A positive PMS iadicates that the region has modined its industriai structure

and becorne more s p e d k d in natiody fàst-growing industries.
Conversely, a negative PMS shows that the region is tending to specialise in
nationally slow-growing industries.

If there is no change of iDduSttiaj sauctun duriag the whole period one may
naturally suppose that the PMS will be e q d to zero. But Subramanian
dernonsüated by an empirical example that PMS does not quai zero when

there is no change in industrial structure (14). This means that even when
there is w change in industrial structure during the period, the result will lead
us to believe that the region experîenced a structural change. This problem
can be simpSr solved by just one more small step; namely, to compare the

initial industrial structure with the final indusaial structure to assess whether

it changed

It has been f o d that the nsults of the strPctiPal shift and the r e g i d SM
are not m d t with the lm1 of âkggregation useci, w h d r by sectoral
bteakdown or spatial boundanes, natwithstanding the fktthat the total

accoiding to the I

d of disasgngation. This means tbat:

1). with ckggregation, the khaviour of the two components is completely

UtlforeseeabIe and ttierefore a mathemafical correction of the defect is
impossiile; and
2). the intexpretation of the resuits acrived at tbtough this method is eaEirely at
the mercy of the level of cbaggregation used: Merent results, and therefore

c i i f f i interpretations, may be anived at for the same region.

Ashby pointed out that this variation in the results is" shared in p ~ c i p l eby
any technicpe which is not iadiffiereflf to changes in information'' (15).

However, the qyestion remaius: which level of disaggregation is the most
appropriate to use with this technicpe?. The answer is not the 'Viner the
bette$'. The largest degree of dmgpegation, tending towards the equating of

nrmS with industry, tends to reduce the differential component to zero in all
cases. ûn the other ban& when employment is compIeteIy aggregated into

one sector, the whole net relative change is accounted for strictly by the
regional component.

There are several critena available to clas@ industries. The determination
of the appropriate level of aggregation depends on study purposes and
personal experience. "What is appropriate depends more upon the secondary

use which is to be made of the shift-share analysis" (16), rather than the
nicety of the mathematical analysis.

Interpenetwtion Problem
This problem is as senous for the analysis as the aggregation bias. This
problem essentialiy consists of the diniculty of distinguishuig the indusûiai

miu effect fiom the regional component. In fact it is very f i c u l t to separate

the economic aspects represented by the two components. The two
components interact with each other as a matter of course. On the one han&
the industrial structure is partially the product of regional conditions. On the
other hand,

the industriai structure influences the quality of the local

conditions.

From equation (7a): DSij = E l (

-)

we can see that the regional

component is influenced not only by the differential growth of industry i of

region j relative to the national rate of that particular industry, that is (rij) to

(ri), but aiso by the speoialisabicm of hdustry i on the total employment of
mgionj, that is Eij.
Estaban-bhqdhs ibmtm@d this bias by a *le

reaponiiig (17): Suppose,

he said, tbae w a two rtgicms, a and b, with the same amount of regional
ernpIoymad@.a=E.b)aodtéespme~ofgrowthmmdiistryi(~=nb,

and consequeady ria

- ri.

=

ni

- ri.), then their respective regional

components @3a(ria-n.)]and [Einbri.)], will be diffèrent if (Eia + Eib), or

if their industrial structure is diBiirent L attempting to reduce the effect of
this bias, he introduced the "doCafion efféct" hto the general formula. The

"alIoCafioneffect" (AE)is defïned as:

=

-

-

(Eij1 Eij' 1) (rij ri.)

(13)

where,
Eij' l = homothetic employment ofindustry i of regionj which corresponds to

mij1aEi.j1Enl).
And consequently the total variation is defined as:

-

-

-

-

Eij2 Eij1 = Eijl(r..) + Eijl(ri. r..) + Euyl ( . j ri.) +(Eu 1-Eij' lxrij ri.)
(14)

The "homothetic" employment, Eij'l, is the employmait tbat indusîry i of
region j would have if the proportion of regionai empIoyment in indusüy i
were the same as the proportion of n a t i d employment in mdusby i or if the
smictme

of the anployment m mgion j were eqiial to the national

emp10ymeat. The use of hsmathetic employmept goes some way towards

removing the bias which arises as a consequarct of the technique aîlowing
for the structurai difference at the beginning of the period mder sady, but

does nothing to correct the bias that occrns h m the efflect of structural
changes that are mder way

-

Eij' l(rij ri.) is the redehed Merentiai shift of hdustry i of region j which
is called by M.artïn the ''corrected regional component" (18). However,

Uartin proved that to associate rij with Eijl codtutes a mathematical
incongniity which fUs to lead to any possib1e economic inte~pretation(19).

Submmanh provided a detailed mathemafical proof for this argument based

on Martin's work. (20).

hilartm pvided a solution to the problem of

intepenetration in the two components by separating the historical hctors
i b n the " ment" fisctors with the use of the homothetic growth (nj') dong

widi the homothetic employment@ij'). The iadustrial structure of a region

(Eijl / E.jl), as weil as its perfiormance during the pexiod under study (rij), are

the result of two groups of factors: the historical fkctors and the "current"

factors. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the effects of the two factors.
The innuence of the industrial factors on the magnitude of the différentid

shifk can be removed by using Eij'. The use of rij' dong with Eij' c m reduce
the indirect effect of the indusüial structure on the perfonnatlce during the
current period. These refhements much imploved the techniqye.

The homothetic growth rate is defined as follows:
j

=

[(rj + 1) (ri. + 1) /(r.. + l ) ] - 1

(15)

Consequently, the redefined differential shift is as follows:

DS

=

-

Eij' 1(rij7 ri.)

(16)

The ciifference between classicd differential shift in equation (7a) and the

redefined differential shift in equation (16) denotes the influence of histoncal
factors on the regional component. That can be deked as:

E l ()

- Eij'1(rij9- ri.)

(17)

The homothetic elements can dso help to separate the historical industrial
structure nom the cunent industrial structure and its effects on the
propotiondity shift. The corrected current proportionality shift is defined as:

Eij' l(n. - r..)

(18)

Correspondingly, the difference between the proportionality shüt and the

corrected proporiionality shifi denotes the idluence of current industrial
structure on the magnitude of the proportionality shift. That is:
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Eijl(n.

- r-.) -Eij9l(i. - r..)

(19)

It is worth noting that at the aggregate kvetof di industries of the region, the
sum of Eij'l(rii..), is eqiia to zero (21).

The new formula of ''curent" mt relative change baseâ on the definition of
homothetic elements may t h e f a be defined as:

-

Eiijsl(rij' -L)= Eij'1(rij9 ri-) +Eij91(ri.-r..)

(20)

The ri@-band side of the equation embodies the cotreded strucbaal and

The digerence betwee~the total net relative change obtained by the general
formula, eqpation (Ma), and the "current" net relative change generates the
net relative change which is due to fktors of a historicd nature. The

difference is as follows:

-

- -

-

Eijl(rij-r..) Eij91(nj' r..) = Pijl(rij ri.) Eij' 1(rij3 zi)]

+ [(Eijl-Eij' 1Xri.-r..)]
At the aggregate level the historical total shift becorne zero.

Dijl(rij-r..)

- =ij'l(rij'

(21)

That is,

-r.J = O

Equation (21) is the redefined shift-share techniqye which bas been used by
Martin and S u b m d a n to shidy the regional vafiations of Canadian

3.3.2. Thcotetical Disaàvantages
Besides the above-mentioned technical shortcomings, shift-and-share analysis
also has some theoretical disadvantages. In what follows, 1 shaii W
sh a

brief description of the major shortcomings.

Problem Conceming the Assessrnent of the Change of IndusCrial Structure
The shift-and-share method does not indicate whether a region has improved
its industrial structure in absolute tenns. It only shows whether the region has

improved its mix relative to the nation.

The shifbshare techniqpe implies that the nation as a whole will always" have
improved its industrial mUr"; i.e., at the end of the period it will have a higher

proportion of industries which have grown rapidly during the penod (23).
However,

to Say al1

changes of industrial structure constitute

an

improvement is open to question. It is highly questionable to make such an
assumption. The structwal change of the national economy during a given

period is not always desirable. For example, the fast growth of chemicd
industry may not be a good signal fiom the standpoint of the environment,
imposing pollution costs as "extemalities" on other industries.. Therefore, the

relative "gain" of the region under stitdy during the period may be illusory.

Furthemore the n o m of the shift-and-share analysis do not necessarily

connote ideals or objectives. A region may accrue more benefits ftom
specialising in nationdy static industries for which it has a comparative
advantage than by attempting the encouragement of national growth industries

in which it is less weii suited. Hence, the trend of the region increasing its
specialisation in nationally slow-growing or declinhg industries, which is
indicated by the negative proporiionaliîy modification shift, does not
necessarily imply a bleak fùhue in ternis of the growth of the region. In other

words, it is perfectly reasonable to envisage the ccbest"performance for a
region being one which does not resemble the national structure and whose

industries have a Werent growth rate, Le. (rij) is not equal to (ri.), and which
speciialises in nationally slow-growing industries.
The Uncertainty of the Results

This problem is the result of the disaggregation bias. Owing to the lack of
common criteria to determine the appropriate level of aggregation, the results

of the regional and stmcturai component cannot be divorced fiom the

researcher's personal bias. Therefore, different people may draw Werent
lessons fiom the sarne raw database using the same shift-share method, and
this Merence is not based on the different interpretations given to the same

output data, which is quite common for studies in social sciences, but arises

on account of the Merence in output data due to arbitrary aggregation.
The Absence of Interscetoral and Interregioaal Relationsbips

The pattern of regional change may be greatiy influenced by the performance
of one or two leading sectors of the economy because of regional iinkages

and a corresponding regional multiplier effect. Yet shift-and-&are analysis
treats each industry with identical weights and measures only the direct

effects of the econornic structure of the region. It is incapable of identifjing
the indirect impact of the industrial structure on the perfonnance of the

industries of the region, and it ignores the effects of intersectotal and
interregional relationships. Therefore, the role of local propulsive industries
or '%ey" h

s is not directly perceived. Similarly, intermediate market

connections with fjrms outside the region are unknown, although they may
play a key role in the performance of the h

s of the region (24).

The Problems Related to the Type of Data
There are some problems related to the type of data used by shift-and-share
analysis; for example, the employment data which are traditiondly and most

fiequently used in SM-and-share analysis. Measuring regional disparities in
temu of employment performance leads to one deficiency; Le., the fact that

variations in productivity between regions and industries, etc., are not
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explicitly taken iato consideration. The employment performances are not
necessdy equivaient to output performances. For instance, a high rate of

growth in a particular industry might be the resuit of low productivity, so that

a "good" employment perfomance is not necessdy a "good" pedommce
in tenns of output (2 5).
With these technical provisos in min& it is now opportune to review the

application of the technique.

3.4. Application Of Shift-and-Share Technique In Regional Analysis

The shift-and-share technique is a usefiil instrument in regional analysis
provided that its limits are expressly recoguised. Thougb it has very little
contriiution to make to the theory of regional growth, it can be used both as a
descriptive device for analyshg historicd data and as a predictive tool for

projecting regional growth.
3.4.1. Shift-Share As a Descriptive Device

Conceptudy, it is possible to apply the shift-and-share approach to any
variable for which we have a matrk of information by region and sector for

two separate points in time (26). Employment, output, value-added,

population, persona1 income and even productivity, are al1 susceptible to
analysis. For example, given data on average incorne by occupation, one

could use the shift-and-share technique to measure the apparent contribution

of occupational structure to changes in the level of per capita incomes in
different regions. Wilkinson and Rainnie (27) proposed to extend the method
so as to measure how closely changes in the regional distribution of eaniiogs

or unemployment are associated with regional ciifference in industrial
structure. StilweU(28) discussed in detail the application of variables in tenns

of (a) employrnent and (b) population. There are numerous possibilities for
the application of the shifi-and-share approach. The only limitation is the

availabiiity of data on economic or socio-economic variables which take
difEerent values in Merent regions and in Mirent sectors.
The basic procedure and methodology in using shift-and-&are as a
descriptive device has been mentioned in sections 2 and 3 of this chapter. It is

worth noting that the distinction between the composition and Werentid

components of a variable during a given period of t h e can be made either in
tems of a sector-by-sector approach, which indicates the sectoml

performance in a given region or set of regions, or in terms of a region-byregion approach, which indicates the regional perf'omance in a given sector.
Utilisation of either approach c m facilitate "a delightful wedding of the

horizontal and vertical dimensions of regional analysis"(29), and, therefore,
serve to obtain a comprehensive and better understanding of the performance

of the variable in the study area.

There are many cases of the application of the shift-and-share technique as a
descriptive device to study the historical trend of a given variable. Martin (30)
provided a good example. He studied the regional performance of Canadian
industries in tenns of employment durllig the period of 1961-1970. By using
the modified shift-and-share approach which has been introduced above,
major factors shaping regionai disparities Ui industries, factors including

indusûial structure, role of histoncal specialisation in the perfomance of the
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region, modification of the industrial structure during the period under study,

and the regional conditions, are analysed in an 82-industries breakdown for
all five Canadian regions; that is to Say, the Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario, the

Prairies and British Columbia.

3.4.2. Shift-and-Share As A Predicative Tool

There are Werent ways to use the shift-and-share approach in projecting

regional growth. One simple way is to use it together with another simple
projection method called the constant-share approach to employ iafomation
about the past in order to project the fùture based on the assumption that the

region's growth is closely related to the growth of the nation. This approach
derives local projections fi-omprojections for the nation and fiom historical
data relating past growth trends for the two regions (31). 1 shall provide a

brief description of the methods in projecting the regionai growth of the
economic variables, herein still taken to be employment indicators.
Constant-Share Approach

This approach assumes that the local share of the employment of the
reference area, Say the whole nation, remains constant during the period of

the projection; that is, it is assumed that:

Eij/Ei. = constant for ail tirne

Ifemtion (22) is me,it must dso be true that
Eij2 = (1 + ri.t)Eijl
where,

Eijl = employment in regionj in industry i in base year 1
Eij2 = projected employment in regionj in industry i in end year 2
ri.t = projected growth rate for Uidustry i in the nation for t h e period 1 to 2;

namely, the national growth rate in industry i during the penod of projection.
The constant-share technique itseif cannot generate the required riS. One can
simply assume the continuation of past trends in which the national growth
rate for the next m years wouid be exactly the same as in the last m years. Of

course, this is a very cmde estimate. Another supenor short cut is to resort to

forecasts already made by other methods, such as inpuboutput and other
approaches.

Shift-Share Approach: Constant Shift

The basic assurnption in the constant-share projection approach that the local
economy will maintain a constant share of the national employment is rarely
correct. In most cases the local employment grows at a rate different fkom

that of the nation. Thus by introducing the shift tem, the shift-and-share

approach modifies the constant-share projection formula in order to account

for differences between local and national growth rates that cause an

industry's employment to SM
into or out of a region:

-

Eij2 = [l+ri.t + (rijt ri.t) ] Eijl
where,
rijt = pmjected growth rate in region j for indusüy i for the period 1 to 2,
rijt9ri.t is the differential shift in growui rate of regionj in industry i.

Here the n.t is identical to the constant-share fonnula, equation (23). To
obtain rijt-rit, it is assumed that the differential shift of the growth rate w i l l

remain constant; that is, (rijt-rit) for the next m years is equal to (nj-ri.) for
the past m years for which local and national employment data are available.
Thus this technique is commody calleci the constant-shift method14. The
constant shift term (rijt9ri.t) adjusts the constant-share growtb rate by the

observed difference between the local and national growth rates. If the local

employment grew faster than that of the whole nation in the past, the shif't

tem is positive, idating the combined growth rate and the projected
employment. If the local employment grew more slowly than that of the
whole nation, the sbift terni is negative, reducing the combined growth rate

and the projected employment (32).

"

If s e argue mat the dilfercdai s b i f i is aot constan& which is more theoreticaüy justiW. then. we bave the
projectcd-shift mcthod. But m estimate the change of dificentid sbifi is more difficult There art somc
models for the projected-shifi mediod. Sec DonJd A. Kmedreberg and Arthur L Silvcrs, U&an Planning
Analpis: Method and Modeis, John Wdey & Sons, Inc, 1974qp4l8-4X 1 shdl not discuss hem because they
are not gemme to die thmst of my work.

Neither set of projections cm be accepted without a carefiil evaiuation of the
study area. In some situations, the constant-share projections may be more

appropriate; in others, the shift-share projections rnay be preferred. In many
situations, the constant-share projections may be appropriate for some

industries and the shif't-shareprojections appropriate for others.
What is presented here is the c'classic" shiftaad-share projection model. It is

based on the precedents set by Greeaherg; Emerson, Ramanathan, and

Ramm; Ziaunennan; Hellman; and Stevens and Moore (33).
Although there are some limitations in the use of the shift-share technique as
a predictive tooi, iike the constant-share approach, it is still a usefid method

because it is conceptuaily and computationdly straightforward, requiring
nothing more than easily accessible data, and providing fat and reasonably

accurate projections. Theoretically more appealing techniques such as

regional input-output and econometric forecasting rnodeis are difficult to
understand, much harder to implement, and generally require data that are
diflicult or even impossible to obtain.

3.5. Summary And Conclusion

Shifi-and-share analysis is a simple standardisation technique which bas been
widely used in the andysis of regional growth.

There are three important noms in shifi-and-share andysis: the national
growth rate of aU sectors (r..), the national growth rate of one particular

sector (ri.), and the regional growth rate of the sector (rij). With these nonas
the shift-and-share approach measures and determines the nature of the

variations in the regional variables under study by dividing the variable into
three components: the regional share component, the proportionality shift (or

industriai structure) component and the dflerentiai shift (or regionai)
component. The separation of the variations helps us to understand the

different performance in different regions, and hence the regional disparitïes.
Although the shifi-and-share approach cannot answer the question of why

variations happened in the first place, it provides a good base for M e r
analysis.

The method, in short, is a straightforward, inexpensive, and easy-to-use
technique in regional analysis.
The method itself is not a theory of regional growth, but serves as both a
descriptive device and a predictive tool. As a descriptive device it provides a

base for further analysis by condensing large amounts of infionnation. In a
long-tenn programme of regional stuclies, it is important in the inventory
phase.

To use shift-and-share in forecasting regional

growth requires two steps:

forecashg the structural component (to project the national gtowth rate of

each sector), and forecasting the digecentiai component (by assumitlg that the
shift is either constant or nonconstant). Stilwell pointed out that when " used
in conjunction with regression analysis, it is capable of providing a more

operational procedure than regression analysis alone (34). However, in

general, the shift-and-share method is not a good forecasting device.
There are some limitations to the shift-and-share approach. The resdts are

not the same at different disaggregation levels and the change is in a
nonrnonotoaic trend. There is likely to be no quick solution to this bias.
Another major limitation is the interpenetration of components which means
that the effects of the regional cornponent in two regions are disturbed by the
different industrial composition. This bias can be overcome by introducing the

conception of homothetic industriai stnichue.

In spite of the limitations, the shift-and-share approach is not just "a hannless
pastirne for small boys with calculators" ( 3 9 , but a usefiil method in regional
146

analysis. Many of its cnticisms are based on a misunderstanding of its
purpose and arose out of its emoneous application as a forecasting device. It

is especiaily usefid as an inventory instrument in studying regional disparities.
The foIIowing chapter will demonstrate how it can be used in studying
agiculturai performance.
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CHAPTER 4. REGIONAL VARIATIONS
LN AGRICULTURE AND THE CHANGES
ACTING WON THEM

In the precedhg chapter, I presented a detailed outline of the shift-and-share
approach. Accordingly, this chapter is intended to apply that methodology for
the purpose of examining the spatial variations in Chinese agriculture that
occurred during the 198O's, a critical era of Chinese refom and development.

4.1. Introduction

Rather than examine al1 facets of Chinese agriculture and the changes
underway in them-a

huge, scarcely manageable task-this

chapter will be

selective, choosing representative patterns. In so doing, an appreciation of

hdamental changes will be forthcorning, but that appreciation will not be
obscured by overwhelming "noise in the system".

4. 1. 1. Indicator Selection

The focus of attention wili be placed on cropping and animrl husbandry
because these two constitute the major activities of agriculture. They outstrip
forestry, sideline activities, and fishenes as the principal contributors to
agricultural output". From these larger categories two production indicators

are selected as benchmarks to reflect the regional variation incidental to
Chinese agriculture. The e s t one is grain production, a chief representative of
crop production; the second constitutes meat prodiiction, a measure standing

for the livestock sectorI6. Both grain and meat are the most important and
essentid products of Chinese agriculture, besides being vitai ingredients of

the whole Chinese economy. Their production is critical for China's food
security. Grain production can be subdivided into a range of production

systems, as foilows.

Total grain production:
rice production;
wheat production;

l5 For esample, Li 1989, the output of uopping aione nmounted for 56.2 p e r w t of the mtai output of
agriculture. The output of
husbmd accounted for 27.5 percent The totd of the other duce secton,
forestcy, sideline, and fkhing, took up oniy 16.3 percent o f the tord output of agn'cuinire.
l6 The= are many indiutors thnt may be chosen for thir kind of study. Praluction indu. chosen hem, U
seiected for duce ceasons: data completeness; gencd acceptability;and ease of use-

corn production;
saybean productiori;

sorghum producfion;
millet producti~

o

h grains production.

Similady, livestock meat production hcludes the foiiowing major b d s of

meats:

beef productiori;
mutton production.
Having stipulated the prime indicators, the next stage is to access data

relevant to them.

4.1.2. Data Sources

The primary source of data is a sbtistical bulletin, AgricuZtucral Sfatistics of
the People 's Republic of China, 1949-90, d t e d by W.Colby and others, and
publisbed by the U.S.Department of Agricuiture (USDA) (1).

This bulletin is a relatively complete and diable database for Chiaese
agriculture. It

uses statistics firom a wide variety of sources, p0marily

Chinese-language sources, &om the People's Republic of (=hina (PRC) and is

restticted to officiai data; that is to say, datajudged auîhentic by G c p p l in
e
the know". These data must be compited in a fishion relevant to regional

analysis, a topic to which we now tum.

Thete are two levels of regional breakdown used in this study. The h t
round, the main concem of the shift-and-share anaiysis, refers to macro-level
regions; that is ,those whicb are basicaüy in accordance with the physical

regionahtion of agriculture as descri'bed in Chapter 2. However, one
proviso is in order. On account of the extremely weak economies of Qinghai

and Xizang (Tl'bet), the Qinghai-Xizang region is not comparable as an
individual e c o d c region to other a@cult\iral regions. Thus, it is necessary
to alter the agriculturai regi-on

to the extent of putting Qinghai into

the Nosthwest big region and Xizaog into the Southwest big region.
Consequently, wwhat we get is six agricultutal regions; namely, the Northeast,

The second-round regionnli7stjon r
e
m to a provincial-level M&-

-.

one which is composecl of the 31 provincial-1eveI administrah've

Ulljts

of

mainiand Chioa These are assembled fiom 22 provinces, five autonomous
regions, and four central municipalities (Table 4-1)". While analysis will not
neglect this level most of the inferences wiii be d r a . fiom the redts

observed with respect to the big regions.

The method of shift-d-share involves quite a few mathemafical equations,

3. Ln order to best serve my purposes of study,

as discussed in -ter

"equation (21)" descn'bed in the previous Chapter is selected to compute the
various shiAs, that is

-

-

-

-

Ogl(rij-r..) Oij'l(ri.j' r..) = [ûijl(rij-ri.) 0ij'l(rij9 ri.)]

+ [(Oijl-oij'l)(rLc.)]
The only dinerence between the empirical equation and the one presented in
Chapter 3 occms regarding 'W"' "0" now stands for output value of grain

production and meat production, rrspectively, mt employment numbers as
used in the oigiaal equation (2).
Selection of such an equation for W-and-&are andysis is mainly based on

the following considefations.
Firsk this equation is a complete fornulo. It contains bot, the proporcioilality
and differential shiffs and to cornpute them requires the application of the
devant formulas.

In 0th words, this equation covers d basic classical

formulas in sbift-and-&are analysis.
Second, by introducing the c'homotbeti~"term, it is a modifiai fonnuia which

dindes total

hto curent shitt and bistorical M. By doing so, the bias

of the structural tactor is greatly reduced. Therefore, this redefined equation

provides a better means for evaiiiating the agiculturai performance on a
regionai basis.
Preparatory to undataking the empiricai shift-and-&are analysis, it is

advisable to arrange the data in a mannef which aîiows basic regional patterns

to be discenied. That reqiiires a discourse on agcidturai specialisation,

object of the next section.

the

Regions

Province, Autononious Region, and Central Mdcipaiity

Northeast

Heilongjiang, L h h g , Jilin

(3)

North

Shandong, Hebei, Beijing, Tianjin, Henan, Shanxi

(6)

Northwest

Shaaaxi, Gansu, Nei Monggol, N i n e Xinjiang, Qinghai
(a)

East

& Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Shanghai,Anhui, Hubei, Hunan,Jiangxi

Cenîtal

(7)

South

Guangdong, Guangxi, Fujian, Haùiaa

(4)

Southwest

Sichuan, Chongqing, Guizhou, Yunnan, Xuaag

(5)

Note: 1. Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Chongqing are the four Central

Mimicipalities directly under the State Council. They have provincial-level

administration power.
2 Nei Monggol, Xinjiang, Ningxia, Guangxi, and Xizang are the five

provincial-1eve1 autonomous regions.

4.2. Regionai Specbiisation OfAgricuitPtrI Pduction
4.2.1. Location Quotient

Before undergohg sbift-and-sh;ire andysis of agricultiiral production, it is
informaEive to look at the degree of @cuitund production spechlidon

practised by each region. By establishing each region's relative specialisation
at

the outset, we can h o p to acquin a better understanding of the spatial

variation in agidîural production as it is manifested across the entue nation

The location quotients method is selected to revd the areal specialisation, A

location qyotient is basically a " M o s of ratios". It compares the ratio of a
particular variable in an area, for example output d u e , in a given sub-sector,
say rice production, to the tota output at the aggregate level ,in our example

the total grain production in that area. Mer accomplishmg this ratio it
proceeds to calculate a second ratio, say that of rice production in a larger

reference area, such as the whole country, to the national total grain
production. The nrSt d o is then weighted by the second. The formula is as
follows:

where:

4= location quotient of grain crop iof the area
161

O = totai grain output ofthe ana;

Ri =1Wi0nâloutput of grain crop i (the refaence area);

R

=national total grain production

Lf an ares's location qyotient in a parti&

activity, =y iice production, is

greater than one, then that area is relatively more specialised in rice

production than the country, and it oAen, but not always, implies that the area
may be engaged in an "export" activity, t
h
t is to say, that the area is
satisfying the needs of other areas. (Aithe contrary, a location ~ o t i e nof
t less

than one implies that the area is less specialised in that activity than otber

areas of the country, and in cotlsequence may be "Mporting" goods or
services to meet local needs".

It is worth noting that there are mmy fhctors which may affect the magnitude

of the location quotient. For example, if au ana's demand exceeds the local
production, its location quotient would k less than one, even though it takes
a big &are of the production undertaken in the reference area as a whole. In
coatrast,

if an area's local consumption of a ptoduct is less than what it

produces, its location qyotient wouid be greater than one, even though it
produces very few such products.

In spite of its roughnes, the location quotient is easüy calcuiated and gives a

ready index of the relative speciaüsation of an area m a particular activity in

cornparison widi the Level of activity d e â out in the referace area.
Moreover, a theseries of location qyotimts can be computed to monitor

changes in specialisation among areas over a specinc @od
this shcdy, 1 will designate a d

of t h e (3). h

t wsitive" , if the location qyotient is

greater than one. The inference is that the area has a bigger proportion of the

specific sector than wouid be expected given its o v e 4 contn'bnton to the

national Structure. Consecpently, it may export that product. A location
quotient d e r than one will be styled %egative9",although mathematically

it is greater than zero.A "negative" location qyotient reveals t
hthe area bas
a d e r proportion of that specSc sector than might be anticipated

compared with nationai structure, and that, as a result, the area may be

compelled to import the product in question. What follows is a review of
agricdtural speciisation derived

&om the location quotients of grain and

meat production calculateci for the years 1980 and 1990.

In China, most food items are M noin grains. Gram production bas a
profound s i @ m a

for the Chinese eccmomy. It remaius one of the most

important indicaf~r~of national economic strength, even though the

contriiiution of grah pduction to agricuitural output d u e s has declincd
steadily 51 ncent y-,

and M

y during the reform period when non-

grai~production bas eXpenenced macked growth. k gened, if grain output is

high, market prices wili be stable and the following year d see healthy
economic growth. If grain output is low, market prices will go up and the

whole economy will d e r the foliowing year(4).
Except for a few bigh-plateau and desert areas, cultivafion of grain crops is

pursued tbroughout

(=hina.

However, each region has evolved its own

cropping system. Generally, the Southem regions are based on rice; the North
and Northwest, by contrast, are based on wheat; while the Nortbeast's stap1e

food crop is maize or millet. In Xizaog ,grah production is very limite4 only
some kinds of wheat, includiog barIey and oats, are planteci. Table 4-2

provides detailed information regardhg each province's grain production.

Appendix 4-1 shows the location quotients of grain production in both the six

macr04evel regions and the 30 provinces for 1980 and 1990, respectively.

What follows is a cmpwise descrigtion of these location ~ o t i e nredts.
t
1

shall d o m to a standard paüem first comes discussion of the 1980 vaiue,
then follows discussion ofthe 1990 vaiue, a d fiaally a comparison ofthe two
is made.
Rice
China bas the longest history of nce cultivation in the world, and the country

includes one of the regions of ongin of cultivated rice. It is not only the
largest aop grown in China, but the Chinese rice crop piays a critical role in
world rice production. It accounts for more than onethird of total world
production.
Being one of the two national staples, rice production is d e d out almost
everywhere in China, albeit with the South predominating. Among the six

macro-level regions, the three northern regions recorded negative 10cation
quotients for rice production. To be specific, the Northeast scored 0.27; the

North scored O. 13; and the Northwest registered 0. 14.

As e x p t e d , the location quotients of all three southem regions were greater

thaa 1. Ofthe three, the South had the higkst location ~uotientof 2.00; the
East and Central foliowed with 1.65; while the Southwest was able to manage
O
*

1.04.

At the provinciai levei, the location qpotients of aII the norttiem provinces

were d e r than 1, ranging fhm the bighest, Ningxia's 0.63 (mostly
accredited to the b o u s Hetao plain's imgation tires), to the lowest,

Qinghai's O, a province where no rice production at al1 was recorded.

AU southem provinces, Save Xizang, had positive location qyotients.
Xizang's location ~otientwas ody 0.02 due to very rigid agricuitural
conditions. Among the positive scores, the two provinces of Hunan and

Jiangxi in East and Central, and Guangdong in the South, each had a location

quotient greater than 2. It is not surprishg that these three provinces are
traditional rice ccexporting'' areas. Jiangxi had the highest degree o f
specialisation in rice production, with a location cpotient of 2.21; Hunan,for

its part, achieved 2.10; while Guangdong accompiished 2.07.

In 1990, the underlying pattern of rice production remained basicdy the
same as that of 1980.

AU northem provinces

still had negative location

quotients. They embraced Northeast's 0.39, the Nosth's 0.12, and the

Northwest's 0.15. Ningxia,
with 0.67, stiii had the highest location quotient
among the d e m provinces; and Qmghai stül bad no rice acwunt et au.
However, signincant change had occurred in the Nortbeast region. Its
aggregate location -tient

rose 0.12 of a point, fiom 0.27 in 1980 to 0.39 in

1990. Among its three provinces, Liaoning, with an increase of 0.38 of a
point (1990's 0.58 minus 1980's 0.20), had eqmieaced the most remarkable
growth. Consistent with this change, it

bas beaune

a grain-exporting

province; a radical depIirbne fiom its previow status as a pain-importing
area. Heilongjiang also increased its location quotient for rice production.

Jilin, however, was an exception. Ratber than increasing, its level of rice
spiabation declid. In 1980 JWs location quotient for nce was 0.59; in
1990 the value had dropped to 0.33.

In the southem area all Mits increased their degree of rice specialisation
during the decade under study, both at the macro-region level and at the
provincial level. At the macro- region level, the East and Central received an
increase fiom the 1.65 of 1980 to the 1.71 of 1990; the South increased h m
2.00 to 2.05; and the Southwest nom 1.04 to 1.18.

wheat
Wh& is the other naîiond staple foodcmp. Its production is elso a nation-

wide activity. Indeed, wheat has a more extensive dtivafed area than rice
owing to its l e s rigid requirrments for production.
G e n d y , wheaî production is concentrated in the nortbeni area. With the

exception of Liaoning and Jilin, aIî northem proviaces evinceâ positive
location quotents in 1980. The N d w e s t was particulatly specialised in
wheat- The location quotient of the region was a sizeable 2.29. Next came the
North, with an index of 1.86. The Northeast, by way of contrast, had a

negative location quotient, scoring only 0.68.
With a location quotient of 3.5, Qhghai had the bighest level of speciatisation

of wheat production at the provincial level, albeit its absolute amount was
very ,cmall. Its wheat output accounted for a mere 1.04 percent of the national

total. The second highest location qyotient was fomd in Xinjiang, and that

registered 3 -25.

Dedidon to wheat production in Liaoning was very low. That province had
the lowest location cpotient of any northem proMnce: its score of 0.03 was

almost the lowest in the e n h country, ody Guangxi's tnfling 0.01 emerged
smder than it.
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Udike the situation of nce where the location qgotient emerged negative in

aU the nortbem provinces, four southeni provinces exbi'bited positive location
qyotients for wheat producfion. They an Jiangsu, Anbui, Hubei, and Xizang.

The nrst thtee are ah0 traditional gcain*rtmg

provinces. mer sollthem

provinces displayednegasive location cptients for wheat production. The big
East and Central region was forthcomiug with 0.72, whereas the Southwest

mwtered 0.71. The Sou& region scored very poorly with respect to wheat
production. The value was only 0.08.

By 1990, the location cpotients of wheat in five of the rnacro-regions had
diminished. In detail, the Northeast decreased fiom 0.68 in 1980 to 0.43 in
1990; the Northwest decreased fiom 2.29 to 1.99; the East and Central

shrank fiom 0.72 to 0.65; the South fiom 0.08 to 0.06; white the Southwest
reduced fiom 0.71 to 0.66.

Uniilce other macro-regions, the North region had k e n rendered more
specialised in wheat production. Its location cpotient increased fiom 1.86 in
1980 to 2-04 in 1990.

During the period, the foUowing provinces evinced remadrable growth in their

location qyotients for wheat production: Liaoning, Shandong, Hebei, Beijing*
Tianjin, and S M *In contrast, the foiiowing provinces had dramatically

decreased their specialisaticm m wheat pmduction= Heilongjiang Heoaa,
Gaasu,Ningxia, Xinjiang, Qiogbi, Anhui, Hdxi, and Xizang.

Detaiied diffetences notwitbstaading, overall change of location qyotient
implies that specialisation of wheat production has d

e

d during the

period;, in other words, the inciinatim towards seIf-dïciency of wheat in

each area increased over tbe 1980s.
Corn

Com is the third major grah and is also a widespread crop. Most of its

hamest is now fed to Livestock, although some of it is directly consumed as

food. In 1980, only the two provinces of Qinghai and Fujian bad no corn
production. However, starting in 1986, Fujian began to plant corn, leavhg
Qinghai as the only province devoid of corn production. In 1990, Fujian's
total output of cornreached 33,000 tonnes.

The Northeast is most specialised in producing com. In 1980, its location
quotient was 2.38; but by 1990 tbat figure had climbed to 2.62. The Northeast

is the oniy -0-region

seeing such an increase. Ali other regions were

wedded to d e c h g location qpotients.

The Nu& region's specialisation in corn is second d y to that of the
N d e a s t . In 1980, the location p t i e n t was 1.80; m 1990, it dropped to
1-52.

The compatative importance of corn in the Northwest, East and Central', and
South regions remained basicaüy the same, dthough their location quotients

recorded sligbt changes. The Northwest, a positive region, w i t n e d location
quotients which dropped fiom 1-48 in 1980 to 1.35 in 1990. The East and

Centrai, a negative region, saw its qpotients hcrease fiom 0.15 in 1980 to
0.17 in 1990. The South, also a negative region, ciisplayed ody a 0.01 point

Merence during the period Its 1980 score was 0.16 while that for 1990 was
0.15.

Sigdicant change took place in the Southwest. In 1980 it was a positive
region with a location quotient of 1.06. In 1990 it had becorne a cornimporting area, the outcome of a negative location qyotient of 0.88.
At the

provincial level, most provinces reduced their corn production

specialisation. Liaoning, Hebei, Tianjin, Shanxi, Gansu, Ningxia, and
Guizhou undement a marked reduction.

Seven of 30 provinces increased their location quotients for corn production.

They were Heilongjiang, Jilin, Henan, Nei Monggoi, Jiangsu, Shanghai and
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Guangdong. Ofthese, Jilin achieved the most remabble gcowth. Its location

cpotient Ur 1980 was 2.64, atter ten years that nirmber had soafed to 3.44.

Heilongjiang's change range was d e r than Jilin's, but stül impiessive. Its
1980 location cpotient was 1.86; in 1990 the hdex had iacfeased to 2.01.
Charige acco~llplisheâin the 0 t h five provinces was not as sipificant as that

which occumd in the two provincesjust mentioned.

Soybean
Soybean is pIaying an important role in satisfying the daily nutrition needs of
the Chinese people. Its production is higbly concentrateci in the Northeast
where d provinces have positive location quotients. In 1980,the Northeast

produced 3.345 million tonnes of soybean, an amomt which accounted for

42.45 percent of the nationai total. It had a location quotient of 3.76, much
higher than the North's 1.28, the sewnd-highest score. This indicates
unequivocally the Northeast's high level of specialisation in soybean

production.
In matked contrast, the other four -0-regions

recorded negative location

quotients, ranging fkom the Northwest's 0.71 to the Southwest's 0.29.
With the improvement of living standad, daûy demand for soybean has
steadily grown, and consequently, each area has increased its sown area of

soybean. This has led to a reduction in the number of positive Iocaîion
qyotients and the growth m the number of negative ones. For example, the

Northeast's d u e Qopped to 3.20, whüe îhe North's lowered fiom 1.28 in
1980 to 1.03 in 1990. Bucking the &enci, the Northwest increased its score

fiom 0.71 in 1980 to 0.99 in 1990; the East and Centrai grew from 0.50 to
O5 2 ; the South b m 0.3 1to 0.36; and the Southwest &om 0.29 to 0.42.

Among aU provinces, Heilongjiang had the highest specialisation of soybean.

In 1980 its location qyotient was as high as 6.13. In 1990, its quotient had
dropped to 5.71, stül an impressively high value and the highest in the
country.

Besides Heilongjiang there were six provinces having positive location
quotients. They were Liaoning, Jilin, Shandong, H e m Nei Monggd, and

Anhui.

AU other provinces had negative ~uotients.In 1980 Qinghai and Xizang were
the only two provinces which had no soybean production, whüe Shanghai
displayed the lowest ~ o t i e n of
t O. 11. In 1990, only Qinghai still refrained

&om planting soybean, while Hainan now had the lowest qotient, registering
0.14.

It is worth noting that h g ' s quotient dtanratically climbed fiom O in 1980

t o 4 . 3 9 i n 1 9 9 0 , t é e s e c a d b i ~ a t t b e l a t t a y e a r ~ B e s i d e st~kge,
provinces also &ih
h€
m negative quotients to positive ones. They were

Tianjin, Shanxi, and Sbaamri. However, Anhui, by con-

dropped fiom a

positive standing of 1-38 in 1980 to the negative rank o f 0.91 in 1990.
Sofgbu111

Sorghum is essentially a northem crop. It is highly concentrated in the
northem area, especially in the Northeast, Among three southern regions, the
South plants no sorghum at aU The East and Central region and the
Southwest, for thenpart, have v e y littie sor&um production.

Ln 1980, the Northeast had a location qgotient of 4.69,

the highest in the

country. The North and Northwest also had positive quotients, with scores of
1.51 and 1-25, respectively.
As expected, ail southeni areas without exception fiil to support themselves

with Suflscient sorghum, and need to 'chport"the commodity in order to fulnl

local demand. The East and Central' s qyotieat was only 0.07, and that of the
Southwest was 0.18. As for the South, it was zero.
During the period extendhg fkom 1980 to 1990, swghum production had

decreased both absolutely and relatively. Major reductions occmed in the
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Northeast and the North. In 1990, the national output of sorghum was
5,682,000 tonnes, a reduction of 16.13 percent when compareâ with 1980.

Most regions also registered reduced quotients in 1990. The Northeast
declined to 3.89 h m the 4.69 of 1980; the Noah slipped to 1.27; the East

and Central to 0.06; and the Southwest to 0.02. However, the Northwest had
a reverse trend. It increased its qyotient to 1.51 in 1990.

Liaoning, Shanxi, Tianjin, Jilin, Nei Monggol, and Heilongjiang are the most
specialised anas of sorghum. AU of hem achieved location qyotients over 2.

With a cpotient of 8.77, Liaoning stands paramount. The second bighest was

Shanxi,with a score of 5.28.

AU southern provinces have negative qyotients. AU four provinces in the
South region, plus Qinghai, Zhejiang, Shanghai, Jiangxi, and Xizang were

associated with zero quotients.
In 1990, specialisatioa of sorghum production was M e r intensified at the
provincial level compared with 1980. Liaoning's quotient increased to 9.33;

Shanxi's to 6.21; Tianjin's to 5.32, Nei Mongol's to 3.14.
As to other provinces, except for a few cases such as Ningxia and Jilin, the

proportion of sorghum production remained basicdy the same. Ningxia

dmmtically b p p e d its c p î i e n t fiom 1.18 in 1980 to 0.24 in 1990. EQnaly

rematkably, ,Jilindemaseà h m 3.47 to 2.14 d Hebei fim 2.77 to 1-64.
MiIIet

M e t is also a n d e m crop. It is widely sown in alî t h e northem regions

whose qyotients are ali positive and very close. In 1980 the Nordieast's
quotient was 2.99; the North's was 2.26; and the Northwest's was 2.24. On
the contrary,

all three southem regions have but moderate interest in the

production of millet and, as a r d t , record very small and close qpotients.

The East and Centrai managed only 0.01; the South scatcely better at 0.02;
and the Southsuest was again 0.0 1.

In 1990, the pattern of millet production remained the same. Three northem
regions stiIl showed positive ~otientswhereas the southem regions indicated
negative ones. However, the northern regions did experience some changes.

The

Northeast âropped its quotient significantly to 1.40; the North's, by

con-

rose to 2.67; while the Nortbeast stayed at 2.28. The southem

regions displayed the same ~otientsas in 1980.

Millet production is concenbrated m Shanxi, Nei Monggd, Heilongji-

Jilin,

Shaanxi, Gansu, Henan, and Liaoning; all of which have positive location
wotietlts of millet production. S

W had the highest cpotient, wtllch was as

high as 8.24. Nei Monggol came in second, standing at 5.86. tbe r;emaiOing
positive cpotients rangeci fiom Heifongjiang's 4.17 to Liaoning's 1.13.

AU other provinces indicate negative quotients. Iiideed, ten proviuces had no
d e t production at al1

in 1980. They wen Qinghai, Zhejiang, Jiangsu,

Shanghai, Himan, Jiangxi, Fujian, Sichuan, Yunnaa,and Xizang. Quotients of

negative provinces ranged fiom 0.85 (Tiaqjin)to 0.02 (Guangdong and
~-gxil*

Millet production decreased steadily during the period* Total output feu to
4,564,000 tonnes in 1990, an amount equd to 25.49 percent of the production
total for 1980. However, area specialisation has ken intensified. The highest

provincial location quotient, which was found in Shanxi, rose to 8.85. Nei

Monggol remained at 5.86. Hebei's quotient Qamatically c h b e d to 4.89
îrom its previous 0.79. Shandong also shifted fiom a negative cpotient(O.78)
to a positive one(1.33).

Liaoning increased fiom 1-13to 1.96.

In 1990, two provinces, Xinjiang and Anhui, ceased to produce milie&which
brought the total number of " no millet " provi~cesto 12. Consequently, these
two provinces' quotients became zero. Mer notable declines were found in

Heilongjiang (hm 4.17 to 1.39); Jüin (fiom 3.58 to 0.99); Gansu (&om 1.85
to 0.99); and Shanxi (fiom 2.22 to 1-69).

Tuber
Uolike sorghum and millet, tubet is a widespread crop. Save foi Uriinan and

Xilang, aU provinces were produchg pdatoes in 1980. In 1990, ody
Shanghai had no potato pduction.
C o n d g the six -0-regionsi,

one northem region, the Noah, and one

southern region, the Southwest, were forthcoming with positive ~otients.
niat for the North was 1.78, whereas that for the Southwest was 1.3 1. The
other four regions had negative quotients, ranghg âom the Northwest's 0.8 1
to the Northeast's 0.26.

In 1990, ail regions had bolstered thek qyotients except the North. One more
region had shifted fkom the negative group to the positive group: the South

increased its quotient to 1.15 fiom 0.76 in 1980. The Southwest and the

North changed their comparative positions. W h a quotient of 1.65 the
Southwest became the most specialised area of potato production. The North

had the second-highest quotient, which was 1.31. The remaining k e e regions
also increased their quotients, although they rernained on the negative side of

the iedger. The Nordiwest's was 0.93, the East and Central's was 0.74, and

the Northeast7swas 0.34.

Shandong had the highest level of -on

in pdato production in 1980,

and its location quotient was 2.68. In 1990, Shandong 's position was
replaced by Sichuan. In the same year, Sichuan had a location qpotient of
1.8 1, and Shandong's qpotient(l.76) was d y marginally les.

Most provinces showed an increase of location qpotients during the period
under study. However, a few provinces experienced a reverse trend; for
instance, Shandong, Gansu, and Henan.

4.2.3. Speciaiisation of Meat Production

Before the economic reform, the Chinese people had little opportimity to take
meat in their daily diet. The author persody experienced such miserable
days when each person could h o p only for a q o t a of JO0 gm of meat per

month. During the 1980s, with the dramatic growth of animal production,
eating meat was no longer a lwnuy but became established in daily diets.

People now can eat as much meat as they can affiord. Pork, beef and mutton,

the so cded red meat, are the main cornpotlents of meat consumption.
Together, they constitute over 88 percent of total meat production (Table 43). What foilows is a description of the regional production patte-

associated with the three kinds of meats.
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Pork
As the cbief meat of China, pork is one of the most important sources of
food-energy and is highly valueci by the collsumers. nie Han people, in
parti&,

vaîue this meat. Chma is ranked first in the producfion of prk

As a d

t of its importance in the daily diet, each area bas always tned to

sati*

the local demand for pork nom local supplies, or, failing that, has

attempted to keep Mports to a minimum. This explains why no region
recorded a ~uotientgreater duui 1.2 (Appendix 4-2).

In 1980 five of the six macre-regions had quotents of ammd 1, wbich means
they were basically sekufEcient in producing pork. Only the Northwest

needed to import pork fiom 0 t h regiom. Its quotient was 0.68. In 1990 this
pattern for the most part remained unchanged. The Merence was that the

Northeast, the North, and the South slightly decreased their quotients to just
under 1. The Southwest climbed from just under 1 (0.99) to 1.11. The
Northwest increased its quotient to 0.74. The East and Central also witnessed
a small increase, ikom 1.04 to 1.05.

Ali areas, including both -0-regions

and provinces, had incfeased pork

production during the period under study. Most provinces maintained the
same proportion of meat productioa. However, some changes are worthy of

no& Guangdong, initidy a seKsufficient province (location quobent was
1-05), became a net importing area of pork at the end year of the paiod, as

indicated by its qytient of 0.90. This occiared despite its podt ontput
growing fiom 615,000 tomes to 1,453,000 tonnes, an increase of 136

percent. The c b g e was largely the d

t of the increase in per capita meat

cunsumption*Simüar, though l e s &amatic, changes ais0 took place in o k
c o d provinces.
Hunan, Hubei, Guizhou, Jiaugxi and Sichuan were W t i o d providers and

they intensified their pork production during the reform era and became the

major sources ofpork.
Beef

Beef is another major source of fdlenergy for the Chinese, but it is more
popular in northem areas than in the southem parts of the comtry. Most

minodies prefer beef to pork in their daily diet

Three northem macro-regions accounted for 68.31 percent of national beef
production.
During the period fkom 1980 to 1990, the North signincantiy augmented beef

production. Coasequently, its location quotient jumped to 1.87 in the end year
fiom the starting year's 0.44. h terms of beef output, the North also had the
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biggest growth of beef production in both absolute and relative temis. It
producecl 455,000 tonnes of b#f in 1990, the largest output of d rnacro-

regions, and accouted fiw 36.23 percent ofthe national total. Compared with
the output of 1980, the North achieved a 1%8 percent growth during tbe

@od

concemed, much hi*

than either any other region or the country as

a whole (366.91 percent).

Eqydly dramatc change, albeit in the opposite direction, happened in the

Noithwest and the Southwest. The Northwest âropped its qgotient to 3.38 in
1990 from 5.33 in 1980, though the fomer stiU topped the Est of cpotients in

1990. The Southwest had a positive qyotient of 1.36 in 1980, but in 1990 it

had becorne a beef-importing area, the upshot of a negative quotient of 0.61.
The other regions aîi experienced d changes. The quotients for the
Northeast and the East and Cenbal increasd slightly fiom 1.20 and 0.34,
respectively, in 1980, to 1-40 and 0.40 in 1990. The South, in contrast,
decreased mildy, fiom 0.48 in 1980 to 0.43 in 1990.

Minoritydominaîed provinces have higher quotients of beef, mainly because
they take beef as staple meat. Xizang, Qinghai, Nei Monggol, and Xinjiang

fanked the highest four provinces. Their location quotients for the year 1980
were, in descendhg order, 20.02; 13-18; 8.63; and 7.90. These figures were

much higher than other provinces. There were fom more provinces hahg
positive 9w,tie~f~
m 1980, namely, Heilmgjiang (1.93); Jilin (1.45); Gansu
(1.a); and Yuarÿin (1-45).

AU otha proMaces recordeci ne@.

qyotients for beef production in 1980.

Beijing, Tianjin, Ningxia, and Shanghai produceci no beefat aii m 1980.

In 1990, all provinces in the Northeast and the North improved their qyotients
for beef Typical examples were Henan, which increased h m 0.59 in 1980 to
3 -09 in 1990, Shaiuri, which shot upward &om 0.52 to 2.0 1, and Shandong,

which rose fkom 0.44 to 1.82.
The areas containhg the highest quotients in 1980 ail saw tbeir qyotients

deciine during the pend in spite of d
i fanlting the highest in 1990. Xizang

dropped to 11.33 in 1990, but was stiU the top score. Qinghai's quotient feu
to 7.7, stül sufficient to grant it second place. Xinjiang's qyotient declined to

5.55, the third highest, whüe Nei Monggoi, with a qyotient of 3.77, occupied

the fourth-highest rank instead of its third standing of 1980.

In 1990 ody Shanghai had no beef production. Ningxia, Beijing, and Tianjin
all were produchg beef, a reversal of their 1980 situation. Ningxia even had a

positive quotient of 1.67. Beijing and Tianjin were 0.76 and 0.77,
respectively. This may have much to do with the rehabilitation of Modem
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culture in these areas. Ningxia is a Moslem dominateci autonomous region;

Beijing and Tianjin also have many Modems.
Mutton
Like beef, muüon is also fàvoured by the minority peop1es and its production

concenüated in their h d s . The Nodwest was specialised iu producing
mutton. It held titie to the highest -tient

in both 1980 and 1990. The

conespondhg scores were 6.64 and 5.91. The North also had a positive
quotient in both 1980 and 1990, which was 1-03and 1.81.

The remaining four maao~regionsrecorded negative location quotients for
mutton during the period in question. This implied that they must import

mutton if they find themseives with much demand. The qyotients for 1980
ranged fkom the Southwest's 0.87 to the South's 0.10, and those for 1990

ranged fiom the Northeast's 0.46 to the South's 0.08.
Similar to the distniiution of beef production, minoritydominated provinces

also were foabcoming with the higbest location quotients both in 1980 and
1990. rii 1980, Xinjiang (14.80), Xizaag (13.83), Qinghai (12.75), Nei

Monggd (8.73), and Ningxia ( 5.70) tanked at the top. In 1990 theV location
quotients were, in descendhg order, Xinjiang, 14.52; Xizaag, 11.81; Qinghai,
9.75; Ningxia, 6.67; and Nei Monggol, 6.55.

Rovinceshth.N~tbeEôstPadCentrPlre~~tl,aultheSoathd
displayed negative @en&
-g,

in both 1980 and 1990. With the exception of

provinces in the Southwest aiso bad negative quotients durMg the

period. h the North, there was only one central municipality (Beijing) tbat
registered a negative @ent

in 1990, whereas in 1980 there were

provinces which needed to import mutton.

fout

Port

l'lort;h.ut
trrilongjh a g

Liaoning
Jilin

Northwmmt
Shauilti
Gm8u

N e i Horqgol

Ningxia
X i a 3 i8ng

Qinghai

Ea6t bi C8ntr.l
Zhejiang
Jiangmu
Shanghai
Anhui
Hubei

Hunan
Jiangxi
South
Guangdong
Guangrri

rujiur
Fiainan
Southwit
Sichuan

Guizhou
Yunnan
Xizang
National Total

Notc: ( 1 ) is the figure of 1981.

4.3. Spatiai Variations Ii Grain Production

This section wiU analyse spatial varjafions in grain producti011, crop by crop,

during the period stretching from 1980 to 1990. It will do so at the macre
region level using the shift-and-share methd. To begin with, however, a

brief description of nafiod performatlce of grain production will be
presented.
4.3.1. National Grain Production Pedormance

In China the coovention is to divide crops into tbree categories: "gmin" crops,
industrial crops or sometimes d e d cash crops, and other crops.
Rice, wheat and com are the thtee main grain (or stap1e food) crops. In 1980,

they accounted for 81.15 percent of total grain output. In 1990, their share

had increased to 86.39 percent. Ofthem, rice is the nimiber one grain crop. In
1980, national rice output was 143,750,000

tomes, an amount which

accounted for 44.93 percent of total grain production. Its share of total grain

output had slightly decreased to 42.43 percent in 1990, although rice
production in itself Uicreased by 3 1.37 percent ddining the 1980-1990 period.

The 3 1.7 1 percent rate of growth was impressive, but it was still lower than
the national growth rate of total grain, which turned out to be 39.47 percent.
Therefore, it was not surprising that nce had a negative total shift of

-

4,901,000 tonnes, which meant that if rice had undergone growth at a rate
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equalliag the national average, there would have been no less than 4,901,000

tonnes ofextra rice pfoduced (see A p p d i x 4-3).
Wheat erCpenenced the brgest stimulus clPriag th period mder study.

1980 wheat output was 54,155,000 tonnes; in 1990 it reached 99,356,000

tomes, an inaease of 83.47 percent, or twice the national average growth
rate. Its share in d o n a l total grain production was 16.93 percent in 1980
and 22.26 perceot in 1990. As expected, wheat had a relative gain of
23,822,000 tomes, the kgest positive totai shift.

Corn is another grain ctop which exhiiited a positive shift during the period.

The growth rate of corn (56.86 percent) was second ody to that of wheat and
considerably higher than the national average for grain. Corn's share in total
grain also enîarged during the p e n d from 19.29 percent in 1980 to 21.70
percent in 1990. haing the period undet question c m achieved a relative

gain of 9,28 1,000 tonnes.
Wheat and corn are the only two food-crops whkh displayed positive shi8s.

AU other grain crops dd negative Wb. Soybean, whose growth rate
(39.59 percent) was slightly over the national average, had a relative 10% of
487,000 tomes.

Sorghum, millet, and tuber crops ali a<perienced both absolute and relative

deches during the perid. Sorghum's total output decreaseâ by 16.13
fkom6,775,000 tomes in 1980 to 5,682,000 tomes in 1990. Its share

in total grain declined fiom 2.12 pacmt in 1980 to 1.27 percent in 1990, and
its total shift was -3,774,000 tonnes.

Millet had a similar histo~y.Total output of millet dropped fiom 5,445,000
tomes in 1980 to 4,564,000 tomes in 1990, a decrease of 16.18 percent.

Millet's share in total grain declined h m 1.70 percent in 1980 to 1.02
percent in 1990. Dwing the period, it experienced a relative loss of 3,000,000

tomes*

The output of the tuber crop decreased slightiy during the @od.

Ln 1980

tubec output stood at 27,845,000 tomes; after ten years the output had

reduced to 27,432,000 tonnes, a decrease of 1.48 percent Cocfespondingly,
its &are in total grain also decreased, &om 8.70 percent in 1980 to 6.15

percent in 1990. The total SMattachhg to tuber output was -11,405,000

tonnes.

4.3.2.

A Region By Region AnaIysis

4.3.2.1, The Northeast

The Northeast was lmown as Manchuria mitilthe early twentieth century, as
it was the home of the Maacha Since then it has been called tbe Three

Eastern Rovinces, or simply as the Noruleast. Though suitable for
cultivation, this area was M e developed mtil the late nineteenth century.
From the 1950s onwards the Chinese goverment has promoted large-scale

cultivation of the land, particuiarly in Heilongjiang province, which fonnerly
was lying waste in the region, and some 30 percent of the present cdtivated
area has been brought into cultivation as a resdt of tbis activity (5).

The Northeast proviûed 11.08 percent o f China's total grain production in
1980, and 13.12 percent in 1990. haing the period under study, grain

achieved a growth rate of 65.20 percent, much higher than the national
average growth rate of 39.47 percent. This resulted in a positive total shift of

9,114,000tomes o f grain. Ln other words, ifthe region had performedjust as
the nation in agiculture, it would have produced 9,114,000fewer t o ~ e sof
grain. The good dtivation conditions evident in the region underpinned this

admirable performaoce.

Rice

Based on Appendix 4-3, which provides M e d m f o d o n for each
region's shitt, rice had the fastest and grratest growth among aîi f d crops in
the Northeast. In 1980, rice acmmted for 11.92 percent of the regional

output of grains, whereas t commiuided 16.62 percent of the regional total in
1990. The region's weighting m national rice output was a men 3.03 percent

in 1980 and a margïnaîiy better 5.14 percent in 1990. Rice registered a
positive total shiA of 3,837,000 tonnes. The relative gain of rice was mainly
accredited to the Ckegi~nal
component". The differential shiff was 4,165,000

tomes, while the proportionality shift was -328,000 tomes. Aâet taking the

historiai factor into consideration, the corrected Merential shift was
3,867,000 tonnes, whereas the current proportionality shift was amended to

-

1,236,000 tomes; and the curent total &ift was 2,63 1,000 tonnes.

Wheat
Wheat took up 11-75 percent of taal regional grain production in 1980. The

national cornterpart was 16.93 percent. It had a growth rate in the Northeast

of 34.33 percent during the period mder shidy, much lower than the national
average growth rate of 83.47 percent. This 8ccounted for the appearaflce of a
negative total &if€ of -214,000 tomes. It is apparent tbat the negative shitt

was &y

causai by "ngional Erictomn,

ffor

the diffetential

shift was

-

2,û46,000 tonnes.

Corn
Com, togetbcr with tice and wheat, are the three main "grain? (or staple fod)

crops. Corn abne accoMted for 47.42 and 56.99 percent of total regional

grain output in 1980 and 1990 respectively, which was higher than the
national averages (19.29 percent and 21.70 percent, respectively). During the
decade of the 1980s, Nortbeast corn exh'bited a 98.52 percent rate of growth,

rnuch bigger than the national growth rate, wbich was 56.86 percent. This

explaineci why it had a positive

for both the proportionality (2,921,000

tomes) and differential(7,001,000 tomes) components. The Northeast area is
good at produchg corn and

has a higher proportion of corn in its grain

structure. This Unplies that it witl be more specialised in wm production.

This supposition is codimied by the anaiysis of location quotients which
presented the Northeast as having the highest qyotient among all macre
regions.

The Northeast was specialised in produchg soybeans as indicated by its
highest location qyotient. Soybeans occiipied 9.44 percent and 7.72 percent
of total regionai gmin in 1980 and 1990 respectively. Both these percentages
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are highef than the natiod cocfesponding figures which were 2.46 percent

and 2.47 percent respectiveIy. The Northeasf dierefore, retaiaed its standing
as a prime soybean supplier throughout the t h e in qyestion.

Although the Northeast continueci as a major soybean producer, it grew
slower tban the national average in soybeau pioductio~~,
16 gtowdi rate was
38.06 percent, whereas the nation emenced a 39.59 percent inuease. As a

r d t , the Northeast displayed a negative total sbift of 47,000 tomes.
Because of its higher proportion of soybean to total grain, its proportionality

shift was positive (4,000 tomes). However, the slower growth brought about
a negative ~ e r e n t i a sWi(-S
î
1,000 tomes). If the historicd hctor is taken

into accomt, the Northeast dispIayed a curent total shift of 226,000 tonnes

and a historical total shift of -273.000 tomes.

sorghum

China witnessed a decfease in sorghum production in both absolute and
relative terms during the 1980s. The Northeast followed suit- From 1980 to
1990, sorghum output declined fiom 3,570,000 tomes to 2,897,000 tomes, a
decrease of 18.85 percent. The national rate of decline was 16.13 percent.

Sorghum accounted for 1.07 percent and 4.95 percent of total regionai grain
output in 1980 and 1990 respectively. At the national level, sorghurn output

amounted to 2.12 percent and 1.27 percent, respectively, of all grain output.
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The Northeast hsd a relative loss of2,082,000 tomes of sorgbum, an amount
which may be divideci into -1,985,000 tonnes of proportionality shift and 97,000 tomes of differential shiâ Ifthe change of gmia stnicture is dowed

for, the total relative l o s may be reduced to 301,000 tomes.
Millet
The Northeast is a national base of millet production. Like sorghum, however,
millet is a nationally decreasing fdcrop, and the Noxtheast is no exception
to this trend. The Northeast's output of d e t was 1,830,000 tomes in 1980,

a volume which accounted for 5.16 percent of the total regional grain. After
ten years, production bad reduced to 869,000 tomes, or only 1.48 percent of
total regional grain. Durhg the penod millet

experienced a relative loss of

1,683,000 tonnes, an amount which accounted for 56.07 percent of the

national total relative loss (3,000,000tonnes).

Tuber production had noticeably expandeci during the period between 1980

and 1990 in the Northeast. The country, in rnarked contrast, experienced a
decrease in production. The Northeast's growth rate of tuber crops was 50.80

percent, sharply different nom the national

ce of -1.48 percent. As

a consequence, the Northeast showed a positive total shift of 92,000 tonnes.

This relative gain was chiefly attRbuted to the 'kegional fhctof'. The
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differential shift was 426,000 tomes.

Howevef, it was ofkt by the

Eactor", to the thc of 334,000 tomes ( that is, a propostionality

shift of -334,000 t0Ma ).
4.3.2.2. The North
Agriculture

in this region has a

very long histoy,

indeed, most of the

cuitivated land bas been in use for thowmds of years. The grain structure of
the region is domhated by wheat and t u k crops.

The North produced 70,645,000 tonnes o f grain in 1980, which accounted for
22.08 percent of the aatiOI1ZII total. It maintauied this share throughout the

foilowing decade. In 1990 the production of total grain accounted for 23.21
percent of the national total. The growth rate of total grain in the region

during the period was 46.62 percent, 7 pefcentage points over the national
growth rate. huing tbis period, the North had a relative gain of 5,048,000
tonnes, which arose mainly &om the "regional factor". The differential shift

dius was 12,253,000 tomes, whereas the proportionality shift p d y

countered it with a value of -7,206,000 tonnes.

Rice

In the North rice was not as important as in other regions. In 1980, the output
of rice was 4,025,000 tonnes, an amount accouuting for 5.70 percent of the

regionai total grain. h 1990, with 5,074,000 tomes of production, the share
of rice in total grain decread to 4.90 percent. Rice production itseif had

increased by 26-06 percent, but that increase was lower tban the national
nom of 3 1-71percent. Therefore, the redtant sbiA was obviously neptive.

Rice had a total sbift of-540,000tonnes, which may be M e r divided into a
proportionality shiff of -313,000 tonnes and a differential shift of -227,000
tonnes.
Wheat

As mentioned earlier, wheat is the staple food of the North. In 1980, wheat
production in the region was 22,270,000 tonnes, a value amouuting to 3 1.52
percent o f regional total grain output and 41.12 percent of the national totai
wheat output. In 1990, wheat production was larger by 111.57 percent,
having reached 47,117,000 tomes. The regional growth tate was higher than

the national cornterpart. Correspoadingiy, the share of wheat in regional total
grain had iocreased to 45.49 percent, and its share in national total wheat had

also increased, to 47.42 percent. Umurprisingly, wheat has experienced a big
relative gain. Its total shitt was 16,056,000 tonnes, of wbich the
proportionality shift accounted for 9,797,000 and the differentid shift

accounted for 6,259,000. When structural change is considered, the curent

totd sl& was 6,3&1,000 tonnes and the bisbncal total shift was 9,672,000

tomes.

corn

The North barvested 24,310,000 tonnes of corn in 1980, an amount that
acwunteâ for 24.41 percent of the regional total grain output (103,580,000

tomes). In 1990, -corn output clirnbed to 34,109,000 tomes, which took up
32.93 percent of that year's regional total grain output. The growth rate of
wm during the perid mder study was 41.36 percent, lower than the national

correspondent The total shïft of corn was 203,000 tomes, an outcome which
was mainly caused by the regional fhctor. The differential al was

-

4,022,000 tomes. Ln contrasf the proportiouaüiy shift was positive, recording

a value of 4,225,000 tomes.

Tuber crops occupy an important position in this region. In 1980, with an
output of 10,905,000 tomes, they accounted for 15.44 percent of the regional

total grain; in 1990 this share had dropped by nearly a batf, to 8.07 percent.
Both proportions, however, were hi*

than their national comterparts,

which were 8.70 percent and 6.15 percent, respectively. Nevertheless, the
negative rate of change for tuber crops in the North (-23.39 percent ) was

much more pronounced than the national nom (-1.48 percent), which led the
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region to refatively lose 6,856,000 tomes of tuber crops during the period.

Because the North had a higher proportion of oatioaally declining tuber
production, the "structiiral c o m p o n d contci'buted more to the relative loss
than the "regional fàcbr". The propottioaality sbift was -494669000tomes,

whereas the dineential shift was -2,389,000 tonnes.

The No& slightly increased its production of soybean and d

e t during the

period under study. The former had a growth rate of 18.43 percent (fiom
2,230,000 tonnes; output increased to 2,641,000 tonnes); the latter had a
growth rate of 4.27 percent (fiom 2,715,000 tomes to 2,831,000 tomes).

However, both d e r e d a relative loss during the p e d . Soybean production
was cut relatively by 469,000 tomes. Millet lost relatively 956,000 tomes.

As to sor&inn_ its production declined both absolutely and relatively during
the period extending fiom 1980 to 1990.

The absolute loss was 580,000

tomes while the relative loss was 1,472,000 tomes.
4.3.2.3.

The Northwest

This region is natutally not conducive to good agriculture. The majority of its
cultivated land relies on imgation. Because of the scarcity of water only a
few types of crops are grown. h most cases, wbeat occupies more than half

of the sown area, and much of tbis is Spnag wbeat. The next most important
crop is corn.
m
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Despite the qualifyiag statement made above, durhg the paiod, total grain

production in the region eXpenenced a 64.65 percent increase, which was

faster dian thaî of the d o n . This entitled it to a total mfaaive gain of
5,665,000 tomes of grain. Wheat was responsiile for the lion's sbare. hiring

the period wheat production gaineci relatively by 4,238,000 tonnes. This total
&ift can be M e r divideci into 3,834,000 t o ~ e of
s proportionality shift and
404,000 tomes of differential sbiR From 1980 to 1990, the absolute increase

in volume of wheat was 7,678,000 tomes(fiom 8,715,000 tonnes in 1980 to
16,393,000 tonnes in 1990), and the rate of growth was 88.10 percent.

Corn
Corn output of the Northwest was 6,380,000 tomes in 1980, but 10,189,000
tonnes in 1990, an increase of 59.70 percent; that k, 3 percentage points over

the national growth rate. Corn constituted 28.36 percent of the regionai total

grain production in 1980; and this &are was reduced only slightly, to 27.50
percent, in 1990. Both proportions were higher than national corn's &are in
totai grain. This enplainecl why the Northwest

had a positive total shitt of

1,291,000 tomes for corn. This relative gain was mainly owing to its bigher
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sbare of total grain. The proportionality shiq accurdingly, was 1,109,000

tomes whik the Merential sbift mis d y 181,000 tomes.

Rice

Rice production undenivent mipressive progress during the @oâ.

In 1980

regiod rice production was 1,400,000 tomes; in 1990 it had increased to
2,316,000 tomes. 'i'he p w t h rate was 65.43 percent, more than double the
IlSifional growth rate.

In 1980 rice accounted for only 6.22 percent of total

grain produced by the region. This &are was carried over to 1990, when rice
accounted for 6.25 percent of tata grain production of the Northwest.

Soybean and Sorgham
Uolike other regions, the Northwest slightly deneased its soybean production
and increased production of sorghum. Bdh trends, in cotlsequence, were in

the opposite direction to the national patteni. However,the Nosthwest still

contrived negative total shifts for both soybean (-184,000 tonnes) and

sorghum (-120,000 tomes). The relative loss of soybean output was solely
because of its absolute decrease; whereas that of sorghum d d be fidly

blamed on the "structurai component".

Millet

niroughout the 1980s, millet production was not reduced but kept at the same
d e .

In 1980, the Norhwest had an output of 855,000 tomes of millet; in

1990 the output was 865,000 tomes. By cornparison, the comtry shrank its

production ofmillet. Durhg the @cd, the Northwest lost relatively 328,000
tomes of d e t

Tuber
With 1,590,000 tonnes of output the tuber category was the Northwest's third

largest grain cmp in 1980, and it contn'buted 7.07 percent of the region's
total grain. In 1990 it changai rani< with rice and sat at the fourth place. Its

1990 output was 2,110,000 tomes, Iower than tbat of nce. The growth rate
during the pend was 32.70 percent, much higher than the nation's negative

rate. The absolute gain could not coimteract an o v d relative l o s for the

pend. The tuber total shiff was -108,000 tomes; ofwhich the proportionality

shift was -651,000 tomes, whereas the dinerdal

partly offset it to the

extent of 544,000 tonnes.
4.3.2.4. The East and Central Region

The importance of this region in the grah production of Chias is sefievident
when it is considered that it produces 32 percent of the country's total grain

by using only 21 percent of the country's cultivated land. The majority of the
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c u l t i . area i s in rice paddies. More than half of this grows two crops of
rice a year, dong with whter crops such as wheat, rapes or barley. The

temainder of this m a grows a aop of rice and then a winter crop in

succeSSi01l.
Howeva, the pace of growth of grain in tbis region was not as fast as that
occUmng in the nation. Total grah production incceased by 38.35 percent
during the perioâ between 1980 and 1990, which was just under the national
average. This slowness tesuhed in a negatve total shift of -1,165,000 tonnes,

wbich implies that if this region had perfomed as weU as the nation during
the period, it would have produced no les than an extra 1,165,000 tonnes of
grain. Wbat follows is a crop by crop description of such relative change.

Rice

Rice is the staple grah crop of the region. h 1980, nce production was

74,095,000 tonnes, or 71.69 percent of the region's total grah output, and
5 1.54 percent of the d o n a l total rice output, In 1990,output of nce chbed
to 103,928,000 tonnes; that

is 72.69 percent of total grain produced in the

region, and fUy 54.89 percent of national total rice output. This region's
growth rate for rice during the pend (40.26 percent ) was also higher than
the correspondhg national rate (3 1.71 percent). AU this compired to result in

a positive total shift of 584,000 tomes of rice applying to the East and
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Central region. Because it containeci a higher proportion of rice in its total
grain portfoiio, end in national tams the nce proportion was declining diiring

the @od,

the upshot was that the proportionaiity shi& of this region was

negative, amounting to 5,754,000 tonnes. However, this negative tendeacy
was m m tban ofkt by the positive difFerentiaî shift, the pmduct of its nist

growth rate, which amounted to 6,336,000 tomes.
Wheat
Wheat is the second largest grah crop in this region. In 1980, wheat

production was 12,485,000 tonnes, which accomted for 12.08 percent o f the
region's total grain, a proportion lower than the naîionai average. In 1990,

wheat output reached 20,730,000 tomes; thaî is, some 14.50 percent of the

region's total grain production, a proportion stili Iower than the national &are
of 22.26 percent. The East and Central region increased its wheat production
by 66.04 percent ,which was lower than the national growth rate of wheat.
Conseqyently, it had a negative differentiai shitt of -2,176,000 tomes.

However, because this region had a hi&= growth rate of wheat than the

national average growth rate of grab, it acquired a positive proportionality
shifi of 5,492,000 tonnes. On adding the two SM
components together, the

East and Central region had a positive total shift of 3J 17,000 tonnes.

corn

Corn is steadiIy improving its position m this region's totai grain stnictute. In
1980, corn output was 2,895,000 tonnes, a volume accounting for 2.80
percent of

the region's total grain output, After ten years, it advanceci to

5,427,000 tomes, accounting for 3.80 percent of total grain output o f the

region. The growth rate of corn was an impressive 87.46 perceat, the fiistest

of all crop rates in the region, and 20 perceflfage points above the national
growth rate of corn. Tbis brought a positive total shift o f 1J89,OOO tomes, an

amount which was composed of 503,000 tonnes deriving fiom the
proportionality Shift and 886,000 tomes attniutable to the Merential M.
Soybean

Soybean also undenvent a dramatic inaease in the East and Central region
during the period. With a 64.92 percent growth rate, the region's soybean
production iacreased &om a level of 650,000 tomes in 1980 to a level of
1,072,000 tonnes in 1990. This increment was weil above national growth

rates of both total grain and soybeans. Cotlsequently, soybean effected a
positive total shiA of 165,000 tomes, a result which was solely accredited to

the "regional factor", for this region's share of soybean in regional gmin
output was welî below the national &are.

Sorghum and m e t

Sorgbmn d miilet are ahost negiigiile m the region's grain basket, and

both were declinùlg dming the pexîoâ &om 1980 to 1990. In 1980 output of
soi-

and millet r e m 155,000 tonnes and 25,000 tomes,

respectiveiy; in 1990 production bad declined to 108,000 tonnes and 14,000
tonnes. It was not surprishg W both crops e x p i e n d relative losses. The

total shiA of sorghum was -108,000 tomes, whereas that of millet was

-

21,000tonnes.
Tuber
Tuber is the third largest grain crop in the East and Centrai region, a position

which it maintainecl during the period. In 1980 this region produceci
6,325,000 tonnes of tuber crops; in 1990, tuber production tunied out to be
6,489,000 tonnes. Tuber had a positive growth rate. In cornparison, the

oatiod growth rate of tuber cmps was negative. Thus tuber in the East and

Central region recorded a positive differentd shift (258,000 tonnes).

However, this positive shift was totally offset by the negative differential shift
(2,Sgl,OOOtonnes).
4.3.2.5.

The South

Being a tropical and subtropical area, the most signifiant nahirat featmes of
the region are its high temperature and heavy rainfail, which together fivour
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the growth oftropical plants. This is the main rrason why it is desi&

as a

sepamte region. Agriculture m the region is dominated by r i a gmwing.

About 70 percent of the dtivated land is devoted to rice -es,

and rice

yieM is well above the national average yield.
Traditionally, the South was a grain exporting ara, and was piaying a pivota
role in rice production. However, signifïcant change haâ taken place during
the pend. The region experieticed relative losses in ail grain crops. From
1980 to 1990, the absolute increase in total grain output was only 13.37

percent, the difference between 38,010,000 tonnes and 43,092,000 tonnes.

The growth pace was weil below the national average, less than one-third that
rate. Conse~uently,the region lost relatively 9,922,000 tomes of grain. Both
"structurai" and "regionai" Eactors were responsible for this loss. The

proportionality shift was 3,363,000 tonnes while the dinereotial shift was

6,561,000 tonnes. What follows is a description of these losses.

As mentioned, rice is domkathg grain production in the South. Rice, in

conseqyence, is a prime measure to analyse the development of grain in this
region. In 1980, the South produced 33,015,000 tonnes o f rice, a volume
responsible for 86.86 percmt of the total @ output of this region, and
22.97 percent of the national rice production. In 1990, rice output was
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37,539,000 tomes, a volume SuffiCient to keep the &are of rice in the

region's total grain output at 87.11 pemxnt, (although its share in national
totai rice output &op@

to 19.83 percent ). Tbe growth rate of rice during

the period was 13.70 percent, signiscantly under the national pace. AU tbese

events caused the South to lose relatively 8,509,000 t o ~ e of
s rice, m amount

which accoimted for 85.76 percent of the total loss of the region during the
periodundet study. The regional fàctor was chiefly to bîame for this loss. The

differential shift was 5,946,000 tonnes, whüe the proportionality sbift was
only 2,564,000 tonnes. Taking into account the historical ktor, the current

total sbift was 5,536,000 tonnes whereas the historicai shift was 2,973,000
tomes.

Wheat
This region is not favourable for wheat production. Wheat plays a small role

in the grain basket. In 1980 wheat output was 490,000 tomes, or only 1.29
percent of îhe region's total grain production. In 1990 it had k e n augmenteci

to 553,000 tomes, a 12.86 percent inccease, and it was accou~tingfor the
same share in the region's total grain production as in 1980. As expected, the

region's proportionality shift for wheat was positive, cegistering 216,000
tonnes. However, because its growth rate of wheaî was much iderior to the

national growth rate of wheat, its differential shift was negative, namely, -

130,000 tomes.

corn

The South produced 1,175,000 tomes of corn in 1980, an amount which had
risen by 18.55 percent in 1990. Com accomted for 3.09 percent of the
region's total grain output in 1980 and 3.23 percent in 1990. The relative

change undergone by corn is very simüar to that of wheat: a positive
proportionality shift (204,000 tonnes), together with a negative differential

shift (450,000 tonnes), is forthcoming with a negative total shift (246,000
tomes).
Soybein
In 1980 soybean production of the South was 370,000 tonnes; ten years later
it had grown to 425,000 tonnes. The regional growth rate of soybean was

14.86 percent, weii below the natiod cornterpart. During the period mder
question, the region lost relatively 91,000 tomes of soybean, and such loss

was solely brought about by the negative dinerential shift (-91,000 tomes).

Tuber is the second iargest grah crop in the South. Its production recorded
the fastest growth of aJi grain crops in the region over the period firom 1980 to
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1990. Ik 1980, the South pcoduced 2,5W,000 tonnes of tuba aops, wbich

accoimted fm 6.58 percent of the region's

toiai

graia; m 1990 tilber

prductioa had advanced to 3,051,000 tomes, and its Shan m the region's
ugrain pie" bad i

n

d slightly to 7.08 percent. The growth rate applying

to tuber crops was 22.04 percent. This is opposite to the national trend of

decline. Thenfore, the Merential shitt of tuber was positive, king 588,000
tomes. However, the proportionality shiA was negative (-1,024,000tomes),

the coroUary of the nationai decliae. The negative proportionaIity shift
outweighed the positive Merential shift, and the result was a relative loss of
436,000 tonnes of tuber.

Sorghum and Millet

The South has very littie production of sorghum and d e t . Their production,

in fact, is only nominal. In 1980 the production of sorghum and millet was
5,000 tonnes and 10,000 tonnes, reqectively. In 1990 socghum output was
10,000 tomes and tbat of millet was 7,000 tonnes. Sorghum managed a total

of 3,000 tonnes. This was the only positive total shiff in the South,
although the palüy showing deprived it of any pracfical meaning. The totaî

of millet was -7,000 tonnes.

This region is dominated by mountain and hiUy country. Its main grain mps
are rice, wheat and corn. Despite the adverse tenain, t occripies an important
piace in China's grain production.

In 1980 the Southwest hantested 50,005,000 tonnes of grain, which
accounted for 15.63 percent of the national total grain output. Zn the end year

of the period under study total grain production of the region reached

61,005,000 tonnes, which accounted for 13.67 percent of the national total

grain output. Its share in the nationai grain basket thus decreased by 2
percentage points. The growth rate of total grain of the region was 22.00
percent , which was lower than the national grain growih rate of 39.47

percent. Consequently, the Southwest had a relative loss of total grain
production. Its total shift was -8,739,000 tonnes. This loss was rnostly

credited to the iegionai factor. The merentai shift was -6,840,000 tonnes,

whereas the proportionality shift was -1,900,000 tomes.

Rice is the largest grain crop dtivated in the region. In 1980 nce production

was 22,500,000 tomes, an amount which accounted for 45.00 percent of the
region's total grain output and 15.65 percent of the national total rice output.

In 1990, the region's rice output advauced to 30,745,000 tomes, wbich
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amoULLfed to 50.40 percent of the region9s total grain output and 16.24

pemnt of the national total rice production. 'Ibe &are of rice in the region's
total grain output was bigher than the national cornterpart and, more

importantly, the Southwest9sgrowth rate of ria (36.64 percent) was higher

than the national growth rate of rice (31.71 percent). So the region showed a
relative gain of 1,109,000 tonnes of rice caused by the regional fàctocHowever, because the Southwest's growth rate of nce was lower tban the

national growth rate of total grain, it rehtively lost 1,747,000 tonnes of rice in
the proportionality shift. This loss off& the gain fiom the regional effêct with

the r d t that the total shift o f rice was -637,000 tomes.
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During the p e n d stretching h m 1980 to 1990, wheat production in the
Southwest increased by 48.71 percent; âhat is, fiom 6,030,000 tonnes in 1980
to 8,967,000 tonnes in 1990.

The share of wheat in the region's total grain

output was 12.06 percent in 1980 and 14.70 percent in 1990. Both felî below
the conespondhg national proportion. The growth rate of wheat in this region

was lower than the national gtowth nite of wheat but higher than the national
growth rate of total grah Thus, the Southwest displayed a positive

proportionaiity shift (2,653,000 tomes) and a negative dinerential shiff (-

2,096,000 tomes).The upshot of adding the two was a rehtM gain of

557,000 tonnes of wheaî.

Corn
Com is the second largest grain crop produced in the region. In 1980, corn

production was 10,160,000 tonnes, accounting for 20.32 percent of the
region's total grain output and 16.46 of the national total corn volume. In
1990 output of corn reached 11,710,000 tomes, or 19.20 percent of the

region's "grain pie" and 12.09 percent of the national total mm output. The
Southwest's share of corn in the region's total grain was smaller than its

national cornterpart, and its growth rate of corn (15.26 percent) was much
less than a thitd of the national rate (56.86 percent). Therefore, it registered a
negative differential shift of 4,227,000 tonnes, an amount which offset the
positive ptoportionality shift of 1,766,000 tonnes. This gcanted the region a

negative total shitt of -2,461,000 tonnes of mm.

Soybean
Soybean was the West growing grain crop in the Southwest during the
p e r d between 1980 and 1990 because of the increasing demand for soybean

products, aithough its production sale was small. The output of soybean in
1990 was a mere 634,000 tonnes, accounting for only 1.04 percent of the

region's total grain and 5.76 of the national total soybean production. The
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growth rate of soybean was 78.59 ptment, much higher t h the national

growth rates of both soybean and toQI grain. The fast growth of soybean gave

it a positive tota shift of 139,000 tonnes which was mainly brou@ about by
the diffhnîhl shif€of 138,000 tomes.
S0-m

Sorghum is usually planted by the peasants as an awiliaiy grain crop m this
region. In 1980 total output of sorghum in the Southwest was 195,000 tonnes.

In

1990 t had increased to 277,000 twiws, dthough oationaily it was a

declining grain crop.

The rate of growth of sorghum was 42.05 percent during the period under
qyestion, a rate

mer than the nationai rate of growth of total grain. This

brougbt the Southwest a positive differential shift of 113,000 tomes which

outweighed the wgative propodonaiity shB of -108,000 m e s , and gave a
relative gain of 5,000 tomes to this regioa
Maet
Since its production is so tdhg millet has nearly no effit on the region's
grah basket. The output was only 10,000 tomes in 1980, and it fiuther
decreased to 8,000 tonnes in 1990. The tata shiff was -6,000 tomes.

Tuber
Tuber crops play a substantial role m the region's grain production, ami their
~~oducti~tlgrewkistcadofshtinking,whichwasthcastattheoatid
level. In 1980 the output oftuba crops was 5,710,000 tonnes. A k a d e lata
it had increased modesdy to 6,199,000 tomes. The growth rate was 8.56
perceot, which was stiU much lower than the national rate of growth of total

ph.So, while tét d i f f i t i a l shift was positive (574,000 tomes), the totai

shiff was stül negative (-1,765,000 tomes), because of the larger negative
proportiodty shift (-2,339,000 tomes).

Having completed the sweeping revkw of difEerences in crop pattern as they
are manifested between the big regions, it is necessary to embark on a paralle1

review that elicits diflerences in the mat-production pattern.

4. 4. Spatial Variations In Meat PIDduction

4.4.1.

National Merit Produdion Perhrmance

In tandem with rising incorne and improving îiving standards achieved in the
reform era, China's per capita meat consumption bas undergone a si@-

increase. It is the conscious result of the Chiaese consumer's ability to
diversi.@ his and her diet away Grom a starchy staple. This changing pattern

abides by those experienced by ali other societies; that is, except those
resûicted by religious customs (6). The intake of pork, fish, podtry, beef,
mutton, eggs, and dairy pcoducts-dk,

butter, cheese, yogh~lf,and ice

creart+all increased. However, because of &ta idequacies relating to

fish, poultry, and dairy products, I am restricting this examination to po&
beef, and mutton. Fortumtely, red meat is a good hdicatoi of the tendency

under way in livestock production and related activities.
Duniig the period extending fiom 1980 to 1990, red meat production

exhibited a temarkable progress. The total red meat output, consisting of
pork, beef, and mutton, more than doubled. It inaeased fkom 12,055,000
t o ~ e in
s 1980 to 25,135,000 tonnes in 1990. The national rate of growth of

red meat was thus a spectacular 108.50 percent-.
Appendirt 4-4 shows the relative changes of meat production dufing the

period between 1980 and 1990 at both the national level and the arum01
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region leveL Of the meat types present, Po& takes the lion's share. It
accomkd fm no 1-

tban 94.08 percent ofthe total red meat output in 1980,

and 90.75 percent in 1990. Diaing the perioâ, China douôled poik
production. The pork output was 11,341,000 m e s m 1980, but by 1990 it
had advanced to 22,811,000 tonnes. Whik the growth rate fof po* was very
impressive, it nevertheles rernained d e r than the national growth rate of
total red meat output. Thus, pork ewiced a toQl s M t of -839,000 tonnes, an
amount which implies that ifpork production had progressed at the same Pace

as the production of total red meat, there would have been an extra 839,000
t o ~ e of
s pork foi ConsumecS. This relative l o s was owing entûely to pork's

slower development speed In other words, the proportionality shitt is solely
responsible for this relative los.

niring the perid under study, beef achieved the fastest growth of the tbree
types of red meat. In 198% output ofbeefwas only 269,000 tonnes, the least

of the three. In 1990, beef assumed second place. Its output bad rocketed to
1,256,000 tomes, a qyantity greater ttian mutton. The growth rate ofbeef was

incredibly hi& growing more than three times, by some 366.91 percent.
This remarkable absolute increase brought in the biggest relative gain of
699,000 tomes. The structural factor was the major mnûiiutor to the relative

gain-

With an output of 445,000 tonnes, mutton held secoird place in the red meat
d e s

in 1980. But in 1990 it yielded its position to beef, althoogh it had

eqmienced substantial growth. The output m 1990 was 1,068,000 tomes, an

increase of 140.00 percent over 1980. This growth rate was dower than that

of becf, but weîî above the o v d gcowth of the totaf red meat output.

Therefore, mutton dispîayed a positive total &if€ o f 140,000 tomes, anci this
relative gain was f d y attri'butable to the proportionality &if€-

Each region contniuted differently to the process of developing red meat, in
cornpliance with its changing pattern of lacation quotients. A detailed

descriptionof tbese contributions foilows below.

4.4.2.1. The Northeast

The Northeast experienced the slowest progress in boosting red meat
production among the six macre-regions. The total red meat production of
this region was 1 , ~ 7 , 0 0 0tonnes in 1980, and 1,681,000 tomes in 1990. The
corresponding growth rate, then, was only 60.55 percent., weIi below the
national average. As a d
r
e
s
u
,
t
the
l Northeast recorded a negative total shift of

502,000 tonnes. With a Mhie of -504,000 tonnes for the dinereofial sbiq the

"mgional " fàctor was the chief culprit

In accordance with the national trend, the Northeast showed a s o d and fast
development in beef production. During the period under study, beef output
climbed fkom a meam 28,000 tomes in 1980 to 122,000 tonnes in 1990, an
increase of 335.71 pacmt. W e much higher thasi the rate of growth of
national red meat, this rate was stül d e r tban the national growth rate of
beef (36691 percent). As a redt, the region was forthcornhg with a positive

proportionaüty shift of 72,000 tonnes of beef in conjmction with a
differentiai shiff of only -9,000 tonnes. The total shitt for beef , in
cotlsequence, was 64,000 tomes.

Mutton output rose steadiiy during the period. Ia 1980 it stood at 12,000
tomes, whereas in 1990 it had been augmented to 34,000 tonnes. The rate of

growth was 183.33 percent, which was higher than the national growth rate of

both totai red meat and mutton. Ullsurprisingiy, the Northeast displayed a
positive total shift which may be M e r divided into 4,000 tonnes of
proportionaüty shift and 5,000 tonnes of dif)Ferentialshif€.

4.4.2.2.

The North

Red meat prodocticm gnw dramaticaily m the N d . In 1980 tbe tdal red
meat output of the region was 2,217,000 tomes. Afta ten years it had
climbtd to 4,918,000 tomes, an increase o f 121.83 percem. and an inctease

wbich was bighm than the nationai a m t e p r t . Thus the region Iÿrd a
positive total shift of 295,000 tonnes which inc1uAPA -72,000 tonnes of

proportionality shift and 368,000 tomes ofdifferentid sbi&
During the period, pork experienced a 93.70 percent growth in production. Its
output inaeased h m 2,111,000 tomes in 1980 to 4,089,000 tomes in 1990.

However, its 93.70 percent growth rate was stiii under the national growth
rates o f b o t ,pork production and total red meat. Therefore, the North showed
a negative totai shift of -3 12,000 to~mes.Both the "structurai"

factors conûibuted e@y

and 'kgional"

to this relative los. The proportionality shitt was

-

155,000 tonnes while the diffaential shift was -157,000 tonnes.

The North exh'bited the most remarkable increase in beef production of aiI
the regiom. In 1980 its beef production was only 22,000 tonnes whereas in

1990 it registered 455,000 tomes, a twenty-fold increase. To be more exact,

the growth rate of beef was an almost unbelievab1e 1968.18 percent. This
was the Wst growth rate recoided in the country. It giranted the North a

positive tata SM of 409,000 tonnes, m a t of which came fkom the
Metentiat sbiâ (352,ûûû tomes).
This region's mutton producfion also ptagressed at a paa fasta tban the

national average gmwth rates of mutton d of total red meat during the
period between 1980 and 1990. M e n output was 84,000 tomes in 1980,
but 374,000 tomes in 1990. The total sbift of mutton was 199,000 tomes.
The proportionality shifk, at 26,000 taines, was ovemhadowed by the

differential rrhift at 172,000 tonnes.
4.4.2.3. The Northwest

The Northwest, a homeland for many minorities, preseated a dinerent pictiire

in the development of red meat production. The total red meat output
increased &om 832,000 tonnes in 1980 to 1,814,000 tonnes in 1990. The

growth rate was 118.03 percent, an4 as such, was above the national growth
rate of total red mat. The region had a negative differential shift of -202,000

tonnes combined with a positive proportionality shift of 281,000 tomes.
Upon merging the two, the remit was 79,000 tomes of relative gain during
the perid

The share of pork in total red meat was 63.58 percent in 1980 and 61.47
percent in 1990. These &ares were the d e s t of aii the regional &ares.

Po* production grew at a rate of 110.78 penxat. which was hi*

than the

national growth rate of both total nd meat a d pork Therefore, the
Northwest gained a positive differential sbiff (51,000 tomes ) and a neproportionality shift (-39,000 tomes). The positive outweighecl the negative,

and the total shifk applying to pork was 12,000 tomes.
This region produced 99,000 tonnes of beef m 1980, which accounted for

11.90 percent of the region's tobl red meat production. In 1990, an additional
182,000 tomes of beef were pmduced, and beef s &are in the region's meat

basket was increased to 15.49 percent. The growth rate of beef was 183.84
percent, haü as much as the national rate, but weli above the naîiod growth
rate of total meat production. Thus, the Northwest's proportionality shift was

positive (256,000 tonnes), and the difkentiai shift was negative (-18 1,000
tonnes). Because the positive shift was bigger, the total sbift was also positive

(75,000 tonnes) .
As mentioned earlier, the Northwest is specialised in producing and
coasumingmutton and is the fargest production area for this prduct. In 1980

mutton output was 204,000 tonnes, an amount which accouuted for 24.52
percent of the region's total red meat output, and 45.84 percent of the
national total mutton output. However, the growth rate of mutton was ody
104.90 percent, a rate lower than both the nationai growth rate of mutton and
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the national growth rate of toQL red mat. As a d
t
,
the Northwest
displayad a positive proportioiaality shin of 64,000 tomes and a negative

difFerential shift of -72,000 tonnes. This effected a relative loss of 7,000
tomes of mutton during the paiod in @on.
+ A 2. 4. The East d Central Region

This region takes ntst place in red meat production. In 1980, it produced a

total of 4,î98,000 tomes of fed meat, a volume which accounted for 35.65
percent of the national total output of red meat. In 1990, red meat production

in the region incceased to 7,947,000 tonnes, rendering the region first place
still. However, its &are in national toQl output had decreased to 31.62
percent ad,more hportantly, its growth rate was only 84.90 percenk weîl

below the nafional pace. Coasequentiy, the East and Centrai region had a
relative 1 0 s of 1,014,000 tomes of mat, which was the largest relative loss

of ail regions. This l o s was composed of -204,000 tonnes of proportionality

shitt and -8 11,000 tonnes of Wêrential sh&Pork dominated the mat basket. In 1980, pork output was 4,2ûû,OOO tonnes,
an amount which accounted for a massive 97.72 percent of the region's total

red meat production, and 37.03 percent of the national total pork output. In
1990., pork production was bolstered to 7,654,000 tonnes. However, its

share in the regionai meat ôasket slightly decreased (from 97.72 percent to

96.31 percent), and its &are in the nasionai total meat output deched a touch

more, to 33.55 percent. nie growth raie of pork was ody 82.24 percent, the

second lowest of the regiod rates (ody above the Noittheast's). As
eqected, this region had a negative d

t in both proprtionality (-309,000

tomes) and differentiaî shifb (-794,000 tonnes). The total shift was

-

l,lO3,Oûû with respect to po*.
Beef takes the last place in the three red meat categories in the East and

Central region. In 1980 there were only 33,000 tomes of beef produced. In
1990, this figure had climbed to 161,000 tonnes, an increase of 387.88

percent, which was above the national growth rates of both beef production
and total meat output. Consequently, boboth the pmportionality shifl and

differential shift of this region were positive. The fonaer was 85,000 tonnes

and the iatter was 7,000 tonnes. The totai shift, foi its part, was 92,000
tomes.

Mutton plays a *Iy

signincant role in satisfying this region's demand for

mat. In 1980 mutton output was 65,000 tomes,and in 1990 it amomted to
132,000 tonnes. The increase, 103.08 percent, was below the national
couterpart and also below the national growth nit.of total meat output. Thus

, this region had a positive proportionality shiA (200,000 tomes) and a
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negative diffefetlfial sbiA (-24,000 tonnes). The total shift for mibion was

-

4,000 tomes.

4.4.2.5. The South

U&e the case in grain production, the South had a positive shift for ail red

meat. In 1980, total meat production was 1,320,000 tomes; in 1990 it

reached 3,152,000 tonnes, an inaease of 138.79 percent. The total shift was
400,000 tomes.

Meat activity in the South is dominated by pork. In 1980 pork production was
1,301,000 tonnes, and accomted fot 98.56 percent of the region's total meat

proâuction. In 1990,it had k e n enlarged to 3,065,000 tonnes, an inctease of
135.59 percent However, its share in the region's total meat porôolio was

slightly reduced to 97.24 percent.

Beef bas a very smali share in this region's meat production. In 1980 the

South produceci 14,000 tomes of beef, and in 1990 it supplied 75,000 tonnes.
The d volume beiied a huge growtb rate; namely, 435.7 1 percent. This
rate was not only highet than the national beef production rate, but it was also

higher than the national rate of growth of total meat production. Thus, the
South had a positive total shift for beef, 46,000 tonnes, which consistecl of
36,000 tomes ofproportionaiity shift and 10,000 tonnes of différentia1 shift.

People in the South eat wcy littie mutton. Its production is scarcely

discerniibk. In 1980 the mutton output was only 5,000 tonnes whereas m
1990 it was 12,000 tonnes. The gmwth rate coincided with tbat for nationai

growth. The total

for muttw was 2,000 tonnes.

4.4.2.6. The Southwest

nie Southwest displayed the fiutest growth of totaî red meat production of aii

six mac~o-regions.In 1980 total meat output thae was 2,338,000 tonnes, an
amount which accomted for alniost one -fifth of the national total red meat

production (19.39 percent); in 1990 it had jumped to 5,623,000 tonnes, and
accounted for over one-fifh of the national total (22.37 percent). The growth

rate was 140.50 percent, weli above the naüonal growth rate of 108.50
percent. The fâst absolute growth brought in a relative gain of 748,000
tonnes.

The regional fkctor contn'buted more than the stnicaitat factor to this

positive shiff, but the bistorica factor had no effect at ail.

The relative gain of total meat in this region was ultimately caused by the
rapid gcowth of pork production. M

g the period between 1980 and 1990,

pork output increased fiom 2,192,000 tomes to 5,363,000 tomes, givhg a
144.66 percent growth rate, which was kger than both the national growth

rates for pork and for total meat production. h the event, the region had a

negative proportidty &if€ (-161,000 toanes), combineci with a positive
d i f E d shiff (954,000 tomes). Because the positive component is larger

than the negative, the totai shifk is aiso positive. The relative gain was
793,000 tomes.

Sichuan province donimated this region's pork pIodudion. In 1980, Sichuan
was mponsible f9t 74.95 percent of the region's total pork output. k 1990,

its share had declineâ, but it still accounted for 68.95 percent of the regional
total. Then

is a Chinese saying Chucm Zhu Mm Tirn Xia, which means

pigs fiom Sichuan are seen everywhere in China.

Beef production expanded at a rate o f 128.17 percent during the period, a
rate which was below the national counterpart. The base year output was
7 1,000 tomes while the end year figure was 162,000 tonnes. The total shiff

was 14,000 tomes, the redt of blending 183,000 tomes of proportionality

shift with -170,000 tomes of diffiential shiA.
The Southwest had the second latgest production of mutton of any big region.
Mutton accomteâ for 3.21 percent of the region's total red meat output io
1980. In 1990 this share had reduced to 1.74 percent. The growth rate of

mutton was only 30.67 percent, the lowest of aii regional growth rates.

Conseqgently, the Southwest recorded a negative Merentiaî M t of -82,000

tonues.

Becraise mitttnn productim was n a t i d y increasing, the

proportidty Jhift of the region ngistaed positive, amounting to 24,000

tomes. The total shift tumeâ out to be -58,000 tomes. The historiai -r
was a major contriiutot (-117,000 tonnes) to this outcorne.

On that note, the miiew of regional wrbtions m crop and meat production is

completed. AIl tbat ranains to do now is to sunmiarise the key points brought
out in the ciuqter.

4. S. Summay

The primary objective of this chapter is to monitor the spatial variations
occrarMg in agriculture during the 19808, a critical era of Cbinese refoan and

development. Limiteci by the time and scope of such sbidy, it is mipOss1ible to
covef aîi sectors of agricuiture m this th&.

Thmefore, two output iadicafocs,

namely, grain production and d meat Ppodution, are selected as the
benclumks of agriculture. The fonner represents croppbg, whereas the latter
stands for

anUnal husbaadry. Both cropping and animal husbandry are the

most essential and important components of agricuitufe. By studyhg these
two indiCators, a basic un&rstaading of regionai vaziations of Chinese
agriculture is achieved.

For the purposes of this sbidy, the combination of the location quotient

method and the shift-and-share technique is perfêct. ûn the one hanci, the
application of the location quotient enables us to recognise the areal
specialisation of both grain and meat produdion at both the macro-region
level and the provincial level. On the other band, an d y s i s of shift-andshare t e m of each individuai region makes it possible to understand each

region's relative perfiormaace compared with the national average during the
period under study.

From 1980 onward, ChUia's agriculture has uadergoae a rapid development.

AU six macrolregions hcreased theif production of both grain and meat
dramatically. However, the pace of growth in each region was not the same.

Each individual region M e r e d in its pafonaance. What follows is a brief

summary of each region's speckdisatiotl and performance in grain and mat
production.
The Norcheast specialises in ma&, soybean, soighutn, and d e t . It also

supports itseif with l d y produced pok Duhg the period under question,

the Northeast showed an above- avaage performance. It achieved a positive
total shift of 9,114,000 tonnes of g*nn output and scoreci a negative total shitt

of 5O2,ûûû tonnes of meat output.

The North is an important agriculnitai area. It is specialising in prducing
wheat, corn, soybean, sorghum, millet and tuber. However, its location

cpotients were not very high, which implied that its speciaiisaîion level was
not high. The No& is also intensmg its beef production. hamg the period

extending fiom 1980 to 1990, it grew at a

hteir

speed than the nationai

average, and relatively gained 5,048,000 tonnes of grain and 295,000 tomes
of meat.

The NorUiwest is most specialiscd in wheat production. It also records
positive location qyotients for ccnn, sorghum, and millet The Northwest is
producing more beef and mutton than its local demand warrants. During the
1980s it displayed a fhst development.

Its relative gain of total grain and

meat are 5,664,000 tonoes and 79,000 toxmes, rrspectively.
The East and Central region is playing a very important role in grain
production. 1t is mainly specialised in nce and meat production. Yet, during

the period under study, its performance was not so g d . The total shift of

grain ofthe East and Central region was a negative 1,165,OOO tomes. Lts total
shifk of meat was ais0 negative, -1 .Ol~.ûûû
tonnes.
The South is particularly specialised in producing rice. It is bately able to
satisfy its demand for poslr. Although the South ehibited a positive total shift

of meat (400,000tomes), it had the poorest progress m grain production. A
total relative loss of 9,922,000 tonnes of grain, the largest relative loss among

aU regions, was registered in its account.
The Southwest is specialised in rice, tuber and pork production. Simüar to the
South, the Southwest scoreci a negative total shitt of grain (-8,739,000 tonnes)

and a positive total shif€of meat (748,000 tonnes).

What do tbese relative performances of individual regions in agriculture

impIy? Whaî lessons may be Qawn fkorn each observation? Wbat

recommendati011~
may be made baseci an the adysis of spatial variations for
regionai poiicy? To m e r these qyestions is the task of the next chaptet.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION: REGIONAL
IMPLICATIONS AND AGRICULTURAL POLICY

5.1. Introduction

In previous chapters 1 e h r a t e d on Chha's worsming problem of the
widening of regional disparities in b t h economic and social development
(Chaptal); reviewed the historical and contemporary development of
Chinese agriculture and the part it plays in the Chinese economy (Chapter 2);

presented a regional anakysis method of the shift-and-&are approach (Chapter
3); and anaiysed the spatial variations of agrîcuitural perfonnauce during the

period extendhg nom 1980 to 1990, a critical era of Chiaa's economic
reforms and opening up (the preceding chapter). Together, this body of work

provides a general understanding of the issue of regional âisparities in

Chinese economic and social development, before adàressing the Merential
performance of agriculture in W i e n t regions in particular, and tendering a

basic hmework to fiirther e n m e into the mderlining fàctors of such
variations and their relevant implications for regionai development of
agriculture.

The latter is what this concluding chapter intends to address. In

0th- words, the main object of this chapta is to contemplate the
relationships between regional W t i e s of e c o d c and social
development and spatial variations of agriculture, to analyse the causes and

interpfet the regional implications of the spatiaî variations of @culture, and
to discuss the relevant development policy.

5.2. Tk Causes And Impliations OfThe Spatirl Variritions
5.2.

t N8tbaI Pempective

As mentioned in Cbapter 1, hithato almost ail literature dealiog with Chma's
regionai âisparïties has focosed on the secondary and tertiary secton, but

regionai disparities ficm the @cultural standpoint. Though there are
voluminous works dwelling on Cbma's agridtural geography, no publication
was found to integrate the spatial variations of agriculture into Chma's

generd regional disparities. Based on the previous chapters' work, the author

strongly believes that there is a close correIation between these two issues.
More spccin.cally, it is held that spatial variations in agicuiture, brwght

about by the vatying geographical conditions, constitute the fim&mental
cause of general regional disparities, while the latter in tum would m e r

strongiy shape agriculturai performance in each individual region. P is the

differential performance in agriculture thaî occasioned an uneven economic
and social development.

As discussed in Chapter 1, tbree factors contciiute most to the present
general east-west economic and social divisions. They are the physicd and
economic-geographical setting, hentage of development, and government

policy of regional dewlopment. Ail All can be m
e
r examineci dom the

agridtural perspective.

The physical and economic conditions for agcidtuce in the East Moosoan
China ana are much better than those in the Nortbwest And China and the
Qinghai-Xizang Frigid Plateau area. The eastem areas' general physical
setting, including climatïc conditions, @cularly

the temprrahire and

precipitation and its seasonal distriiution; the topographical patteni; the water
resources; soils; and so on, are all better îhan those of the westem areas. So
are the economic and social endowments. This forms the physical cause of

the east-west divisions.
As hurium history goes, fàmhg and animai husbandry grew nrst, then, with a

surplus of food supply a d labour, came the manufàcturing and service

sectors. So, it is natural that those areas with good agicultural conditions
will b ~ with
g them good endowments for the development of the secondary

and tertiary sectors, such as more surplus food, labour, and capital, and,
consequentiy, non-agricultural Secfors would grown Easter and at a larger

scale in these areas than those without comparable good agricultural
resources. This supposition is borne out in China For instance, as pointed out
in Chapter 1, China's eastem coastal area bas better conditions of agriculture

than its western interior ara; hence, agicuitwe in the eastem area grew
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eariier d nrstet than that in the westem area, erd so did the secondary and

tertiary sectors.
Another case which may oiise is tbat wbae an area may wt have a
comparative advaiitage in agriculture, but it is located m an important 'cross-

roads'; in other words, it has good geographical conaections, so Sots
agridture was cultivafed earliei than other areas. Ln such circumStances, it is
also likely to generate a better industry and service idhtructirire than other
areas.
Oved, Chinese agriculture has not feceived what it deserveci in terms of

capitai input since 1949. On the contrary, the CCP government put too much
capital into hdusûy at the expense of agriculture. Among the limited capital
investments for agridture, most of it went to the eastem area in the hope that

it wodd generate more capital retum end products in order to support nonagricultud sectors. This imblanced investment fiitther exacerbateci the gaps

existing between eastem agriculture and western agriculture.

The interaction among these thtee &ors, cornbinecl with other fkctors, Grst
established the basic r&ty of east-west disparities in agricuiture, and then

afhned the diSpanties in the secondary and tertiary sectors. The imbalanced
distniution of industry and SeMces then produced difZerential progress in

shape the spatial variations of agriculture.
However, it is worth noting that sume areas, af€er successfiilly experiencing

an economic take-off which was heavily reliant on thek comparative
advafltages

m agriculture, may no longer be interesteci in developing

agriculture, primariiy because of the lower comparative profit of agriculture

compated with the secondary and tertky sectors. Areas of this kind will SM

economic focus to industry and/or tertiary sectors. Less capital investment
WUgo to agriculture. For these areas it is more profitable to import
agricultural goods d e r than to produce them l d y . Such areas wili then

lose their comparative advantages for agridture. The South region,
particularly Guangdong province, is a g d example. These OCCUTrences offer

a good opportunity for developed areas to catch up.

For each individual region, this kind of change B either switching away fkom
agriculture or playing 'catch-op' with i t e m s economically rational, but

nom the national point of stand, it will aggravate the transportation
bottlenecks and regional gaps, and potentially impair national food secunty.

However, for the moment, let us remain with regional options

5.2.2. Regional Perspective

5.2.2.1. The Northcurt

Although the Natlaeapt region, located in the d e m part of the naturai
reaim of Easfern Monsoon Chha, ha3 very good potential for @culairal
development m tenns of the best @ty

of land and the second largest

acreage of unuseci arable land, it fàiled to make the best use of tbis potential.

Nevdeless, Heilongjiang province has became one of the most important

bases of commercial food graios and econornic crops in the comtry. Durhg
the period fiom 1960 to 1980, the major focus of economic development was

p l a d on industry, particularly heavy industry. nere are two bistoncal

reasons for this situation. First, the Northeast was long occupieâ by the

Japaaese, who estabiished a certain scale of tnilitaiy-related industries and
resources mining. Seconcl, the N d e a s t was one of the biggest beneficianes

during the fitst two Five-year-plan periods. Mimy former USSR- supportecl

industrial projects were located in this area. Because of these two reasons, the
Nortbeast has long been the national industrial base, strongiy featured in

minerai minhg and heavy industry. Meanwhüe it has to import a large
amount of agriculnnal goods, partiCulady rice and meat. Liaoning, in fkt, has
been a net grain and meat import province for a long t h e .

Since the eady 1980s. the N d e a s t belatedly beganto nalise the impoitrmce

of agriculture in its economy and its gnat advantages m agricuiture, and put
a great effd into develophg cultivafion and a n i d husbanQy. The resuit

was i m p d v e . It pmdilced 13.12 percent o f the nation's total grain m 1990,

which was more than its population Shan (8.69 percent). More importantly,
the Noxtheast lchieved a growth rate of 65.20 percent in grain production

during the @od

fkom 1980 to 1990, much higher than the corresponchg

nationai average growth rate of 39.47 p c e n t This producexi a positive total
M t of 9,114,000 tomes of grain. In deQü, rice and corn contniuted the

most to this positive shiA- From a provincial perspective, Heilongjiang made
the biggest cantri'bution. It bad a total &if€ of 2,727,000 tonnes of grain
productioo; whereas that of Liaoning was -2,090,000 tonnes..

However, regardhg the red meat production, the Northeast did not perform as
well as in grain production. Its national &are of red meat was only 6.69

percent, lower than its population proportion. Although, it had a growth rate
of 60.55 percent in meat production during the pend under study, this was

lower to the tune of about 40 percent than the national growth rate.
Collsequently, it had a negative total shitt of 502,000 tomes in red meat
production. This negative shitt was fuily caused by the "regionai" fhctors.

Traditionally, peasants in the Northeast were not accuîomed to, or interested

pastatslislil. This may explain in part the Northeast's disappointing progres

in r d meat production.
S. 2.2.2. The North

The North was tditionally the con of Chinese agriculture and today it still
has tbe kgest concentration of cultivated land. This region d i ftom a
hi& population pressure on land Its population share (27.31 percent) is much
higher than its share of total area (10.63 percent). Most arable land in the

North region has been cultimîed for thousands of years and there is only a

slim possibility for enlargement of fannland acreage. Because of this severe
population pressure, agriculture has dways been accorded prime importance

in order to meet the unrelenting demand for food
There is no big change anticipatecl for agriculture. The North maintained its

national share of grah production during the period extending fiom 1980 to
1990. h 1980, it produced 22.08 percent of the national total grah output; in
1990 this share was 23.21 percent The growth rate of total grain during the

pend was 46.62 percent, 7 percentage points above the national nom,

wbich brought it a relative gain of 5,048,000 tonnes of grain. This gain is
mostly because of its effort to maintain the cment scaie of grain production.
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The N o 6 region did even better m meat production than in grah piodPcti011,
During the period under stuây the growth rate of rod meat pocluction was
121.83 pemnt, much higher than the nationai countapart of 108.50 percent.

This faster p w t h rate gave it a positive total shift of 295,000 t o m . Tbis

relative gain was creâïted to the 368,000 tomes associattd with the
Merential sbift.

The Noms increase in pork production was slower than the nationai pace,
so the relative gain was owhg to expsion in beef and mutton. Beef played

the critical roie in achieving a Easter growtb of total red meat production.

From 1980 to 1990, totai beef production iameaseâ by twenty times, fiom
22,000 t o ~ e sto 455,000 tonnes, or an incredi'ble growth rate of 1968.18

percent, which was the fastest growth rate in the country. It is this increcü'ble
growth that granted the North a positive totai shift of 409,000 tonnes.

The

North has a large stock of d e , horses, mules, donkeys, and sheep, but it

has no water buffalo. It is good policy to keep domestic-feeding cattle as well

as pigs and chickens in this region.

S. 2.2.3. The Nortiwest

TheNdwestis an aridarea. Arotmdholfofthe regicmhas less than LOO

mm of a ~ u aramfgn.
l
Gemrally, cropping is impOssiô1e witbut imgatîon
Mder such circiimsçmmces. 'Ibis is why d y a small firaction of land is

cultivateci and most of the dtivated l a d is iuigated. Rab-fed cropping is
ody possible on a few alluvial fans or plaios to be found at the foot of Vanous
high mountains, and the yields here may be ody a fiadon of those obtained

fiom the inigated land. Wheat is the major grain-crop of the region. Corn

takes the second place. The two zlccount for 67.08 percent of the total graùi.
For a long time ,the Northwest was unable to produce the food it needed. It
had to import a large amount of food. However, during the penod under
study, the Northwest launched a largescale programme of basic construction

of agricultural facilities; improved the existing, and b d t many new irrigation

hcilities; and claimed a considerable area of new ôvmland. As a redt, the
Northwest achieved an aboveaverage pedonnance in grain production. Its
rates of growth of both total grain and wheat were greater than the

coiresponding national averages. The total shiAs of total grain and wheat
were 5,664,000 and 4,238,000 tomes, respectively. The increase of wheat

production was the major coatn'butor for the positive performance of total

grain production of the ngicm. The most signifiant change is that it now is
basidy able to f d itseIf.

Xinjiang hed the largest contri'bution to make m @cultural development
among aU provinces in the Ndwest. It bas become an important base of
China's commerd grains, featrited in wheat produce (1).

Do*

by ethnic minorities, people who d

y prefer beef or muüon to

pork either due to religious reason or cultural tradition, the Northwest has a

different meat coflsumption structure. Compared with other regions, pork,
with 61.47 percent of the total red meat in 1990, took the d e s t &are

amoag ail regions, though it was still the chief meet consumeci, and the
growth rate of pork was higher than the national average.

Beef ,a commonly-liked meat by most etbnic minorïties, steadily increased its

sbare in the region's total red meat. The Northwest had a positive 75,000
tonnes of total shüt of beefl rnainly because of the structural fàctor. However,

its growth rate was much lower than the corresponding national cornterpart.

This is probably because: fht, the Northwest already had a considerable
sale of cattle raishg before 1980 ( Mongols, the Kazak, the Kirgiz, the

Tajik, and the Yugur, etc., are good at livestock graPag) , so it is very
diûicult to achieve an acceleration in its growth; and seconci, the minorities'

peasants record lower IeveIs of poducfion compareci with those of the IEan
people-

The Northwest is specialismg in bdh produçtionand consimiption of mutton,
the most fivoured meat of many local ethnic minorities. The Northwest alone

produced nearly balf of the n d d tdal of mutton. However its growth rate,
while attaining 104.90 percait, was uisder both the national growth nite of
mutton and the nationai growth rate of total red meat, which kought it a
negative total shift of -72,000 tomes of mutton. Reasons for this state of

&airs echoed those for beef
5.2.2.4. The East and Central China Regioa

This region, another densely popuiated area, is one of China's economic and
political cores. It has been the national centre of Chinese agriculture for a

very long the. This region has the highest level of agricultural production.
With only 21 percent of the country's cultivahi land, it produces 32 percent

ofthe country's total grain.
However, it is precisely its relative maturity that contri'buted much to its

reiativeiy poor performance of grain production. During the period under
question the growth rate of grain production in this region was lower than the
national average. The totai shift was -1,l6S,ûûû tonnes of g r a h The neglect

and loss of farmland causcd by rapid mdustnalisati*onwere oZher important
0

.

In~ofoptpufthCEBSttakesfirstplacermioogdsoCngionsi n d m e a t

production. However, in a

W o n to grain production, this region did

poorly in producmg nd meat. Its growth rate (84.90 percent) was much

-

mder the nationai average. With a value of 1,014,000 tonnes, it was not
surprismg that the East had the largest relative los of red meat production.
Se2.2. SeThe South

Blessed with tropical and subtropical agricultiiral conditions, the South had

been a grain export region fm a long tirne. It was the major production base
of rice which is the staple grain crop of the region. Just Ure the East, the
South had a high level of @cultural proddvity. However, since 1980, the

Pace of agriculhiral development has been much lower than other regions.
The growth rate o f total grain production during the @al

between 1980 and

1990 was only 13.37 percent, less than one-tbird the national n o m

Consequen~y,it had a relative loss of grain of 9,922,000 tannes, which was
the largest relative 10s.Such jmr performance was cansed by two factors.

First, the South had a higher proportion of rice wbüc rice was a relatively

national slow-growth sector. Second, the region was rapidly undergohg
industrialisation, so agriculture was cornparative1y neglected.

The South had a betia accompüsbment in produchg nd meat. With a
positive total shitt of 400,000 toaaes, tbis region was M

y able to achieve

seEsufEciency in meat ptod;uction. Peasants in biis n g h have a propensity
to domestidiy raise hogs. With the existing good conditions ofproduction, t
is not very Mcult to &tain

a balance in the growth of meat supply and

demand.
5.2.2.6. The Southwest Region

Although the g e n d conditions of agriculture in the Southwest region are not
as good as those in the eastem and the southem areas, this region play an
important rok in national agriculture. Sichuan, which produced around two-

thirds of this region's total grain, has long been a 'big province of
agriculture'. The Sichuan basin has the best oahiral conditions, is the most

densely popuîated, possesses the highest level of @cultural production, and

the highest living standards of the region. Both the grains and pork produced
here are important at the national level. This is why Sichuan deserves its
reputation as the 'Land of Abundance'.

However, dduring the pend under study, the Southwest feli bebind the pace
of national growth. Its &are in the national grain basket decîined, and the
growth rate of total grain production was much lower than the national

average. Unsurprisingly, it haâ a relative loss of total grain production. The
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total

shift was -8,739,000 toaaai. Such losses wae caused maidy by the

regiod Gctors. The insuffiCient invesmreat of agricuitiital capital, the huge

number of the impverished population, a
d the poor transportation
b c t u r e , are 1contri'butors to the below-average perfo~mance.

By con-

the Southwest achieved the best pafocmauce of dI six regions in

respect of meat production. The growth rate of totai meat in the region was

much higher tban the national average, which led to a positive total shitt of

meat of 748,ûûû tonnes. This positive sbift for îhe most part came fiom pork

The Southwest, particalarly Sichuan, is Eamous for domestic-fed pork
production. The growth rate of pork was greater than thai of the national
average. Because nafiody, pork was a relatively slow-growing secfor, so

the Southwest had a negative proportioaality shiA (-161,000 toones), and a
positive differential shift (954,000 tonnes). In the end it had a relative gain

of 793,000 tomes of pork. Sichuan has becorne a very important nationai

production base ofpork
Both beef and mutton registered a relative Ioss. TheY growth rates were

slower than the national nom, even though nationally the two were fbtgrowing sectors. While the abs01ute c o ~ ~ u m eamount
d
of beef and mutton
increased, the share of beef and mutton in meat consumption declined. The

&are of beeffeiî Born 3.04 percent in 1980 to 2.88 percent in 1990; that of

mutton, nom 2.21 percent to 1-74percent.

It is now appropriate to move f h n a fecapitulation of regional sttengths and
weaknesses in agricuîtural prodgcticm to an assessment of the poIicy

measures most sintecl to the @cultural weU-bemg of the mgions at issue.
That is the object ofthe next section.

S. 3.1. Nationai Poiicy Perspecüves

China is a hiige country with d i . e d natuai and socid conditions. It is
such divers@ that creates the natma spasial variation Mherent in the
agricuitiiral paüem and development kvel. The latter is the uitimate cause of

China's r e g i d disparities. This d i v d e d set of egridtural conditions
r-s

a regional deveIopment pdicy for agriculture. This policy should rest

on two basic prieciples. The îïrst p ~ c i p l eis to initiate regiod poiicy
consistent with the Werent nannal conditions, economic features and

different development leveis of each region and to develop it in an integrated
manna. In so doing, local comparative advantages wiii be identifid and

reinforceci. In short, the policy prescn'bes Y& Di Zhi Yi, which mems that its
intent is to suit measures to local conditions.
The second principle is to maintain a balance between economic efficiency

and social @ty.

This implies that the regionai policy should not only tap the

regional comparative advantages m order to provide a better economic retum,
but that the regional policy shodd also address regional disparities, and put

more effort and economic resources into economically disadvaotages areas in
order to maiutain a relatively baianced regional development.

With these two principles in &d,

a brief otitlllie of regional poiicy bearing

onagriculture is prrseatbd.

5. 3.2. Regional Specifkation

The Northewt Region: wiui the rich agicultutal resoutces and better

development conditions, t
b region should becorne the national production

grain and meat producers. It is recommended to increase the paddy ara;
cultivate bigh yield varieties of wh*

raist yields of corn; and p r o m e

measures for adding acreages of new hdand.
The North Region: because of the heavy population pressure and limits on

the stock of resowces, the top priority is to keep the pace of growth in
agriculture pegged to the rapid development of the secondary and tertiary

sectors. Shandong and Henan have good opporhmities to supply ~uantitiesof

commercial graias and meat. M-es

should be taken to secure the

fannland; to improve basic infiastructure of agriculture; and to pay parti&
attention to the Large area of low d medium-low farmland in the Hmg-

Huai-Hai plaia

The Northwest region: its m r g b of seEsufnciency m food supply is stül
very MKOW. Because of its tiagile conditions, the temptaüon is to rely on

supply et tbe regional levd; aâa tbis it may export same agridtioal

products, such as wheat, cation anâ auits. Tbere is ample room to in-

both fannland and per unit grain yield. W m is the key coastraiot for
agriculture. ùi k
t
,this region has a gceat potential to develop irrigation-

agriculture, and is regarded as the important national production base of

commercial grairis foi the 2 la century.

The East and Centrai Region: with a concentration of many traditional
agicultural bases, and a good endowment ofnaniral and social resources, and

behg the kgest production area in China for many food crops (rice, winter

wheat, etc.) and many cash crops, and having well-developed domestic

anmial husbandry, this region shouid stiU fimction as one of the most
important national c m areas of agriculnne. It should consolidate seE
sdliciency in grain and meat. Huuan, Hubei, Anhui, and Jiangxi wiU continue

to be the commercial grain suppliers. However, this region faces severe
problems of population pressure. The fannlaad per capita is less than 1 mu
(0.07 ha); an amount under the national average, not to mention the world

average. The amount of potential arabIe land is also very iimited. Sustainable

agriculture here d

y &pends on application of ncw zigricultufal

techaology.
The South Region: though traditidy the national grain basc, with the rapid

advance ofindustrialisation a d m b h t i o n duriog the 1980s, this region has
gmt difliculty in maintainnigits fonner status. Ifthe region can achieve seK
sufnciency, that will be an bonourable aableachiement, and this shouid be the

priority. In addition, Guangdong and Fujian, which have close ties with Hong
Kong and Taiwan, can also âevelop some exporboriented producing bases for

agricultural, livestock and fi&-

products. The Zhu Jiang Delta, fhmous for

its mulberry dike-paddy field-nsh pond ecosystem, will continue to play a
key role in providing agicultural products for the region.
The Southwest China: this area is g e n d y under a double-cropping system,
with rice and corn as the chief aops. Compareci with the East and Centta

region and the South Chiaa region, both fanniag and fishing are l e s
developed. There is plenty of scope for raishg the output of much medium-

and-lower yield fanaland. The Sichuan basin has good endowment for
agriculture and is a national @cultural production base, but now fiices

severe population pressure. Thus the finure development of agricuiture there
depends very much on the input of technology and investment. The Yunnan-

Guizhou plateau is a less- deve1aped momitaiaous ama, but has good

potentia to develop 'vaticai agricultures.This region should not have much
difl6icultyin producingemugh f-

and meat &for

itseif, and even fm

inter-regional trading.
With this kief teview of prescriptions, the next object is to focus on regional

dimensions of grain production.

China's CUrrent regional policy of food production maintains that each

province should putsue self-diciency in food supp1y; in other words, each
province should basically rely upon itseIf to secm food supply. It is more

commonly expresseû as each provincial govemor king responsible for m

g

hidher provincial rice bag. Controversy attaches to tbis policy. The main
argument is that such a policy is effected at the expense of regional
specialisation in agriculture, which may have the result of preventing a better

economic payeff for each individual ana This plicy reqiiires those areas
which have lower cost in producing crops other than graios to produce a

certain amount of grains at a bigher production cost, and m e r , because the

s e h g price of grah is usuaily Iowa than 0 t h crops,
producers to l

~ eammi~ reciaos.
-

condemm the
~

The opinion o f the author is that the ciarea policy is judfïab1e for four
reasons, dowing that less-thriaale siddfects may arise. Firsf

because foodgmin is the vitai and key pmîuct m the Cbinese ecowmy, it is
not possible to ovastatc its importance. Thus, ensurhg that each area has

enough food is ahvays the top priority of the Chinese goveniment. However,
with the decentralisation started at the begllming of the economic reform, the

provinciaî governrneat has more power than ever before, and the central
governent no longer has the power and ability it used to have to distriiute
grains between provinces without inciimng heavy economic cost. This

impairs the prospects of those provinces which have marginal levels of self-

sdliciency in grain production. This is the most insistent reason why the

central govemment rquires that each province shouid strive to produce what
it needs.

Second, regional s~ecialisationwill resuit in an enornous gcowth in regional

trading of agricultural products. This trading wïll impose huge demands on
transportation. Already in China the cunent tmsportation in6astnicture fàlls

fêr behind the demand and bas been a bottleneck of economic development.

The traosportation shortâill is especially pronomced in bulk traosportation of
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conrmodities, such as grain d fenitisa.SSpccialisiogin grain production will
have the inevitable result of a great riss m lmg..diStaace grain d fértilisa
üansportation, which will serïously wonen the alreôdy jammed interregional

network. 'lhis expiab in part why the centrai govemment persists in its
desire for regional s e K s d E c i q in graie This leanhg wili continue for the

f o r e d l e nihne. ûniy e&er the traasportation

bas been

subject to sobstantid improvement wili it be possiile to Iean signiscantly

towarâs regionai speciaüsaîion in grain production..

md,at the current stage of China's economic transition, sbouid the goal of
regional se&sdEciency in food production be aôandoned, then, the SOICalled

inter-provincial 'grain war' is a distinct possibility7 particularly in poor
W e s t years. The rich provinces can purchase graios

nom poot proMnces

with a higher price, which will result in food séortages for the poor provinces.

Foutth, because of the lower ret\iR1S attendant on grain production, some
areas, particular1y in the east COU
provinces, have reduced the sown area

of grain- 'Lhis declim in the sown area of grain encourages two outcornes: ttie

producer is tempted either to yield to non-agricdtural landuse or to shift to
other agricultural uses. While some of the loss is inevitable during the

industrialisation process and the nadjustment of agricuitwal structure, much
of the trausfer is solely because of short-tenu economic gain. ûne typical
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example is the faShion of es&bijshingeconomic development zones. &y
areas have iaadeqiisitc invcshnent envimameot, but l
d dmrities still weDt
ahead and establisbed many Sbcalleâ cconoinic development mes,msulting

in a waste of good fiumland. Uain-g

a policy of fdgrain self-

dciency blps to c\nb this Lied ofwaste.

The above four justifications explain why the Chinese central govertltllent

adhered to a provincial seEsdEciency poiicy in food production and supply.
However, one point shouid be stresseâ. On balance, it is not realistic to
expxt that every province

can feed itself First of all, all the municipalities

except chongqindg are imable to feed themseIves. They are besically urban
areas. There is no conceivable way for them to achieve such a target, though

they administer some niralareas.

Second, some non-urban provinces are also uoable to feed themselves.
Included in tbis category are two kinds of provinces. One kind consists of
those provinces which have g d agricdtraal conditions, and hitherto were

able to produce more than enough grains, but now, with rapid industrialisaton

and urbanisation, must tum

to importing

graias fiom other provinces or

abroad. Guangdong is representative of such provinces. Another kind is

t r a d i t i d y are not OMt to &cd thexnselves, sucb as Qmgbai Gansu, Xizang,
etc.. For these provinces, it is extnmely dülicult, if not impossible, to reaIise

Although it seems impossible for all provinces to féed themselves, it is not

beyond the bu&

of possiity to achieve seIf-sdiciency for grain

producfion and supply at the maci.0-region level. Since the Northwest, which

has the worst conditions among ail six macro~regions,has been basically able
to feed itse& so should aii other regions

As discussed above, the policy of provincial s e ~ ~ c i e n cisy not

appropriate for some provinces, even though the majority of provinces should

be able to achieve it. For the exceptions, their food secufity can be assucd
through the central government's allocation or via provincial food trading. So
a large amount of longdistance transportation of grain stül mut be aüowed

for. BBedes this, the inter-provincial and inter-regional structural food üading
will also generate a huge demand foi long-distance transportation hilities.

How transportation intemelates with food production and distri'bution is a
major abject, deserying fwsber stuây. At this jmcture, it is appropriate that

attention is switched to the issue of East-West divisions in China.

5.3.4. ~ d d k i n Eut-wat
g
G a p fmm the Agricuitiid Pempeetive

East-W& disprities has becn substaddy imrrased since the eary 1980s.
This issue, which is an inevitab1e comeqpence of the ecawmic takeoff

period, bas created many social and economic problems, and is a serious
con-

for both schoiars and policylmakers. There are many ways to address

this issue. F m the agricultiaat viewpoht, the author holds that promoting
agriculture in the West C
O
S
I
lm
f
i the jmmndition for d i n g the growth in
east-west gaps. Because, as 1discusseà beiixe, spatiai imeven development in

agriculture is the hdamental cause of the g e n d regioaal disparities, so it is

logîcd to a d h regional âiqxuities Gist âom the agticuiturai aspect. ûnly

when the western agriculture closes its gap with that of the east, will there be
any prospect of signifiant convergence in the disparities.

Emphasising agriculhiral development has criticai importance for the Chinese
economy. As 1 discussed in Chapter 2, @culture plays a critical role in the

Chinese economy, with eastem agriculture playing a more active role than

that o f the western area. However, dis paüem is changing. First, because its
economic retums are lower than those of the secondary and tertjaly sedors,
agriculture is being negiected in the eastern coastai a m , wbich has better

general conditions in developing agriculture than the western area. Thus, the

Second, eastem agriculture is Êcing more and more coostraiats than ever

before-hm

physid and iesources comtmbts, mostly m the fom of

decreasing acreages of Earmlan4 to institutional coastraiao thus, its
potential for growth is d e r than the westem. In consequence, wesfem
agriculture can take over the dominant role peVious1y played by easfern
agriculture. Developing agriculture in the westem area wiil not ody maintain
agriculture's role in the national economy in aü aspects, as discussed in

Chapter 2 (production conüiiution, market contniution, factor conüiiiution,

and foreign exchange contniution), but aiso wül accelerate the growth of that
region. To iltustrate the latter point, let us take market conüiiution as an
example. Agriculture effects backward and consumption iinkages to the rest
of economy. The backward Iiokage refers to the demaad by agriculture for

different inputs, such as fertiljsers, chernical insecticides, machinery,
electricity, transportation, and rurai inf'rastructure. Apparently, developing
agriculture wiU stimulate

growth of these agriculture-relateci industrial

sectors. FuRher, because of China's limiteci cesources of famianci, the

sustainable growth of agriculture is relying more and more on the increasing

use ofindustrial prOaucts, such as fertilisers, insecticides, farm machin-

The consumptîcm linkage means the multiplier effect of -ers'

and

coasumption

on the rest of the econmy. The purchasing power of fhners is contingent on

the growth rate of @culture. As fbmers' hcome grows, they wiiI be more
able to buy consumer goods which are produceci by both the agricuitural
sector itseIf and the non-agricuituraî sectors, such as h d g , clothing, and

electronic products. This indirect e f f i should not be tmdecsfafed.

Because China is SUan agrarian Society and 80 percent of the total
population is living in the comtryside, the rural comrnunity is inevitably a

dominant market for many domestidy produced consumer goods. As naal
incornes increase, fiumers are spending a higher proportion of incremental

expenditure on manuhctured products. Therefore the rural sector produces a
big market for traditionai durable goods, such as TV sets, bicycles, watches,

and other domestic elecüicai appliance which have limited market prospects
in urban areas(2).

The Chinese governent bas taken certainmeasuies to promote the growth of
agriculture as weii as the g e n d economic and social progress in the

westem area. Measioes dinctly promotiag agricuiturc iaclude, but are not

Wted to:

*. increasing capital ~~t

to tbe westem area m the forms of interest-

subsidised loans and Spena fimds an ogricuitud projects, such as the socalîed S

M pmject( a large agciculaaal cons$iaction project in the a m

consisting of Dhgxi and Hexi prefechires of Gansu proviace and Xibaigu
Prefecture of Ningxia Autonomous Region);

*.

rendering technid guidance and aiI necessary agro-use materials to

*. promoting naal and to-p

enterprises;

*. encouraging east-west coopecation in all aspects of agriculture; and
*. more importantly, granting policy pmnleges, which are as attractive as, if
not more fàvourable, tùan those in the eastem area.

In recent years, the Chinese govemment has began to seriously address the
east-west gaps. S e v d steps have been taken to promote the growth of the

western areas. Two signifiant recent developments deserve airing here. The
nrSt issue is the completion of the Nanning-Kirnming railway (3). The

Nanning-Kunming d w a y extends nom Nanning, the capital of Guangxi

aiuatlgAutonomous region, in the east, via Hmgguo m Guizhou in tbe no&

toKimming,thecapi.ofYumranpr~vince~
hthewest. T h e t o t a l l ~ i s
898.7 lcilometres. It is a f h - g d e e1ectdïed railway with a &signeci
transport capacity of 10 &on

tomes per year in the f
h
t instance, and over

20 million tomes in due course. The Nanning-Kunming railway provides a
séortcut to seaports for the Southwest area and a main line of communication

to the east area. It is intended to *ove

the ûampoztation inffastructure in

the area covering west Guangxi, south Guizhou, and east Yunnan. This
region, mostly occupying the Ytlnnan-GuizhouPlateau, the least developed
part of Eastern Moosoon China, âespite having rich deposits of minerais, is a

poverty-stricken area, containhg many minority peoples. The railway is

intended to accelerate economic growth, promote social progress and ethnic
unity, and shrink east-west disparities. In aU respects, this raüway should

benefit the poverty-sbicken area.

The second notable development is the establishment of the central
municipality of Chongqing (4). Chongqing, the largest metropolis in the

western area, was originaUy a part of Sichuan province. It is the industnal and
tmsportation hub of Southwest China, and the economic core of the upper
reaches of the Changjiang river. nie new Chongqing includes tbe former
Chongqing city, W a w h City, Fuling City, and Qianjiang pref-e.

The

totai ana ofNew Chongqjng is 82,000

km2, a d the total population is 30.02

miliioa Roreaiag Chongqing to the fourth provincial-Ievel centmi

municipaiity has tbee abjects:
First, to coordinate the d e m e n t ofover one miIIion immigrants generated

by the Thra Gorges Roject. Most of the affectsd areas of the Three Gorges

.

*

Project are now uader the admmistniti-onof Chongqing. Thus, Chongqhg has

the power and is responsiie for the weiî-king ofthe forced immigrants.
Second, to sîrengthen the efféctveness of Chongqing as the largest growth
pole in the upper reaches area of the Changjiang riva in order to spur and

stimulate the economic growth of the sunounding a m , most of which is

countryside. The main chdenge for this object is how to revive state-owaed
enterprises which are the mainstay of Chongqing's economy. There are a

large number of state-owned enterprises concentrateci in Chongqing. The
Cbinese govemment hopes Chongqing may fbd meaas of overcoming the

lethargy displayed by enterprises of this kind.

Third, to expriment with ways in which a large rufai area can be integrated
with a large metroplis. In other words, to establish how a large city with a
big administrative area may guide and promote nual industfialisation and
social progres.

5. 4. Summay And Conclusions

economic, and social comiitiioas. Sharp carûasts exkt ammg its regions.
These contrasts are b a i npnseoted by the d e d east-west gaps. The
east-west gaps have been wnsidaably widened since economic ref-

began to cake mot. Aithough ail raeas have achieved very impressive
development outcornes, the pace of growth in the eastem coastal area is fh
higher than that of the western ana. The d t a n t hcrease in eut-west
disparities has been noticeâ by both scholars and policy-makers. The Chinese

central govemment has begm to address this issue by initiating a series of

meamres, including Mproving railway, road, communication, and other basic
infrirstnicture; comûucting some key bases of industry and agriculture;
acce1erating the development of resource-based industries in the west;

promoting east-west moperation; transfémng some indusnies, such as

textiles, sugar =mg,
etc., f?om the east to the west, and so on. The
objective of the Chinese goverment is to first contain east-west disparities

and then moderate them.

The differential performance of agriculture is the caràinai cause of regional
disparities. If agriculture in the west were to improve dramaticaily, it wouid

be possioble to achieve an ailiound economic and sociai development in the
268

w e an4 therefore, cwb the east-west W. F d e r , agriculture s h d d not
betreatedasontyasoioceof~f~~WllggriculaaalSCCtOA,
italmphys
a positive rok as an en-

ofregional developmeat.

haing the paid extending h m 1980 t01990, the basic spatiai pattern of
agriculture did not change signifidy. However, each region registered

different degrees of agricuit\aal development. T b differerice was manifesteci

in the spatial variations in agriculture. h most cases the regional factor
proved the main cause of

Mefe~tialpediormance; although varied

agriculturaî conditions also played a role in sbaping spatial variations.

From the national viewpoint, one of the key issues of agricultural
development is how to balance the exploitation of regional comparative
advantage and the implementation of regional fdgrain seIf-dciency. The

author maintains that at the national level long-tem foodgrain se&dciency
is very necesssuy primarily for four justifications: to secure domestic food
security; to safeguard domestic grain production and nnal employment; to

exploit the comparative advantage of China's grain production; and to save

foreign exchange. However, at the regional level, emphasising food-

self-

sufnciency will create a conflict with the goal of achieving regional
comparative advantages. Regional food@

inherited &om the Ma-

se~sufFiciencyis a policy

and its perpetuation is justifiable only for a
269

sufnciency is bth realisable and desirable.
A f k Chuia's national traosportation inh&wûm has beai subsbnwy

improved, and the new economic system has been fuily established, this ses
sufnciency policy can be adjusted. However, because of o f s large size

and heterogeneous geographical conditions,th-

is always a need to strike a

balance between agcicultural specialidon and grain productioa In other
words, the mnûict between efficiency and e t y will always exist. This is
why goverament intervention is always necessary

in a large-size country,

even one that adopts many of the trappings of the f
kmarket system.
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Appcndu 4-1: Location Quotients of Grain Production 1980 and 1990
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Appendu 4-2: Location Quotients of Meat Production 1980 and 1990
Mif: 1000 tonnes
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Sbradon 0,009978 0,0343681 1,0158196 0,4471476 0,9310272 0,8219251
Hebei
0,009501 0,0308789 1.0200351 0,4257874 0,8365048 0,8878813
O 0.2083838 0.9117647
O 0,0076923 1.0547808
Beijing
Tianjin
O 0,O163934 1 O455319
O 0,4440965 0.8811881
Henan
0.013208
0,054717 0,9907S65 OS918847 1.4822769 0.7881973
S b d

0,011494 0,0574713

Northwest

0.11899
0-008658
Gansu
0,035714
Nei Mong 0.192469
Niigxia
O
Xinjiang 0,176471
Qingûai 0.294118

Sbaansi

0,2451923
0,025974
0,0857143
0,3221757
0,2105263
0.S46218S
0.4705882

0,6758467 5.3324501 6,6422321
1,026146 0 3880011 0 ,7036334
0,933884 1,6005045 203219904
0,5159124
8m62S333 8,7277044
0,8391769
O 5,7031342
0,2947697 7,9083752 14,796997
0,2501076 13.180625 12.748182

0,6146637
0 8786517
0,8053333
0,5748SO3
0,6507937
0,176259
0,2894737

0,1549063
0,0719101
0,0933333
0,1716567
0,0793651
0,2553957
0,3421053

East & Ce
Zbejiaag
Jiangsu
Shanghai
Anhui
Hubei
Euaan
Jiangxi
South

0,010606 000037879 1,0476573
(3uruigdo 0,011834
O 1,050378
Guangxi 0,007463 0,0049751 1,0497365
hjian
0,012346 0,0123457 1,0367115
O
Hainan
O
1

0,4753013 0.1026132
O
O 5303447
0,3344338 0,1347756
O. 5532608 O 3344431
O 27.089888

0.9723985
0.9791105
0,9624724
O. 9812793
0.9173554

0.0237944
0.0195418
0.0342163
O. O109204
0.0661157

Southwest 0.030368

0,9965794
1,0177384
1,015184
1,0077388
0,0452322

1,360908
0 -9401565
0.8392159
1.4550041
20,023333

0,8690084
O, 584106
0,7102218
0.5277251
13.833134

0,9537613
0-973975
0.9537167
0.9492657
0.0568182

0.0288102
0.0169408
0.0336606
0.0333778
0.5

1

1

Sichuan
Guizhou

Yunnan
m

g

National

0,0320787
0,020979 0-0215618
0.018727 0,0262172
0,032468 0,0194805
0.446809 0-5106383

0.022314

0.0369141

1 0.9075393

0.0499702

t r t i o of
locrtioa
mueton to
total mer+
pork
1990
1990
0,0202261
0,999624
0-0282609 0,9461801
0-0164975 1,0361594
0-0184758 0,9899113

Noribwut
Shuari
Gansu

Nei Moaggol
Ningxia
Xiajiang
Qinghai
East & Centrai
Zbejiaog
Jiaogsu
Shpngbai

Aobw
Hubei
Hunan

Jiangxi
South
Cumgdoag
Guangxi
Fujian

Hainan
Southwest
Sichuan

Guizhou
Yunnan
-g

National Totai
(con tinued)

quotient

beef

mutton

1990
1990
1.4523837
0,476013
2,2622196 0*6651095
0,8634595 0,3882419
1,6638105 0,4348202

d

sa,

SI
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growth

Arm/crop
1980

1990

rate

mit & CIatrrl
total gzab
103350 a42982 38.35%
rico
74095 103928 40.26%
whmt

corn
SOY~IO

80rtghm

ri11.t
tubmr
othar grain8

South

total grah
ricm
whert
corn

80yb.a~
morghum

rillat
tuber
othmr gtains
Southwo8t
total grah

rica
wbrt
Coroybaan
morghui

rillmt
tubmr
othmr graiPm

(continued)

12485
2895
650
155
25
6325
6720

20730 66oO4a
5427 87-46%
1072 64o92*
108 -30.32%
14 -44000%

6489

2.59Q

5214 -22.41%

ri.
6t r . .

Total
ehLft

Prop.
ehLCt

D i f f . Homothetic
ahif t production

r ij

1980

a m national

total grain
rico
whaat
corn

80rb.r9
iorghum
millot
tubot
othmr graio.

growlch rate
1990 of the
ru

total
319945 446243
143750 189332
54155 99356
61725 96819
7880 11000

6775
544s
27845
12370

5682
4564
27432
12058

ri,
Si r . .

Total
mhift

Prop,
ehift

Diff.

Homothetic
shift production

Arma/crop
Northarmt
total grain

Rica
wbmat

corn
.oyb.am

80Zqhmillot
tubot
othar grain8
Worth

total grain
tic.
whmat
corn
moybrrn
aorghum

iillat
tubait
othmr grab8

Worthuert
total grain

rica
wbat
COrP

roybaaa

rorgbum
millet
tubor
othar grain8

Current
Prop.ehift

Hietorical Corrected Historical Curtent
HFstor ical
prop.ahift d i f f . e h i f t d i f f . shift total ehift total r h i f t
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Current

Prop.ehift
üast C Coatr.1
t o t r l grain
rice

O

-3606

whoat

7696

corn
soybrra
rorghur

3465
3

œil1.t
tubas
othmt grain8
(louth
total grain
ricm
whert
corn

-1217
-979
-3684
-1678

O
-1326
2830
1275

ioybom

1

80qhm
rillmt

-448
-360
-1355
-617

tubar

othar graîar
Southumrt
t o t r l grain
rie.
whaat

corn
royborn
80-w

millrt
tubmr:
othar graina

O
-1745
3723

1677
1
-589
-474
-1782
-812

Hietorical Corrected Hietorical Curtent
Hietorical
prop.shift d i f i . e h i f t dFff. s h i f t total e h i f t t o t a l ehift

A P P ~ I X4-4

SCfI?%

IOR

-2

unit 1000 ton
Total
&

O

.

rhift

PRODUCTION

O-.

D i f f o H-th

mhift mhift produc

Horth.rist
total n a +

pork
brmf

mutton

)3orthumst

total mat
po=k
bmef
mutton

East
t o t r l -art

Pobmef
mattom

South
totrl i e a t
Ptk
bref
muttom
Southnrt
total i e a t
Po+k
bœof
mutton
1Jltiom.l
totrl r a r t

total

po+k
beof

autton

(to be continued)

tic
-./na+

Cucrent

r i j ' Pxop. 8 h i f t

northeast
+O-l i 8 a t
P-k
54 88%
bemf

muttoa

259 54%
84.81%

Worth

total n r t
p0zk
114, 001
beef
iuttoa

396.76%
15s 34*

Noztbwert
total mert
~o=k
110 33%
beef
388.25%
muttom
150-97%
East
total Mat
p0rk
38.37%
berf

314.06%

mutton

112.83%

South
total i e r t
p0rk
130,351
beef
434.73%
matton
174 ,86a
south~st

total - m a t
POS~

132-01%

bamf
mutton

438.588
176 84%

Natioaal
totrx rait
00-

101 14%

bœaf

366.91%
140 001

mttoa

C0rro-d

Hi8toti~al Curent

Ri*.

d i f f . mbift d i f f , 8bifttot;rl m h i f t To- Sh

